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PREFACE

The enquiry on which this report is based was initiated by OECD
in 19G8. The aim was to make a preliminary investigation into the main
factors affecting women's re-entry into empioymen, and, in particular,
to explore:

a) the need for women to return to employment, both ;o meet the
m inpover requirements of their countries and to satisfy the
desire ..)f many older women to obtain paid work;

b) the steps 'acing taken to enable women to return, Including the
provision of infonnation and advice, the availability of training
and retraining schemes, the financial and other assistance for
trainees t nd the frcilities for obtaining employment with or
without training;

c) the way in which training be,hemes have been adapted and devisee
to meet the special requiremeats of the older woman with regard
to hours of work, course content, and teaching methods;

d) the effectiveness of the measures taken in terms of the economic
contribution of the women once employed and the satisfaction of
the women themselves.

The OECD countries which took part in the twill). were Canada,
Denmark, France, the Federal Republic :4 Germany, Italy, Netherlands,
Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the United States of America.

The range of topics to be considered, the number of countries in-
volved and the resources available larhely determined the nature and
methods of th!. enquiry. In response to a letter sent by the OECD to all
participating countries, the appropriate ministries provided facts and
figures in the main areas of the studs. The inNestigator subsequently
visited each country in turn to discuss the data provided and to collect ad-
ditional inforr)ation. Contac.was al so made with tratningestablishmrnts,
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employers, trade unions and research org:misations with interests in
this Held.

It is obvi,aus that in view of the width of the subject, the diver: ity
of the problems arlaing- in different countries and the limitations of time
and other resources, the study was Inevitably impressionistic and In-
complete. Moreover, many changes in this field are of recent date and
the facts and figures needed to justify firm conclusions in many instlees
dirt not and do r-,t exist.

Despite these reservations it has nonetheless been possible to re-
cord a numbe;. of Interesting experiments, to Identify pro5lems common
to many countries, to suggest useful future studies and to raise policy
issues on which decisions are needed,

The chapter on the Costs and Benefits was prepared in consultation
with Dr. E.J. Mishan, Reader In Economics, London School of Eco-
nomics.

The vl.ws expressed throughout are those of the author, and do
not in any way bind the authorities of the countries concerned.



I

THE MEANING AND RELEVANCE OF THE RE -ENTRY
OF WOMEN INTO EMPLOYMENT

For centuries many %voraent, young and old, fangle and married,
have take- part :n thel countries' economic life. In ni(die%al and
early modern times, their work teas carried out primarily in their men
homes or on nearb; farms.* With industrialisailon, however. many
women's job:: %%ere shifted into factories and taken over by men, %%hlle
the scope for economic activity sh: ank for the %,.omen oho stayed at
home.

Though the range of work available for %%oincn became more limitr2d,
the need to corn money to supplement family incomes continued to drive
many women to take %%hr.leve. employment they could find, fitting it in
as best they could with the domestic responsibilities uhinh dominated
their lives.

The employment of older women 13 not, therefore, near. Vet it is
not perhaps realized how substantial I. the economic contribulton of the
older woman, and how important an element murk is in women's li%es.
As 'fable 1 shots, in Denmark, France, the United Kingdom and the
Federal Republic of Germany, over .10`ri of women in the age groups 15
to 6$ are economically active, and well over 3Ori ,n Canada, United
States and Svxden.

Important as this problem has always been. he'e are special fea-
tures In the present and future situation of working %vomen that make
the subject of their re-entry into employment a matter of particular and
widespread interest today.

relevant tutors are ooth social and economic.

E. 1;11(toi, tt Socioloiit e Trv.ailit-isir. teLtio-s
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It is assumed that i.. the future, as in the past, women's family
responsibilities will continue to influence their work roles. Their work
situation can, therefore, only .oe understood ii considered in conjunction
with the requirements of family life. It is because important changes
arc taking place, both In family life and at work, that the position t,r
the older woman seeking employment requires special stady at the
present time.

In Western countries, the average size of family, vl,ries but (.1.spite
differences 'ctween count! Jes and fluctuations in the birth role within
countries, the size of family nowhere shows signs of t eturning to nit,e-
teenth century dimensions.

The marriage age continues to drop and, perhaps most important
of all, the age at which the average woman has her last child has fallen
to thirty, or below, in .1 number of countries. Table 2 makes clear the
extent of the change in most of the countries include:1in this survey

Where, as in the United Kingdom, almost all girls take paid work
on leaving full-time cducatir,n, the mother lo,,k(ng for employment fa
seeking to re-enter the labour- market. In ;once cotn.tries, howev.-n
as In the Netherlands, and to a lesser extent in Fiance, wnere it is still
not uncommon for unmarried girls to slay at home or to work on the
family rarm or in the family business, the married woman seeking em-
ployment may be entering the labour market for the first time. Per
situation, which cmittot stri.tly be included In a study of re-ntry prob-
lems, presents considerable difficulties and the assistance nmessary
for many re-entry women will often be even more important in these
eases. In benmark and In the Netherlands, ior example, as the numter
of small farms and family business declines, W1VCF, who have played an
active part in the family concern are now looking for jobs on the open
market. it is interesting that, in some eases where the family business
Is no longer sufficient to support the family, the husband may take paid
employment, leaving the farm or shop in the i.t.re of the wife.

While the family is changing so also Is the labour market, With
slight variations between countries, and with interesting signs of new
developments more apparent in some countries than in others, the
labour market for women has been, and still Is to a large extent, dif-
ferent from the labour market for men.* There Is, of course, an
overlap area, hut compared with the ext-nt of the distinct male and fe-
male labour mat kola it is small and relatively unimportant. in the
professional field in most cow tries women work mainly in the tradi-
tional female professions -r teaching, nursing and social w.rk. In
France, for example, in 1962, 63.7% of all teachers were women. In

Or, Pita cr. cif,
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medicine there is considerable variation In women's penetration in
different countries. In the United Kingdom 25% of registered practi-
tioners were women, compared with 6% of all physicians in the United
States. In the law and in higher levels of administration there are, in
almost all countries, only a tiny minority of women.

Over the next thirty years this market for women's labour is likely
to change radically. Automation and greater mechanisation, it is fore-
cast, ?MI lead to a reduction in the number of people employed in manu-
facturing industry in semi-skilled and unskilled work and to an increase
In technical grades.* Table 3 shows how heavily women in the United
Kingdom are conetntrate, in the less skilled jobs which are due for
contraction and how little they have penetrated the skilled grades which
ate due to expand. Only minor variations on this pattern were found
in the various countries studied. The likely effect on the employment

Table 3. UNITED KINGDOM, MAY 196E,

ME F [MALE

Managers 397,360 18,060

Scientists and technologists 92,15') 2,655

Draughtsmen 101,630 1,455

Other technicians 163,1'40 13,750

Skilled production workers 1,290,190 68,000

Skilled maintenance workers 257,290 2,495

Other production workers 1,326,410 1,071,910

Foremen and chargeharKis 110,950 17,195

Warehouse packers and despatch 263,910 102,685

Transport drivers 143, 740 965

Canteen staff 6,390 61,335

LabeurerA 3,51,900 25,185

Other employee.; 366,120 224,660

Ftracted Prohlc ms of Fs,' at Fay, G.s, Vet., a T1. Irft:41.4t of Prno-a-c1

Tfe pavan Iht h tine, Minimy of IANYLt Stcdici No, ,

I ?f4.
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of women of scientific and technical development is illustrated by the
changes in the Federal German Republic shown in Table 4. The reduc-
tion in the number of manual workers between 1961 and 1967 was uneven-
ly distributed between men and women, the percentage of women employed
having fallen by 10% compared with only 5% for men. In the management
and white collar sector, on th( other hand, there was an increase of 18%
in the number of men employed compared with only 14% in the number
of women. In absolute terms the increase in the numbers of women in
the white collar sector exceeded the decrease in the manual workers
sector, no doubt as a result of the continuing increase in the demand for
clerical workers. This did not however help the displaced untrained
women manual workers, particularly the older women, who normally
could not be transferred to the white collar sector.

Table 4. CHANGES IN EMPLOYMENT OF WHITE COLLAR
WORKERS AND MANUAL WORKERS

1961-67 (FEDERAL GERMAN REPUBLIC)

ALIITE

NILN

COIIAR VONIERS MANUAL WORN: S

1')TAIL

TOTAL
EMPLOYED

I WOMEN TOTAL MEN WOVEN

1961 4,531 3,262 7,793 9,350 3,769 13,119 20,012

1967 5,358 3,740 9,098 8,900 3,358 12,269 2'9387

627 + 478 41,305 - 450 - 351 -630{ +475

It Is this 0.bserne of training and qualifications which will clearly
be an Increasingly serious hardicap in the labour market or the future,
and which is characteristic of the female labour force in all the coun-
tries studied in this survey. In France a Alinistry of Labour Survey of
1961* showed that among manual workers three quarters of the women,
compared with half the men, were without any qualifications at all. In
the electrical engineering iniustry 7% of Cie women, compared with
50% of the men, `lad some qualifications. The comparable figures in
the chemical industry were 10% for women and 47% for men, in the food
industry 3% for women and 26% for men. In textiles, the area in which
women have been long established in skilled work, the figure rose to
28% for women f-ompared with 33% for men. In Sweden, Denmark and
Federal Republic of Germany, considerable numbers of women have in

ftalcof!e Gtflal.d-Litidon, Le Travail ees Femme: er. Fruxe, Russet Uri%usi
leires de Fierce.



recent years become draughtsmen This change is, however, excep-
tional, and on pi esent showing women arc not favourably placed to take
advantage of the new developments which are undermining important
areas of the trad:tional women's labour market and are expanding oppor-
tunities in some areas where their penetration has been very slight Indeed.

The future demand for clerical workers* Is a matter of the first im-
portance for women, and is not easy to forecast. Table 5 shows the dis-
tribution of clerical and administrative jobs in May 1938 In the United
Kingdom where r.bout 40% of all girl school leavers entered office Jobs.

Table 5

MALE F DOME

Clerical and office

Other administrative

345,220

274,860

572,670

56,420

The percentage of clerical workers In the total employed population
hat Increased steadily throughout the entleth century arid the earliest
studies of the effect of automation on office work have shown that initially
at any rate the Introduction of the computer has slowed up the rate of in-
crease In the demand for clerical workers but has not led to an obsolete
reduction. In the long run, however, when the full effects of office au-
tomation have become apparent if, Is reasonable to rxpect a reduction In
the demand for clerical workers. Colin Leicester**, of the Department
of Applied Economics at Cambridge University, writing In 1968, forecast
the following changes fn the distribution of manpower between 1960 and
200J.

Table G

In° 2,00
F.

Professional and technical 8 20

Managerial 10 10

Clerical 12 9

Manual 70 61

Mr-pols sr .5tceies No. 4. Comveri in Offices, ',Fir iirry of Le+o,e O1s;9)1,

Colintticester, ", Sinlecrete No. V. Cueersofcieforte. Ads ise)
Cer.t e fa tikc +lion FAIL

15
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The fall from .2% to 9% in clerical work would have a marked effect
on the employment position of women. It would only be offset if 1'0111C11
were accepted in categories of work in v.hich they are at present rarely
found. Girls leaving school today will be re-entry women in the year
2000 and if Leicester is correct Ln increasing number of today's girl
school leavers should be diverted from clerical to technical and profes-
sional work, This can only easily be done if it can be established that
opportunities already exist for them in these fields,

Nhilc these technical changes are taking place, pressure has been
growing for the acceptance of Convention 100 of the ILO and Article 119
of the Treaty of Rome, both of xhich require the application of the prin-
ciple of equal pay. This Is not the place to argue the problems of inter-
pretation associated with this claim. It is clear, however, that if this
demand is met, women's position in the labour market will again be
altered. In the past and immediate present the murk women have done
and the pay they have teceivcd have reflected the separation of the men's
and women's labour market. Up to now the older %%oinan returning to
work has sought and found jobs in this limited women's raarket. But the
disappearance of many women's sobs combined with the possible disap-
p=.ararice of separate ctandards of remuneration, could alter the situation
drastically, lf women are restricted to a declining number of traditional
women's sobs, but arc nc longer eheapzr than men ter the employer, their
bargaining position will obviously detericrate. If, in addition, the num-
ber of women seiAing empien ment is swollen by the pressure of older
women wishing to re-enter the contracting women's labour market, then
the situation becomes even more unfavoui able. II, on the other hand,
the traditional separate labour markets for men and women arc akin-
doned and are replaced, albeit gradually, by a single labour market,
then the opportunities for women can increase spectacularlyy and the
latent abilities of large .Timbers of 'Armen will at last b appropi lately
employed.

The re-entry of women Into einployirrant, and its related problems
and opportunities, have for a number of years aroused caosiderable in-
terest. It ).3 the combination of these relatively familiar matters 1% itil
the change.; taking place the whole field of women's employment which
gives an enquiry at the present time its special significance,

16
1



II

THE RE-ENTRY PROCESS:
OPPORTUNITIES AND OBSTACLES

A later chapter examines the opportunities and obstacles facing
women who wish to re-enter the labour market in the nine countries
covered in this survey. From the experienn of these countries it is
plain that opportunities for re-entry women are, in the main, restricted
to the traditional women's professions of teaching, nursing and social
work; to work In offices and shops, in semi-skilled or unskilled sobs
in manufacturing industry and in service oc.:upations. The limitations
which in all countries affect the employment of women generally irre
spective of age or marital status, a-e made mopt acute by the special
problems of older women who have ten absent from the labour market
for a number of years. Under these conditions, many women fall to
obtain the level of work of which they are crpable, to their on and the
community's considerable ImpoverLhmeut. It Is, thcreore, Important
to examine the critical farters affecting re-entry woolen's access to
Jobs and their chances of obtaining and retaining work at a level appro-
priate to their capacities.

1. VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE

A married irman feels she would like a ',ah. But what job should
she seek; how should she Attempt to find it; what practical arrange
ments should zhe make to (*cal with her domestic rzsponsibilities; and
how should she prepare herself for this new work?

The problems which Ile behind these questions raty with the cir-
cumstances of the woman concerned. At one end of the scale there is
the professionally qualified woman - a 1.1edical practitioner or a nurse
for example - who, while she h-.1s been at home, has managed to keep
in touch with her profession torough re .ding and personal contacts, or

4" 14



has even continued to practice it on a p.rt-time or occasional basis.
She knows what she wants :o do; she knows where she can be fitted in;
she knows where to apply; she knows what refresher training she needs
and where it is available; she knows how she and her husband and chit-
drei. hill manage their family life. She is confident and happy in the
knowledge that she can do a good sob. Not least, she fully accepts that
with s gap in her professional career, and the limited commitment she
can now undertake, her work will be useful, well paid and rewarding,
but probably not professionally in the top flight. If all this is true, she
will be fortunate and she will :epresent a totally untypical group in the
army of women seeking re-entry.

For the great mass of women in every country the position is quite
different. They have had no specific training. With a gap of ten to
twenty years their knowledge of the labour-market, always sketchy, is
now both limited and inaccurate. Their views of Jobs are highly colour-
ed by the jobs they knew a decade ago. But while they have been at
home the labour market and the jobs in ft have been exitinuously chang-
ing. Such a woman does not quite know what she wants to do, o whom
to ash. She knows she can run her home, though even that does not al-
ways pan out; but will she be able to keep to a timetable, to learn new
jobs, to compete with youngsters who look Ike the yeomen's glossies,
to be part of a tram she does not control. Her husband and children
are doing rath t well. She does not want to make a fool of herself, or
to take a job they and the neigh'iout s would not think touch of. After all,
she is a wife and mother. She :s used to running her own show. What's
more, she has got to go on running it. tier family does not seem to
mind her working - she might prefer it if they seemed to mind a little
more - lyut this may well not last if life for them becomes a little less
comfortable, a little more uncertain. She is, as haq been said, both
under-confident and over-eonfident at the sante time - under - confident
in relation to her real capacity for tackling new tasks, over - confident
by -ortue of her status,

So vocational guidanee stands ol.,c as the first n ajor requirement
of the re-entry won, m. This is stressed by t.oll% public authorities and
voluntary organisations in all countries set-lot:ply stiempiing to make a
success of the re-entry programme. In the Initeo States, for example,
a wide variety of educational and voluntary bodies assisted by the Worn-
en's Bureau of the Department of Labour, are experimenting in this
field, while in Sweden professional help is provided on a generous scale
by the PUblic authorities. From the York that has .ready been done, it
is clear that the woman needs 1n be Able to discuss her total problem
with someone who uncle' stands the psychm,logical. practical and %OrA-
lionai Aspects of re-entry - to ix at. le to give her at the sa,1e time self-
confidence and a realistic appreciation of what taking a jobs means. This
is a highly skilled and time - consuming tisk. Prefessional organisations
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with long experience in vocational guidance, as for example the Na-
tional Institute of Industrial Psychology in the United Kingdom, estimate
that while vocational guidance for an adolescent takes approximately one
and a half dais of a professional adviser's time, for an adult the period
can be shortened to a day r2 even less. The cost, even for a non-profit
making organisation, has been estimated at £15.0.0. per half day."
Such a service needs to be supported by sufficient publicity to make its
existence known to those whom it is intended to assist. The provision
of a vocational guidance service on this scale will obviously take time
to organise, It appears to be essential if frustration and waste are to
be avoided.

In addition to the provision for itxlividual guidance and counselling,
the conference and courses organised particularly in Denmark and
Sweden appear to be serving a very useful dual purpose. It is possible,
by such means, to give a group of women information and understanding
about the labour-market, and the opportunity to sort out pet sonal prob-
lems both by discussion with experts and by exchanging idet,s with other
women facing comparable difficulties.

2. DASIC EDUCATION

For the great majority of the jobs at present performed by re-
entry women the educational demands are so limited that the level of
the women's basic education is not a prob.em. Where, however, a
woman alms at a more skilled or responsible job, inadequate baste edu-
cation caa prove a serious handicap. This raises issues of great impor-
tance if re-entry is to be successful, The problem starts in the schools.
if girls can be taught to look ahead to the second ns well as the firs.
phase of work their attitude to educational achievement will change. M
present many girls leave school at the earliest legally permitted date,
although they are fully capable of benefiting from a much more exten-
sive period of education. They also at an early age drop such subleets
as mathematics and so, in practice, limit their subsequent choice of
career. To make matters worse, these decisions are frequently made
in ignorance of the career consequences. The need clearly is for as
wide an educational base as possible so that the woman who wants to
take a specific training in her thirties has a good enough basic educa-
tion on which to build.

This sound educational base is also Important for the woman who
hopes to keep in touch with new developments while at home looking
after her young family, Learning is a habit, haul to acquire and easy
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to rose. The better the girl's education has been the easier %ill she
find it to keep the learning habit alive while she is at home, and the
easier it will be for her to learn anew when she deckles to return.

The period at home presents both problems and opportunities with
which professional organisations, trade unions, and public educational
authorities can help. To study at home with no defined programme or
goal and prob-hly always will be, possible only for the very few.
Experiments to i:ssist women at this stage of their lives are therefore
of special Importance. In New York, for example, training courses
and examinations are available by virtue of a combined effort by New
York State University and educational television. By these means
women at home are helped to discover %fiat to learn. They are given
knowledge, a planned programme of study appropriate to their circum-
stances, and a clearly defined goal. Women taking such courses have
a real chance to suppiement their school education and to emerge from
the period at home with the mental alertness and educational qualifica-
tions which they need to launch them on a new career.

The nature of these educational requirements raises controversial
and important Issues. No one would ask that the standards ultimately
required of re-entry women In their chosen careers should be different
from the standards normally expected, but this does not rule out greater

with regard to entry requirements for training courses. It is
where a student finishes up on a training course that matters, not where
she begins. in a number of countries re-entry women wishing to take
a particular training have fir at to spend months, or even years, ac-
quiring the qualifications in academie subjects which they would have
gained at school had they continued their studies. Sometfnes the laio%l-
edge tested is (levied to embark on the proposed course, but sometimes
it Is merely required as evidence of adequate ability to tackle higher
studies. Formal study is not however the only %ay to acquire knowledge
and school examinations are not the Jrily way to demonstrate ability. A
system of 'equivalents' which did not lower entry standards but accept-
ed a wider range of evidence of The candidate's knowledge and ability,
might save a considerable amount of time and encourage suitable students
.t present deterred by the long drawn-out preliminary process of sup-
plementing educational qualifications.

3. TILE TRAINING PROCESS

For re-entry ammen the training process is of prime importance.
With few exceptions the absence of training and qualifications excludes
them from all but the more rAio.ly paid jobs, while the acquisition of
these qualifications is seen as a formidable hurdle. The problems are
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both practical and academie. ithen a married woman has discovered
what she would like to do she needs to re-arrange her existing duties
and to find the money to meet the costs which arise even when tuition
is free. She also has to acquire the mental habits of a student. In a
number of countries, at any rate for jobs where the:e are great short-
ages of wontanpowcr, tuition fees are paid and grants are large enough
to meet the woman's out-of-pocket expenses and to pay the cost of some
assistance with domestic duties. In this way, the wife's training is not
a charge on her husband and the standard of comfort of the family can
be maintained without the wife adding the Effort and strain of follow 'rg
a training programme to the full e.r.rnands of running a home. In Swedrai,
for example, the need to buttress the re-entry woman in this way is
accepted. In contrast, in Canada a distinction is made between the
woman who is in employment, loses her Job and takes a training course
to equip herself for a new job, and the housewife who has not been In
paid employment for a number of years but is seeking to re-enter the
labour market. Free training is available to both categories of women,
but training allowances are paid only to unemployed women already in
the labour market or to the re-entry housewife who is the head of a
household with one or more dependent children. Direct evidence of the
effect of this distinction is not available, but there is evidence of con-
siderable, though by no means universal, Indifference - or even oppo-
sition - by husbands 1.1 their wives' re-entry to work. Where it Is
accepted policy to remove obstacles to re-entry this type of full finan-
cial support shonld probably be recognised as a decisive ;actor in
enabling the woman to make the first difficult and important move into
training. According to paragraph 11 of the Lal)our Promotion Law
(Arbeitsfbrderungsgesetz), participants in full-time proessional train-
ing courses which are supported by the tabour administration receive
a financial allowance apart from their legal right to unemployment as-
sistance.

Financial support may make training possible. It does not make
it effective. }'or this three ;actc,rs nu,st be studied; the practical
training arrangements, course content and teaching methods. The
hours of work customary In colleges for young single people, where
teaching Is often organised between 9 a. rn. and 6 p.m., may be very
difficult indeed for a woman who has to sec children off to school and
to prepare a meal for the family in the evening. The scheduling of
formal teaching between 9.30 a. in. and 3.30 p.in. as is done Pi
Bromley Technical College in Great Britain, can make coosiderable
difference to the housewife student. For some an even more appro-
priate pattern is the scheme adopted for teacher training at the SidEcy
Webb Coilege in London t,here for the first three years All the m'ces-
sary lectui es and classes can he taken in the evenings and on a limited
number of Saturdays.
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A further practical point of importance is the reed for flexibility
in the time required to complete courses. The question of "equivalents"
mentioned in relation to entry qualification needs also to be examined
with regard to the studies to be pursued. It is clear that many women
in their second phase of employment will not return to their previous
occupation but will set out on an entirely new career. Detailed studies
of the common clenielits in apparently quite different courses should
enable a system of "equivalents" to be worked out which would permit
courses to be shortened without any reduction of standards.

While for some students the time required for taking a course
could and should be reduced, in other circumstances it may be neces-
sary for it to be lengthened. A woman may be able to tackle a course
normally requiring two years of full-time study if she can spread this
over a three year or an even longer period. Alternatively, a woman
may embark on a full-time course and find that some domestic crisis
intervenes. It should be possible for her to postpone completion of the
course until the situation changes, when she should then be able to re-
sume her studies where she left off.

A further variation of training time is required for the woman who
dropped out from training before marriage and then wishes to resume
the same training years later. Here again, standards must be assured,
but the drop out problem will inevitably arise where women students
are com-erned and it should not be impos.sible to work out appropriate
systems (or the resumption of studies which recognize the work already
done before the drop out occurred. Such facilities do not exist every-
where at present.

One further common situation calls for a new and mole flexible
approach. If it is policy to encourage women to train for the level of
work appropriate to their abilities, then the low level training which
still satisfies many school leaver8 and re-entry women should be ac-
cepted as a base for further training and as a recognized contribution
to higher level training. This is perhaps a special form o: the problem
of "equivalents", bet a special form of particular importance. Wher
ever possible, no woman should be required to start over again.
Even the short training for "aides" widely developed in the United States
might be examined to see if it could be accepted as a first step towards
a higher qualification. Obviously there are great difficulties in moving
women up professional /adders in this say, but from the point of view
of the trainee there is a world of difference between a short training
which leads only to a job with a very low ceiling, and a short training
which can be seen as placing the trainee on the lowest rung of a long
ladder which all may and some will climb.
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These training problems and their possible solution are of great
concern to the woman who has had nn previous training, m who, having
had a training, wishes to switch to some different type of work. The
vast army of women in unskilled enip'.oyni.:-.nt 'oho become aware of un-
used capacities and neglected opportunities need training provisions of

the kind described. So also do a number of women who for one reasr,n
or another decide not to return to the work for which they were origi-
nal!), trained. Perh9ps the most severe limitation of the married
woman as a worker is her relatie immobility. Though there arc ex-
ceptions, in the great majority of cases a family lives in a place conve-
nient for the husband's v.irk and the wife can only Like a jcb to which

she can travel daily from the family home. If she eAnnot find her pre-
marital typo of work within this area then she must do so rething else
or stay at home. Even if such a job is 3N she may not vi.di to
take it up .,gain. The choice of occa-paii..n of a girl of iiftecn or even
twenty-one may be totally different fom thf choice of the t-zarii..!
fifteen or twenty years hater. Th: m.portunit., to learn entire./ new
Is of prime iripot tanec for re-enty women.

There will however always be some, perhaps a majority, who Nw.s.h
to return to their origiral type of emplorment. The refresher court_
is perhaps the most obvious of the nee*. of re-entry and is one ot the

easier requirements to proviee. The trained woman on a refreihe,
course has the same nccu as the V10111:111 in full training for financial
sistance, but the period in many cases can be quite short. In Sweden
it has been found that a ten week course is sufficient to brush up nffiee
skills, and s great deal of paid refresher training can be and is being
done on the job where the shortage of labour is acute enough to spur the
employing authority into action.

One difficulty which arises over the provision of short refresher
courses Jr the inodequate numlxr of applicants in a given area at any
one time. The German white collar trat.'e union, die 1),utsche Angestell-
vm;:ewerkschaft, has found that some of the courses it Las attempted to
provide foundered tor this reason. Moreover, where a labour shortage
is acute a woman with initial training :an frer,dently get a lob without

any refresher course at all. Where good on-tl,e-job trainint; is pro-
vided this nisy to satIF(.1 tory for all concerned. it can afro mean
however that bot'a the woman and her employer settle for a standard
of work lower than could easily be attained with greater attention to
refresher tt.z.4 dng. in ti short Inin little harm may be done, but in ti.e
long run, an:dhing which perpetuates the Idea of the re-entry- woman as
a 'marginal worker Is eoltrary to her interesp.

Until recently it was comrtonly assumed that older pcople could not
learn ne A' skills or study unfamiliar subjects successfully. Eliperience,
especially wartime experience, has for some time suggested that this is
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not necessarily true. Some kinds of learning do appear to deteriorate
With age, but in a number of important areas, as the work of Dr. IL M.
Beth O' has shown, it is possible for learning to continue much longer
tnan was originally supposed, provided appropriate training methods
are used.

The enquiries in the present study certainly confirm the view that
the age of !earning Cail be very considerably extended. In the co-oper-
ative store, PUB in Stockholm, for example, a three months training
course for saleswomen aged 50 to 55 careled out over a number of years
has proved successful. One American college teacher reported that
older women students who had been "drop-outs" in Bich youth were ob-
taining consistently higher grades after their return than they had
achieved during their first phase in college, in Sweden, the steel com-
pany ASEA selected women aged 35 - 40 for their special par -time
scheme and found they all successfully completed the training and not
onl) held down the jobs on which they were originally placed 'cut in some
cases we, e trained further and promoted to higher grade work. In the
Svenska 3alpeterverken chcinleal works, out of a group of 32 spc:ially
selected warred aged 18 to 50, wish an average age of 37. 31 success-
fully completed training.

These exan.ples demonstrate the capacity to learn of properly s--
leeted older women. So far as this study is concerned. no examples
were found of the deliberate use of the new training methods for older
people pioh^cred by Belbin. It is reasonable to suppose that if success
can be obtained even with convenDonal training methods then with spe-
cially adapted methods the rr.nge of older women capable of benefiting
from training will be et isidrably extended.

While it is not claimed that special training methods were being
emplo)cd for re-entry women there was ev;dence that at any rate sonic
trainers were appreciating certain characterist: .s a c-enti v women
and were adapting her approach accordingly. In partivillar, the need
for individual contact between the older trainee and a staff member was
repeatedly stressed and it seems that some form of tutorial guidance can
greatly increase the effectiveness of training for this poop. Emphasis
was atso laid, :or example, at the Sidney Webb College for Teachers fr.
London, on the importance of recogrDing the contribution that mature
moincn cal make t) a course, and the need for "a relationship et equali-
ty" between staff and mature students. More research in this field is
required, but from observation It seems that success in teaching t e-
entry women may avol: depend on the quality of '.his relationship
between teacher and t aught which can give the older woman respect
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and encouragement. In this way the threatening element in the training
situation is reduced sufficiently to allow learning to take place,

ATTITUDES AND OPINIONS

in addition to the practical problems already discussed, the oppor-
tunities and achievements of re-entry women are greatly affected by

the attitudes and opinions of employers, by the women's own view of their
work t epics, and by public opinion.

Generalizations about attitudes, ,upported bl detailed studies of
a kind not possible in a survey of this .ype, cannot be made with any

great degree of confidence. It is however useful to examine certain fre-
quently expressed comments regarding the employment of re-entry
women, which, where held, are to have an adverse effect on

women's prospects.

a) Employers' point-of-view: Many employers believe that mar-
ried women arc likely to be unreliable employees. Family
responsibilities, it is argued, lead to high absence and turnover
rates, and the re-entry worm..1 as a second breadwinner does
not really need to work: she is only looking for pin money. ft
is often stated that married women do not want responsibility.
Given these views, the employer will conclude that re-entry
women should only be employed where no other labour is avail-
able, kilt not waste time and money training them for skilled
or responsible work, and will not consider them for promotion.

No doubt all these beliefs can be supported with regard to some re-
entry women, but the sex of an employee is only one among a number ci
variables influencing behaviour and there is no justification for sweep-

ing generalizations about women as employees which Ignore all these
other variables and assume that women, merely t3.- virtue of their sex,
behave in a Nniform and standardized manner. From studies in a num-
ber of (-vineries, it is clear that both absence and turnover rates among

men as well aa ...omen are ft equently much higher among unskilled work-
ers than amone the skilled and those In responsible positions. Since

women are to be found mainly among the unskilled their reputation for
high absence and instability may be a furctfon of their rrade as well as,
or even instead of, their sex.

There is undoubted evidence that %omen in higher level jobs have

markedly lower absence and turnover rates than women in lok;:r level
jobs. Some examples in thin current survey sappott this :IrprrAnt,
:11 the Netherlands, for example, mlrried wmen at IBM in Amster &m
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had a labour turnover rate of only 13% and ar absence rate of 7%. In
Sweden in ASEA the specially trained group of 32 re-er,try women en-
gaged in 1960 were all still in employment with the company six years
later, while a comparable group specially selected and trained at
Svenska Salpcterverkcn has a turnover rate o; only lift per annum.
Among the very small number of women in responsible positions sta-
bility is often high. In Irma, the multiple store organisation in
Denmark, where there were a number of older women in management
jobs, the average length of service for women In thli grade was ten
years. In Volvo in Goteborg, where women were doing customary men's
jobs at the full men's rate of pay, the women's turnover rate was actually
lower than the men's though the absence rate was higher. Among the
post of:ice workers at Goteborg, on the other hand, the v:omen's turn-
over rate was about the same as the men's and the absence rate was
lower.

Age is a further factor which needs to be examined separately when
statements are made regardirg the dependability of women workers.
Irma in Denmark reported th,.t the older women had a higher stability
rate than the younger women. Ina study of a group of older women
trainees carried out In Sweden by the National Institute of Vocational
Health it emerged that the older women were planning for a long period
in the labour market, while at Philips in The Hague it was found that
older women who had specifically said when recruited that they did not
intend to remain more than a year or two in employment in fact did not
leave as thoy had planned pelt stayed on for an indefinite period. In the
SArdish co-operative store, PUB, a very high percentage of the trainees
aged 50 to 55, most of *horn had returned to work after a period of 10
to 15 years at home, settled down permanently in the organisation, A
further example of the relative stability of older women is given by the
Librarian at the London School of Economics INho ceased employing un-
married girls for a special clerical lob as he found older women had
lower turnover rates.

These isolated examples In themselves prove nothing but they show
that in some cases at ny rate older women become reliable long-term
empluices. It Is Interestin,4 too that In almost all the cater quoted,
care had been taken in the s:lecticht and training of the women concern-
ed. Age, level of eniplo ment, methods of selection and training all
appear to affect the length and regularity of service that can be expect-
ed from re-entry women. In many cases sex appears to be a rcla ..ely
unimportant factor.

The same type of argument artlies to the alleged women's attitude.
towards promotion. There are a number of eases In which it been
found to be true that women do not seek promotioo. There are also,
as in the retail trade, oiler instances where woven want promotion,
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carry it successfully, and gtve long periods of service. The point that
emerges most clearly is the extent to which opportunities for individual
women, and the benefits employers cotJd gain from promotion of appro-
priate women, arc handicapped by generalizations about women as a
whole. On any particular occasion an employer Is not, In fact, promot-
ing 'women' in the abstract but a particular woman to a particular Job.
The kind of individual assessment of the applicant's suitability which
any corn., ...,tent management makes before promoting a man, if applied
to a woman candidate would identify the woman whose individual attitudes
and circumstances make her suitable for a particular promotion. So
long as all women are saddled with the characP:risties applied to 'wom-
an' in the abstract the present frustrations and waste Hill continue.
When this is accepted, employers I.. general may start to ask the ques-
tion put by the Swedish Engineering company, "What Jobs in this com-
pany cannot be done by a woman?", They may then find, as this com-
pany found, that few Jobs are in fact beyond some woman's capacity.
When and only when this happens, job opportunities for women will ex-
pand cttamatically and the separate labour-markets for men and women
will begin to Integrate.

b) Women's Approach: It is not, however, only the attitudes of
employers which affect the job opportunities of women. In all
the countries studied sonic women ar,..s working to bring abot.t
a radical change in Job opportunities both fur school-leavers
and re-entry, women, but in no country is there evidence of a
widespread demand for change. in many cases it is a fact that
neither girls nor re -entry women take full advantage of the
training opportunities which already exist. F:vcn in Sweden,
where the greatest changes are being made and a considerable
amount of public money is available, most girls and women
still choose to enter the traditional women's occupations and
choose the shorter and less ambitious training courses.

There are, of course, the exceptions. v.ho may be the pace-setters
of the next orseade. In all countries, and particularly in Scandinavia,
many of the highly educated younger women are determined to have both
career and family, and do not accept that the career need be handicapped
by the faintly or the family by the career. in many case:: jobs are con-
tinued until the birth net of the first child Isit of the second, and in a
number of instances young, highly qual;fied women are saying that they
do not intertd to re-enter employment because they are determined
never to leave it. I or some this is already rosstl le and with future
changes R may become an increasingly common practice. Every gen-
eral reduction in the hours of full-time work makes the comVaation
of work and family less arduous. In the case of Svenska Salpeterverken
the shift system reduces full -time work o less than 30 hours in a wEek,
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with 3 days at work full-time on the appropriate shift followed by 4 days
off. Women in this company, paid men's rates and free to work night
shift as a result of legal changes, appear to find a full work load of this
type compatible with family life.

At the present time, however, many would-be re-entry women
aim no higher than a part-time job and it is nn increase in the number
of part-time opcningP which it is widely believed would be the greatest
assistance to women combining work and family responsibilities. Part-
time work for men is frequently suggested in Sweden to enable husbands
and wives to share family responsibilities. If introduced this might
lead to a general change in attitude towards part-time employment which
is at present sometimes opposed by both employers and trade unions.

Part-time work has already been the subject of an exhaustive OECD
enquiry and this is not the place to repeat the findings of that study.
There are, however, one or two aspects of the subject so pertinent to
the question of the re-entry woman that they must be included here. In
every country in this study a very great many would-be re-entry women
seek pa t-time work, On the other hand, the great majority of employ-
ers are only prepared tc employ women part-time if full-line workers
are unobtainable and they will normally, only use part-time workers or
low level work. Positions of responsibility, It is held, require full-
time employees. The part-time worker is seen as a marginal employee,
and the re-entry woman's interest In part-time jobs tends to confirm
the common few that she is not seriously ccmmitted to work.

For some women part-time employment is a means of continuing
work without a break while their children arc young. In these cases
the desire to obtain sue!, work is a mark of great determintAtion to con-
tinue a career, not a sign of indifference. Where women take a break
there is a tendency for the break to become shorter. In r.n enquiry*
carried out Jr 1968 by an employment agency in the United Kingdom it
was found that among those studied 701 who had left work on marriage
returned within four yeas. Many re-entry women start on a part-time
basis and, after a period of time, trans;er from par, time to full-time
employment. Part-time work may be then a method of continuing an
established career. or a means d requiring new skills or a way of ob-
taining re-entry.

There is however a further point with regard to part-time employ-
ment which needs emphasis. While most employers see part -time work
as a concession to reentry WOMN1 forced on them by the exigencies of
the labour inarket, there are casen in which mrt-time employment can
be beneficial both for the employer and for the economy as well as for
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the employee. The retail trade, is the obvious example. At Ilijenkorf
in the Netherlands, s detailed study of the work load on salting staff
showed that the manned employment of part-time staff to meet peak pe-
riods in the day, the week and the year led to considerable reduction in
labour costs. Since it is likely there vial always be re-entry women
interested in part -true work studies are needed in NIS other than the
retail trade to discover part-time openings mutually beneficial to both
employer and re-entry women. The less re-entry women are regarded
by employers as a special group demanding special consideration the
better the long term outlook for them will be.

Even where special concessions are made it has been shown that
the unfavourable aspects of part-time employment, from the point of
view of the employer and of full-time cm; toyns, can in some eh cum-
dances be greatly reduced by skilful management. The Partnership
Teaching Scheme in Boston, United States, fey example, gave greater
flexibility: to the teachers and at the same time greater security in
staffing arrangements to the school. Sun.e hostility was felt by the
full-time staff against part-time nurses at the Free University Hospital
at Amsterdam until the part-timers agreed to take their share in week-
end duties. This point settled the scheme worked eadsfactortly for all
concerned.

c) Public opinion: While it is hard to talk with any precision
about concepts as vague as the attitudes of women and of em-
ployers it is even more difficult to identif- the attitudes of that
amorphous mass, the general public. Commorly held views
about the employment of womea in general and married women
in particular do, however, influence both the women themselves
and their employers. Such views also affect the extent to which
practical support is forthcoming for schemes to assist the re-
entry woman. At one extreme there exists in most countries
some people who believe, often passionately, that women's
place is exclusively in the home. In the early 1950's the
Solvay Institute in Belgium* conducted a survey: which showed
that 25% of respondents belteved that the married woman, even
if she had no children, ought not to be allowed to go out to .ork.
Many people 'oho could not support this point of view sincerely
believe, despite the absence of any real evidence, that a rising
divorce rate and Jovenlie deliquency are both caused by mar-
ried women working. It is commonly said that married women
work only for pin money and are unreliable employees as they
pat personal and family convenience before the demands of the
job. There is also a very lsrge number of people who are
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convinced that there is a sharp division between women's work
and men's work, and that the existing separate labour markets
for men and women reflect innate differences between the sexes.
In particular, to very many people it Is unthinkable that a woman
should be in a positivn of authority over a man.

While these views are widely held they are bound to affect the Job
opportunities and the training possibilities for women. They also in-
fluence girls and women themselves, the image they have of themselves
and their work anti c c way in which they direct their energies. In the
absence of clear information and guilance many women do not know
what they ought to do, and feelings of guilt are easily roused wnleh re-
duce both their effectiveness and their satisfaction. At a more practi-
cal level the public attitude towards re-entry women affects the extent
of public provision which can make or mar this progress. Since in this
field also OECD has alresdy produced a detailed study*, only a few
points of outstanding significance need to be discussed here.

I. Before a woman with family responsibilities can re-enter em-
ployment she has to decide how she will organs her affairs so that
she can cope with the demands of both home and work. For the women
with pre-school children some arrangements must iv nude for the
children's, supervision. In every country. Included in this survey em-
phasis was laid on the inadequate supply of creches and day nurseries
in relation to the demand for accommodation for pre-school children.
It was repeatedly stressed that where provision of this type was not
available a very large number of private arrangements were made, some
no doubt excellent but some giving rise to public scandals. On the other
hand, as will be shown in a later section, pre-school provision is very
expensive, For many mothers with children of this age it is the avail-
ability of day nursery accommodation which determines whether or not
she re-enters the labour market. Adevate public Provision, however,
will only be forthcoming where public opinion is so strongly in favour
of the re-entry of married women that day nurseries are given a high
place on the long list of candidates competing for improved .ocial ser-
vices.

2, The mother of school children has problems different, but in
their own way as severe, as the mother of pre-school children, The
reed to be home from work before the children return from school is
one c1 the difficulties frequently mentioned by mothers in this group.

I N,kla vicr. wo7r,en lioakcir Kaki 11/4YAS A, $.31i(ti.. Uccle. Danis 1?7..
t-or<Esicra of ti-e !arpover and Social visits comrriTfce,

FoaporsiltiliTica. lac,..A.:)r. IS 0,
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Shorter working hours, a husband with a flexible schedule, arrange-
ments with friends, or after-school play centres, are the solutions
adopted to avoid that most frequently criticized consequence of mothers'
working - 'the latchkey child'. Many mothers in fact find it easier to
arrange late afternoon care for theft children than to cope with the
school holiday periods when supervision and food have to be provided to
co lr the whole day for several weeks on end. Holiday camps and cen-
tres organised, as in France, by education authorities or employers are
enc constructive way of meeting this problem. Unpaid leave of absence
from employment is a common sclutIon, but it is expensive for both the
employer and the woman and is likely :o restrict the opportunities of the
woman who regularly takes advantage of it

For mothers of school children two points of school organisation
are of particular importance. Where, as in Germany, the school day
normally finishes at 2 p.m., the employment possibilities for the mother
are severely !Milted. A further jx,int is the existence of school dinners.
Probably no one thing has dune more to release the British mother and
to simplify her working day than the provision of the mid-day meal at
school. The children leave home in time to be at school at 9 a.m. and
the mother's day is free for her to organise as she will until they return,
probably between 4 and 5 in the evening, having had their main meal. If
in addition both her husband and she, herself, have had a cantcen meal
at work, the housewife's burden of shopping and cooking is very consid-
erably lightened and her timetable, though still crowded, is manageable.

3. Many re-entry women do not have &lyre:lent children at home.
At the very least, however, they will be responsible for running a home
for themselves and their husbands and often, with the increasing num-
ber of old people In the community, they hate sonic rrsponsibilit; for
an elderly relative. A woman who lakes part-time employment can
usually adjust her timetable so that she can cope with both domestic
and work demands. But a full-time job, for afiicii a woman is paid the
full -time rate for the Job, cannot be indefinitely carried by a woman
with a full-Vme domestic load without strains occurring in the job, the
hone, or the woman herself. in Sweden, and in some (Hier countries,
stress is laid on the importance of training boys so that husbands and
wives may share the work of bringing up a family and running a home.
In addition full-time work would be a practical propositiol for many
women if Ie were pe,ssible to obtain some help with their domestic duties.
If it is accepted policy to encourage re-entry on a full-time basis the
most efficient means of casing the domestic burden need to be studied.

The adequate provision of help in the home will not be organised
quickly. Meanwhile much could be done by the extension of facilities
already available. The opening of self-service laundries, dry cleaning
depots, and shops outside working hours can do much to lighten the



working housewife's load. The amount of work to be done remains the
same but the strain is reduced as the timetable becomes less rigid.

So much for the steps to be taken to assist the woman at home so
that she can organise her home life sattsfaetorily when she returns to
work. Her effectiveness at work is also dependent in many eases on
public support in other directions. Stress has already been laid on the
need to provide adequate guidance to the woman seeking re-entry. This
involves public expenditure and therefore requires public. sr-Tort. No
less important is adequate financial assistance during the training .,-
riod. In some countries, in Sweden for example, the re -entry wo
is treated on all fours with persons already in employment with regard
to training opportunities and training grants. Elsewhere, In Canada
for example, this is not the position and wives returning to work receive
less assistance than men and women who hsve lost a job and seek re-
training as unemployed persons qualifying for a new type of work. What-
eeor the arguments which distinguish re-entry women from these other
groups two facts are ',tear. Husbands, though they may not actively
opposo their wives' re-entry, are often only lukewarm in their support.
Many a husband views somewhat ruefully the re-organisation of home-
life he expects to accompany his wife's return to wr rk. If in addition
he finds himself out of pocket, his lack of support may well turn to
positive discouragement. Faced with This attitude many women abandon
the whole scheme.

It is moreover no..teed in a number of countries, even in Sweden,
that many re-entry women choose the shorter rather th.n the longer
training progran.lies, thus perpetuating the under-utilization of abilities
which characterizes women's employment in all the eounteics studied.
Inadequate financial support obviously discourages atten:Lime at the
longer and more ambitious courses.

In fui Cher ways existing public policy alfeets the oppbrtunities avail-
able to re-entry. women. The legal restrictions on the employment of
women, including the prohibition common in many countries on night
work, excludes them from certain jobs and provides a ready-made ex-
cuse for employers who do not wish to make use of women. In the IIA
report, Women Wort,ors in a Changing World, It was suggested that
legal limitations on work should not normally depend on the sex of the
-.orker but on the nature of the worV, whether done by a man or a wom-
an. The experience at Svenska Salpeterverken is specially inte-esting
in this connection; be:ause women ate free to work on the night shift
they are table to take their place :eside men on a shift rota system which
gives the:m short hours of wort, and a con paratively long well at home
between their working periods.. This arrao4s,ment would of course have
been impossible in any country with traditional protective legislation.
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Taxation is another sphere in which public policy can either en-
courage and assist or discourage and handicap the re-entry woman.
Two Issues in particular arise in this connection, Should a married
couple be taxed as one tax unit or two? The effect of either policy will
vary according to the total tax system in the eramtry concerned. In the
United Kingdom, for example, the system of aggregation and tax allow-
ance favours the married woman as compared with the single woman
below the surtax level, but penalizes the married couple where both
ht.sband and wife hold well-paid responsible jobs. In Denmark protest
against the consequences of aggregation led to a change In the tax law
taking effect from 1969, which replaced aggregation by separate tax-
ation.

In addition to this central problem there are also related issues of
tax allowances, It is for instance argued in some quarters that there
should be tax concessions to assist with the expenses incurred by the
married woman at work.

This is not the place to explore detailed arguments for tax changes,
but undoubtedly the level of taxation can influence the decision to return
to work. Once it Is accepted that re-entry should be encouraged and
obstacles to it removt..1 then It follows that the tax sysieni sh sill be
examined to sec how existing provisions relate to this policy.

Finally, if there were a real Jblic ...oncern to improve the opportu-
nities for re-entry women the pressures for equal pay for work of equal
value would be great intensified. At existing levels of pay the net fi-
nancial return to many re-entry women is pathetically low. Many of the
costs of working discussed in a subsequent section do not incre,Ise as
the level of pay of the woman rises. Although in the existing situation
the introduction of equal pay might well bring problems as well as op-
portunities for re -entry women. for those able to obtain employment it
would undoubtedly mean a more worthwhile return for a very consider-
able effort.

The opportunities and peoblen 8 discussed In this section suggest
that the vast majority of women have long been, and still arc, confined
to a limited number of jobs traditionally regarded as women's work,
There are, however, some slight signs of change. New technologies
are creating new jobs and some of these, for example In process in-
dustry and in data processing, are available for women, In Sweden,
Denmark and Ger many many women take white collar technical Jobs as
draughtsmen and laboratory assist ants. In Scandinavian countries also
there are women taxi drivers and bus drivers but the scale of the change
both in the range of jobs open to women and In the number entering new
fields is still very small indeed,



III

NOTES ON DEVELOPMENTS IN
THE COLLABORATING CO-61,71111ES

CANADA

Legal and Administrative Framework

It. Canada resionsibIllly for the recruitment, training and place-
ment of older women is a part of the general work of the Department
of Manpower and Immigration, which exercises its powers with regard
to older women under the 1967 Adult Occupational Training Act.

The Labour Market

According to the 1961 Canadian census figures, women in all oc-
cupations !n Canada numbered 1,763,562, compared with 4,691,291
men. Of these women 55.56% %lora in white collar occupations. Only
3.26% of all economically active women were in managerial occupations
compared with 10.24% men. 15.41% were in professional and technical
categories, Inainly in the traditional women's jobs, compared with
1.58 men. No less than 7.13% of all women, nearly half this pr,
sional group, were In teaching, and a further 5.41% in the health pro-
fessions. Thi.. 5.41% was made up of 4.65% nurses sod nurses in
training and only 0.08% physicians, surgeons and 0.01% dentists. Out
of a total of 42,990 professional engineers of all types there were only
116 women. Out of 2,910 architects 66 were women, and out of 20,615
draughtsmen 865 were women. Blue collar occupations look only 12.82%,
a decrease from 18.09% a decade earlier, but clerical work absorbed
28.84% and selling 8.35%.

Ftg,tet estiected hem tte (Net:parlor 41 Composition of at Canadian taboJt Face
11 SO, Is Ostry, Clomition E:se au of .t.tatistiss, Z n-,
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The supply of women for the available jobs was governed in the
1951-61 decade by a shift towards an older female population and by
rising participation rates among older women, as Is shown in Table 7.

Table 7. PERCENTAGE INCREASE OF THE
FEMALE POPULATION BY AGE GROUP, CANADA,

1951 TO 1961, IN RELATION TO PARTICIPA elON RATES
AS WAGE-EARNERS

AGE GROUP

FRC EN TAGE

INCREASE

1351-1961

PARTICIPATION
RATES AS

WAGE-EARNERS

1351 19C.1

15-19 35.1 36.14 32.16
20-21 8.2 45.76 47.93
25-31 10.2 22.71 26.91
35-41 30.G 15.36 26.85
45-51 35.4 17.57 28.17
55-59 23.6 13. 55 22.96
60-64 15.2 10.10 16.62
65 and over 34.0 3.85 5.01

TOTALS 30.2 22.19 26.46

Among married women, as is brought out in Table 8, the increase
is even sharper.

Table 8. PARTICIPATION RATES OF MARRIED WOMEN
1951-1961 BY AGE GROUP

1951 1:El

15-19 15.91 23.10
20-24 16.80 25.75
25-31 10.75 18.69
35-14 10.48 20.96
45-54 8.65 21.14
55-59 5.35 14.35
60-0 3.28 8.65
65 and other 1.20 2.20

pf, III Fotce STIAiet. Suitt P. So. I. kv'm D. Alliriharn, Domir-im F.it/u of
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Since 1961 there nas been a further marked increase in the number
of women in employment, which rose to 2,296,KJ In 1967 while the
participation rate rose to 33. 8%. Of the additional women in employment
over three niarters were absorbed into the traditional women's occupa-
tions, in clerical work, sales and services. Of particular interest Is
the incr,mse during this period of the participation rate among older
women as Table 9 shows.

Table 9. LABOUR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES
FOR WOMEN BY /.GE CROUP

1957 - 1962 -

ACE 1 O'I AL 14-19 1 20.24 25-34 35.44 15-51 55C4 C5.

YEAR

1967 33.8 31.61 56.6 31.1 37.0 39.7 28.6 5.9

1962 29.0 30.9 1 49.7 28. 5 31.1 33.? 23. 8 5. 6

1957 25.8t 33.1 I 46.5 26.2 25.2 26.3 18.2 5'0

Ixasocd from Women in ihe tatou Fctcc, Canada flepaliment of 1 shoo, SI'mDcri1Itureau
(April 196:=),

As would be expected, Increased participation by older women has
been accompanied by increased participation by married women. While
the propertion of married women in the population fell from 65.27% to
63.6% between 1962 and 1967, the participation rate for married women
during the same period rose from 48.4% to 53...74,

Married women were !!,-,t employed as teachers witil 1950 when they
were accented as a result of an acute bhortage in the schools. Since
then it has been possible for :ttut fling married women to lecome teach-
ers as there has been no age bar for new recruits provided the candidate
is not within fifteen _rears of retire?nent agz. A good deal of training
has teen on an in-re/vice basis. In the (ivre, however, the highrr
standards being demanded in the teaching profession will make this a
more difficult field for the non - graduals- older woman to enter.

In the nursing profession, on the other hand, shim ta',es in man-
although not all of the Canadian provinces and the virtual abr,coce of an
upper age limit for admission to training have led to a wide development
of training opporturities for older women, both as professional and
practical nurses and as nursfng aides.
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In many parts of Canada office work and retail trade remain the
main fields of employment for the older woman, especially as it is is.
these jobs that most of the opportunities for part-time employment
exist.

As the figures already quoted show, there is a consirlerable demand
for paid employment among married women. The more tighly educated
wish to work both to add to the family income and to use .heir earlier
training, though the likelihood that a woman mill take paid employment
tends to decrease as her husband's ine)nse rises. Among the less svell
educated groups there is a strong financial incentive to get a job, par-
ticularly among the Canadian born wives of immigrants and among im-
migrant women who need to supplement the family income in a country
'Aith high standards and high costs of living. *

Provisions to facilitate re-entry

Under the 190 Adult Occupational Training Act the Canadian Go\
ment, acting through the Department of Manpower and Immigration, tc

ceptcd wide responsibiliCes for manp,mcr furccrtsting, manpoAcr co
selling and training. Work in this field had previously been underiA,A,
by the Canada Department of Labour. As a matter of policy no disti c-
lion is made bety,-etn men and women so far as the provisions of the
dedaitment are concerned, though U" existence of part-time as well

training scherni s is particularly helpful to older women.

Under the Act manpower centres have been established through,ut
the provinces of Canad.s where a manpowei counsellor is mailable a I

can guide the older woman seeking to return to work. After counsel')
the applicant can be referred for a free training course. Training
arses are also paid but only to a man or woman w'ao has been in the
labour market during the previous three years, or who is the head (,!
household mith one or more people dependent on him. This of course
means that a large number of mar:ied mornen get free training but ar,
not eligible for the training allowance.

In making provision for training the department uses existing
Feeeral (-_,.J.ernment schemes tut also buys appropriate training C(v.11.:

herevci- the necessary facilities can be found: in municipal scherm,
in private e$tIllistmentc or in private inrustr.

T. ale ( a- Ca. 511 i a (VI). F cf



Adaptation and establishment of training schemes to meet needs of
older women

As has been shown, the general provisions for adult training go a
long way to meet the needs of the re-entry woman. There arc, however,
certain schemes of particular interest which illustrate important devel-
opments In this field.

a) Nursing

Quo Vadis Hospital, Toronto. in this horpital the normal three
year training programme has been shortened to two years for carefully
..electe I older women, and the course h.ts been specially . dapted to
meet the needs and abilities of more mature train:es.

b) Social Work

University of Manitoba. The normal two year full-time training
course has been re-designed to be taken t.,n days a week over a period
of five years.

c) Teaching

In the province of Ontat to a system of "internsh,ps" is said to have
attra2ted good quality older women.

d) Short -!o,,rses for professional aides and manual occupations

The Adult Education Centre at Toronto operates courses, most of
which last four months, or a three shift basis round the clock, though
only men are accepted for the night shift. These courses are not de-
signed especially for women but the shift hours are often particularly
suitable for the woman who must earn or look afte-.. her family (hiring
part of the day. There are commercial refresher courres, and tither
programmes include training for:

Nursery aids.

Nursing aids

nor. e-makers.

Dress makt-g and altering,

- Power machinist?.

Pattern n.31.14 at*" ticsig-o.

- Video t)ptsts.
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Assessment of Effectiveness

It is not easy to assess the effectiveness of these measures. Sonic
schcmcs have acquired a high reputation, fo: example the Quo Vadis
Hospital nursing scheme. It is also said that the teaching "iternshipe"
have brought valuable mature women into teaching.

At the Adult Education Centre in Toronto a spot check to illustrate
the use made of training by the trainees, many but not al/ of whom were
married women, gave the following results:

Power Sewing Course:

122 btldents aged 27-60 took the course,

100 took P. job on completing the course.

13 trinsferred to another course.

ti became pregnant.

1 moved to another town.

Video typing Course:

17 students too' a course,

17 t ok Jobs.

Nursery aids:

30 students (all married women) took the course.

29 took jobs.

Dress making and altering:

27 students took the course.

22 took jobs.

Pattern making and design.

16 students took the course.

II took }ohs.



The cost of trallsing courses varied considerably accort ing to
the equipment used. In 1968, home-making and nurse.), aids courses
were estimated to cost $4.50 per student day. Lress making, pat-
tern making and design, nursing aids and videc typing cost $6.00 pee
student day. To this must be added the cost of paying allowances to
students with dependants.
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DENMARK

Legal and Administrative Framework

In Denmark the recruitment, training and placement of re-entry
women 's the responsibility of the Ministry of Labour, assisted by a
specially appointed counsellor for women's occurxations.

There is no special legislation with regard to the older woman but
under the 1960 Act for the Education of the Unskilled Worker, funds
and training schemes are available. Courses are organised by a Train-
ing Council for Unskilled Labour with sub-committees for special trades.
The Cninmittees make estimates of training needs; put forward sugges-
tions for courses; and prepare training programmes. The actual train-
ing is carried out in special schools, some directly owned by the state
but mainly privately established and now run with a very high degree of
state support. A good deal of training Is carried on in industrial enter-
prises whei e training places are paid for under the Act by public funds.

The Labour Market Position for Women

In 1969 there were 2,366,800 gainfully occupied persons in Denmark:
1,473,400 men and 893,400 women. 538,700 of the women were mar-
ried. Women thus comprised 387- of the total, of which 60%. were mar-
ried. An enquiry in 1967 showed that about 40% of the married women
only work part-time. P-at-time work is defined as any work for less
than the standard hours in a given occupation. There is a Very co..!-id-
erable demand for part-time work as the figures quoted here suggest,
And as the officials rm,ning the Ministry of Labour's special vocational
guidance courses confirm. This demand is likely to increase rather
than diminish if there is an extension of the practice already noticeable
among some women with higher education or professional qualifications
who make no break in tneir ar,:ers and continue in employment while
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having babies and bringing up small children. For women who choose
this pattern of life, part-time employment is seen as the way to combine
family responsibilities with the continuity which is felt by many to be
essential in higher level Jobs. Trade Union policy is divided with re-
gard to the development of part-time we k. A Trade Union Conference
in the mid-sixties came out in support of the practice but some collec-
tive agreements make it a condition that employment should be for not
less than forty-two hours Li week.

Just under 47% of all married IA orn3r, in Denmark were employed
or self- employed - either in theft own or in their husband's farms end
businesses.

The distribution of the working population is given in Table 10.

Table 10

'HIE EADOUR FORCE, ISE? MEN WOMLN
M) 'Ran wOMiN

IN( t ,'DED IN
711E F161 FES

Independent in trades and
professions 325,10C 38,800 20,600

Employees in adrnin-
is'ration and public
se rvice 418,300 411,100 210,300

Skilled workers 326,600 15,600 6,400

tnskilled workers 402,900 266,900 172,600

Domestic workers - 38,600 4,600

Helping wives - 122,200 122,200

TOTAL 1,473,400 653,400 538,700

;-)enniuk herd ace Voir,t,jers for OR-1).5en-Firat on Emplo;rrent of W01-flu).

From this table it is clear that Denmark conform,. t) the oorrnal
pattern In the near exclusion of omen from the category of skilled
workers, though it is interesting '.hat in th: publii sector, as VogAblerg
points out, 18,000 women are graded as ' e,her technical employees".
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New openings for women are reported in the lower levels of computer
work, as draughtswomen and laboratory assistants, and as taxi, bus
and tram drivers. Apart from these relatively new developments
women are concentrated in unskilled work In Industry, and in shops,
offices and service occupations.

An important characteristic of the Danish economy *nas been the
persistence of the small family businesses and farms. As Table 10
shows, no less than 122,200 women, or 23% of all gainfully occupied
married women, are clabsified as "Helping Wives".

Family farms are however becoming fewer and during the nineteen
sixties the percentage of the active population engaged in agriculture
has fatten from 18% to 12%. As a result an increasing number of farm-
ers and farmers' wives are looking for new ways of earning a living
and are entering the labour market for the first time.

Demographic changes tend also to increase the supply of women
available for and seeking work. As elsewhere, the Average age of
marriage in Denmrk is falling, about half the female population mar-
rying before the age of 21. The typi,m1 :a,nity has fewer than three
children and chlld-hearina is finished by the time the mother is about
28. Even as recently as 1960 women c;Instituted only 30% of the labour
fcrec, 40% of them married, compared with 38% c which 60% were
married in 1969.

Provisions to facilitate re-entry

al information and Advice

The Ministry of Latour, aware of the difficulties encountered by
women considering re-entry Into the latxmr market, have established
vocational guidance courses of two weeks (fur on to provide Inform-

about available jobs and to give an opportunity for the discussion
of personal problems. in addition to talks on job openings and related
questions each member of the course spends two days in each week iii
a place of work; In offices, shops, industry, or in a social affairs de-
partment. No payment is made to the women attending the course, but
their expenses are met.

b) (4 va Habib ty of (raining Vid re-training

Women re-entering employment benefit from the training facilities
prosid,,I under the 1960 Act for the Education of the Unskilled Worker.
Under this scheme short-term ec,urses normally of three IA ce.cs' duration
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are provided, at the end of which the trainee enter s employment. A
number of subsequent courses, normally of three weeks' duration, are
also available so that by a sandwich programme of training and work
the trainee can pass from unskilled to semi-skilled status. These
courses, which are free, are open to all adults over the age of eighteen
and are most suitable for re-entry women. A woman taking such a
course receives an allowance which amounts to about 80% of the basic
wage for the occupation for which she is being trained, irrespective of
her husband's income.

Skilled work normally implies work for which an apprenticeship
has been sei ved, usually for four years and mostly through on-the-job
training. For shop and office workers the apprenticeship lasts two to
four years depending on previoue. education. Technical drawing, in
which over 50% of the jobs are now held by women, requires a trair1ng
course of 20 weeks followed by 1.5 years on job training. Work as
a laboratory assistant and low level computer joby are now popular
among girls but very few older v..cnien are en'ering these more
cal ca.cgories. Ile-training courses of two and four svitks' duration
are available in office and shop work, where the overwhelming majority
of the small number of sktIlt..1 women are employed.

The position in the teaching profession is interesting. The threc-
and -a -half to four year training requirement is rigorously upheld and
a woman who has dropped out bete e c ,mpletion of tine course cannr,t
normally take up the training where she left off.

Assessment of Effectiveness

On the .cational guidance crotrses 50% of the women who attended
the first fifteen courses took a job immediately upon completion of the
course, about 70q of them on a part 1me basis. Of the remainder an
unknown proportion no doubt took a specific training. The cost of these
two weeks' courses is about 400 D. Kr. per person, a very small price
to pay to enable a woman to assess realistically her chances in the
taboo,- market. In terms of avoidance of costly labour wastage, and
of satisfaction to the women, this investment can hardly fail to pay c7f.

The iv,ro week training and re-training courses are estimated to
cost about 2,000 1) Kr. per student, to cover training expenses, board
and lodging where required, and the training grant. For this course
tt is et-t_ mated that 951 of those starting the course complete It. The
drop out rate for those taking the unskilled workers course is higher.
it is not kno-An In this grade how many of those who corms ence training
complete it not what percentage sulequently enter et Iployment.
Without such informati.o no precise estimate of effectiveness is possible.
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From the point of view of the women themselves the vocational
guidance programme Is clearly 'meting a need. It Is noticeable, how-
ever, that almost all the women taking advantage of It come from middle-
class groups. The scheme is still relatively new, and to succeed in iZs
purpose will have to attract a much wider range of .tudcnt.

The women's desire for part-time employment has been made
plain. At present openings of this kind are still In a limited range of
jobs, giving restricted choice and scope. This limited range of jobs,
whether part-time or full-time, is a main characteristic of the labour
market for the re-entry women. Younger women are pioneering new
areas, but there Is little sign that the older woman, with equal capacity
but perhaps a different attitude, is able to take advantage of such new
opportunities as are emerging.
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FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

Legal end Administrative Framework

The Arbeltsidrderungsgesetz (Law on Labour Promotion) which
came into force on 1st July, 1969, endows the Bundesanstalt ftir Arbeit
with greater possibilities to prepare women who interrupted their em-
ployment for entry and/or re-entry to the labour mai ket and to adapt
their knowledge and their capabilities to the necessities of economy.

The Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs is also respon-
sible for the legislation in the field of labour market policy. The im-
plementation of placement, employment counselling and professional
guidance as well as measures for the promotion of professional kilo .v1-
edge is, among others, the responsibility of the Bundesanstalt fur
Arbeit (until 1st July, 1963, called "Aundesanstalt fur Arbeltsvermittlung
and Arbeitslosenversicherung"). This agency is a body corporate with
its own administration, only subject to the legal control of the Federal
Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs. The main office of this agency
is located in Nuremberg. The labour exchanges of the LInder (Landes-
arbeit sgmter) and the labour exchanges (ArbeitsSmter) are agencies of
the Bundesanstalt. (For further details see "The Federal Institute for
Placement and Unemployment Insurance". )

In the main no special provision is made for re-entry %%omen,
for whom all the normal services of the Labour Administ ation are
available, but vocational counselling if women re-entering the labour
market is primarily given in cases where women seeking employment
opt for s new profession and its corresponding training. The majority
of women, who - after no longer being occupied with family duties lock
for a job, establish hi most c:, .es contact with the placemem officer
responsible for their former profession. who will give them the neres-
sary guidance.



In recent years, however, women who have not yet clear ideas
about a new activity, can apply in all labour exchanges to experienced
experts of the labour market for consultation. Sc far there is no neces-
sity to enlarge the already existing counselling services. With a very
absorbent labour market all women seeking employment could find
Jobs corresponding to their capacities through competent placement
offices.

The Labour Administration has power to foster training by the
provision of its own courses, by paying for approved courses run by
other institutions, and by making grants to trainees.

The Labour Market Position for Women

In 1966 there were about 9,000,000 gainfully occupied women in
the Federal Republic of Germany, including women working in agri-
culture and forestry. Women comprised 36.7% of the total employed
population. The distribution of women in different sectors of the eco-
nomy is given in Table 11.

Table 11*

1. Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

2. Power. mining and water supply

3. Manufacturing industry

4. Building industry

5. Commerce

6. Communications

7. Banking and Insurance ,

F. Personnel Services and Miscellaneous

1,478,000

29,000

3.000,068

119,000

1,726,000

250.000

265,000

1,970.000

IiitkhO urd $tPly0e. Heft 7. 1%E-, In AL Wei/u1-114.rg. ktivreg
ppr }013.-f En 1,7.e Fru c: in du 11.--cetrer. Ar'."Erf.eit fs'y rkv,-}'.cf H i1r. i. fI
Istr-t e`.11: I ,}6
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The levels of employment in which the women u'ere engaged are
shown In Table 12.

Table 12

1. Sell-employed

2. Helping in family businesses

3. Officials and Managers

4. White Collar Workers

5. Manual Workers

625,000

1,780,000

187,000

3,571,000

3,616,000

As In other countries, German women are to he found to on over-
%he Irving extent in the traditional woolen's (wen', ,i101,s (4 teaching,
nursing, health and welfare services, in °III( e no11., r( tail distribution
and other service oct illations, and in unskilled an ,1 -skilled work
in manufacturing Indu.ttry. In 1965-66 out of 1'4 .81.2 lei 'ale appren-
tices more than half went Into commercial ric(vatiol--,, and a further
third Into administrative and health service work. liadicol changes in
the labour demands for women are rare, tho4,l, something of a break-
through has been made in draughtsmanship. In 195,1 the were 330
girls compared with 2,215 boys in training for iliaughtsmanshir. fly 1961
there were 60,400 men ni.1 25,100 women In tits ore potion, and in 1966-
1967 there were 3,623 girl trainees compared with 5,050 boys.

In customary women's Jobs however labour . ort L.:es have created
a demand for part-time workers - part-time being lefilet.1 as employ-
ment for less than the standard hours of the job. 'these opportunities,
much sought after by married women, -.try with the state o the labour
market as most employers only contemplate pal t im,e workers when
they have tried in vain to fill their vacancies with Ill timers. In some
places however it has become an established ond tin practice.
In the Post Office. for example, in 1965, neat 1) of the (dal female
labour force was working on a part-time basis. No les than 11,635
women white collar workers and 36,093 women manuol workers were
in the part-lime category compared with approxin..atelv SI,000 full-time
women workers. Part-timers are used as a math i of policy by the
Post Office to cope with peak periods and so to avoid idle time among

'They are also taken on, despite proportionately higher
administrative costs compared with full-time, s, when there is nn other
way of filling regular vacancies.



it

The number of women in employment leaves no doubt that German
women today of all ages and for a variety of reasons -,re seeking paid
employment outside the home on a large scale. Of all women between
the ages of 15 and 65 no less than 47% are working, and in 1964 the par-
ticipation rate, according to age was as follows:

ACE CROI P Alt WOMEN
MA RRIEP

'WOMEN ONLY

15 0.7

15 - 20 69. 2 53.6

20 - 25 71.7 51.8

25 - 30 51.3 40.4

- 35.6

35 - 40 15,1 37,8

40 - 45 47.6 39.9

45 - 50 45.1 37.6

50 - 55 40.6 33.3

55 - 60 31.7 27.7

60 - 65 22.9 18.6

65 - 79 12 5 11.5

70 - 75 7.0 7.2

75 + 2.6 3.3

Fe 'c t, ivcrit,m f,r Sozial,Nrd SCVC.11a 12iF.

In line with this high overall par ticipati,n rate it is not surprising
to see the two-peak titiein of employment among married women. ecr
half cf whom are working until the 25-30 age group, when the figure
begins tc. fall, to rise to a second peak of nearly 409 in the 40-15 Age
group. It is interesting that at no time, even when family demands are
likely to be heaviest, does the percentage of married women in emplo-
rnent fall Lelow a third until the 55-60 age group is reachei.
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Provisions to facilitate the re-entry of women into employment

Vocational Guidance

In recent years special women's officers have been available at
the labour exchanges to assist women wishing to return to work. There
has however been no widespread development of the use of profession-
ally qualified vocational guidance experts, though the need for specialists
in this field is officially recognized.

Itefresher courses, training and re training

The Labour AdrnInistrz.tion buys training places in existing training
institutions to assist with training and equipment costs. Grants are
paid to anyone undertaking training, male or female. In the Training
Act of 1969 the re-entry woman is specifically mentioned as a category
for whom training facilities are available.

Training supported by the Ministry may be:

a) Refresher courses;

bl Courses (or those already in employment who seek to be up-
graded (the majority of trainees are in this category):

e) Courses for people whose training has been interrupted.

Training may be on a full-time or a part-time basis and there are
arrangements for training by correspondence courses.

When a woman is taken on by an employer for training. the Labour
Administration pays the employer up to 607. of her wages while she is
learning her job, if necessary, for a period of two years. In certain
eases, where it is considered that the woman will not be easy to train
to become an effective worker and an employer would not normally en-
gage her. the Labour Administration subsidizes the employer to persuade
him to attempt to place her In productive work.

In addition to training undertaken or sponsored by the Labour Ad-
ministration other interesting initiatives have been taken to assist re-
entry women:

a) The Peoples University.. financed by Land Governments. has
organised refresher courses for re-entry women in three
towns:

I)) Courses run by Trade Unions. Die Deutsche Angestelltenge-
werkschaft. the "white collar" union, ofuhich one third of the
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members are women, organises a considerable number of
training courses for office and shop workers. Students attend-
ing these courses can receive grants from the Labour Admin-
istration on the lines already described. Doutseher Ge%crk-
schaltsbunci offers beginners courses and training in office work
in conjunction with state run schemes;

c) Chambers of Commerce and Employers' Associations provide
training courses.

The courses most frequently taken arc in office work. There arc
however other training courses available for women who wish to take
up new careers. These include:

a) Practical nursing: one year of theory and practice financed by
a training grant, followed by two years in hospital when the
trainee is paid by the hospital;

b) Librarian assistants: a two year course open to anyone, though
not many older women take this opening;

c) On the job training given by an employer.

Assessment of Effectiveness

A very considerable amount of training of older women is going on
in the Federal Republic. There are no exact figures of the number of
trainees who complete training, and who having entered employment
continue to work for at least two ears, but it 13 estimated that 50 f- to
90q of the trainees al least enter the job for which they have been trained.
One difficulty experienced in organising refresher and other courses for
married women Is the need to have sufficient people for a given course
in the same geographical arca. Some of the organisations running
courses have had to abandon schemes as insufficient numbers have been
forthcoming. It is also clear that the courses are in the main for tra-
ditional occupations and are organised on traditional lines.



FRANCE

I,egal and Administrative Framework

In France the responsibility for the recruitment, training and
placement of women re-entering the labour market is part of the work
of the Nlinistry of Labour, Employment and Population. Since 1916
the State has accepted financial responsibility for training and re-train-
ing schemes and a considerable amount of training is organised by the
lklinistry of Social Affairs through the Association Nationale pour Li
Formation Professionnelle des Adultes (AFPA), where training oppor-
tunities arc available for men and women alike. Grant. are also given
to nrivate institutions and companies providing approves] adult training
courses. In 1931 :egislation was passed to encourage industrial decen-
tralisation in an attempt to adjust the uneven employment situation
the, it France. In support of this policy State loans are available
for cnte. prises miming into development areas and special grants for
re-training are made to both men and women in these areas.

The Law of ISth December 1963, setting up the National Employ-
ment Fund, made funds available for persons wishing to be re-trained
(re-training allowances) or to move (assistance for geogri ()Meal mo-
bility). by agreements concluded with firms.

The Law of 3rd December 1966 provided wider opportunities for the
State to assist firms. trade associations or unions. and public or private
educational establishments wishing to provide vocational training. Agree-
ments may be concluded between the State and these N at- tv(IS tidies with
a view to the training of male or female wet ket s. Certain proaicions
of this I aw benefit women who have brought up three or more children.
and also widows, women who are divorced or separated from their
husbands, or unmarried mothers who are heads of families and wish
to be employed in skilled work.
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Finally, the Law of 31st December 1968 redefined, co-ordinated
and improved the conditions of "remuneration" for poi sons receiving
Vi.:-ational training.

The Labour Market Position of Women

After reaching a peak in 1921, the women's activity rate declined
continuously until 1962. The results of the 1968 census, however,
appear to indicate the end of this downward trend since the rate rose
from 12.8% In 1962 to 43. 5% in 1968. In the non-agricultural sector
the increase was from 32.4% in 1951 to 37.8 in 1968 (ace Table 13).

Table 13. TREND OF THE ACTIVITY RATE OF THE
POPULATION IN THE 15 - 61 AGE GROUP1

ACTIVITY FATE

F.CS

ISPEX 1FEND

1;C:"19.54 1962 1:'t7,2/54 1 :47e.

Total Population

Women i1.1 42.8 3 43.5 97.1 101.6 96.6

Men 67.6 82.5 61.8 91.2 99.2 93.4

Non-agricultural
Population

Women 32.4 3 5. 0 37.8 108.0 105.0 116.7

Men 65. 5 66.6 70.0 101.7 105.1 106.9

I. Tte figLres and (occltaiori given fe,e ate taten from 1.!leanre 'Terdan-
cei rece-,tei ee Factivile feminine en France' Eorclation. Carat, i?.70 17,1 -let I- tan
salfet cars la vie activ - Porclttion el Societe's, Vatc.h 1%77'. re 21..k, "1 1%ol.'ion
tecente de la 17k:elute tocio-geoftsrionr elle ee la p:TL1ation active" 4y Feu a;,1 Grais

Econornie et EtativicLe No, 2.

Throughout this period there u as a ;eduction in women's partici-
pation in non- salaried activities: self-ernplo)ed, family helpers. etc..

* TI-e acti i'y SEC refired 1.ene fa f`e nnt..et of ache worn-1.1in i're 1' to f4 age
prOlp as a reopkvtior, of e-r viral fc,-ate portletton in t!--,e -e age gro..r.
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partially offsetting a large increase in the number of women employees,
notably in the towns, indicating a radical change of attitude to work out-
side the home.

This change in attitude is to be found mainly among married
women. The increase in the proportion of women in non-agricultural
employment has been much higher among married women since 1921
than for the female population as a whole.

More recently, between 19M and 1968, women's activity rates in
occupations other than agriculture increased by 17/ for all women and
351 for married women.

Total active population

Non-agricultural active
population

AC11VITI FATE Of MARFJED WOMEN

1954 1962 19>.

34.7 35.1 37.3

23.1 26.7 31.1

Trend of labour force participation rates for won:en by socio-occupy -_
norm! category

Women's entry into the labour market is not measured solely in
quantitatiy: terms.

As f.hown in the table below, there was a continuous increase in the
proportion of women in medium-level executive posts on the one hand,
and in the professions and managerial posts on the other hand, the
percentages in 1968 being 41/ and 11/ respectively. It is however the
traditional women's occupations of teaching, nursing and social work
which acco.int for the relatively high percentage of women in this cate-
gory. The percentage of women in medium tevel administrative jobs
roEe only from 3r.31 to 31. S' between 1962 and 1968, while in the im-
portant technician grade the very low figure of 8.9/ in 1962 had in-
creased olly to 11.21 by 1968. Among higher grade administrative
and engineers the 1951 figure of 7.2/ rose to 9.97 in 1962, but the
upward trend did not continue on the same scale as by 196S there were
only 10/ in all. In these categories in which great expansion is to be ex-
pected these figures show little sign of real improvement in opportunities
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for women, or in the use of wornanpower to meet increasing demands.
It is in the traditionally feminine clerical occupations that the growth
in women's employment Is to be found. No less than 60.8% of all cle-
rical workers were women in 1968 compared with 52. sek, in 1951. The

percentage of women in manual and service categories fell slightly
during the same period, probably, as a result of the elimination of the
most unskilled jobs by greater mechanisation and automation.

Women's activity according to age

Activity rates for each five-year age group are shown in the tn',1e
on page 59.

On the whole, leaving aside the 15 - 19 age group which is affected
by the constant Increase In the school attendance ratio, it is the youn cr
age groups (20 - 40) for which the activity rate tends to rise from one
census to another.

After 40 the 1968 r:Ltcs arc regularly lower than those for 1951,
but are higher than in 1962.

After 50 there is a constant decline In activity.

Between 1962 and 1968 this trend was In fact more marked among
men than among women. and also more marked in agricultural than in
non-agricultural households,

The return to work of married women

Married women comprise 65r.; of all women in the age group IS -
61 and the growth in the activity rate is greater for married women
than for women as a whole. The two graphs give below show clearly
the trend, particularly for married women in non-agricultural occupa-
tions. If the tendency for married women to re-enter employment can
be measured by the difference between the activity rate at age 35. when
the curve touchev the bottom of the trough. and the rate a: 45 when
children are grown up, it does not appear from these graphs that there
is In fact a marked tendency for mothers to return to the labour market.
The 1969 figures do however show that a markedly higher lercentage
of married women were working at both 35 and at 45 in 1965 compared
with 1951. This suggests that an increasing number of women in fact
continue to work 11 hile their children are young. For them the re-entry
problem tices not ari=e because they ncver lease employment. but all
the other issues which affect the married woman at work apply equally
to the mother who re-enters ?mployment and the mother who has no
break in her working life. NforeoNer, a more detailed analysis of
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Graph No. 1
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women between the ages of 20 and 30, carried out in 1962, led Claude
Roux to conclude that the tendency to return to employment was greater
in the younger age groups and that there was reason to think it would
become more pronounced in the future.

Provisions to facilitate the return to employment

Women requiring information on employment opportunities and on
their aptitudes may obtain it from the offices of the Ministry of Labour,
Employment and Population or the more recently created services of
the National Employment Agency. These services, with the help of
vocational advisers who have recently increased in number, can guide
them towards suitable occupations. 34 of consultations in 1968 con-
cerned women. Those wishing to take training for which they lack basic
educational requirements may follow evening classes which arc orga-
nised in most parts of France. For training as distinct from basic
education, R is the AFPA Centres which undoubtedly provide the main
opportunities for training re -tntry women who are paid white attending
the Centres. Although, legally, training courses are open to both men
and women, according to the 1967 AFPA report women followed only
141 types of course out of the 2.033 available, Among these the tra-
ditionally feminine occupotirms were predominant.

In this field, how.eve: , an interesting development is taking place.
The large and unsitisfied demand for office workers has led to the es-
tablishment of courses which are widely used by older women. These
include training ecr.irses of six months duration in the usual office skills,
and a yrry Interesting nine months course for the post of "set r(taire
de direction ". The purl:Pr:,e of this course, attractive to many older
women of good education, is to turn out women able to act as personal
assistants to senior executives, with the minimum of routine secretarial
duties. One training course is run in Paris on o half-day basis with
one group in the morning and a second group In the afternoon. Women
of 50 who have remained Jilert have been able to take this course suc-
cessfully and the market for those completing it 'nao been almost unli-
mited. Though the frothing is on a half-day basis the jobs are full -time,
During the course ^ good deal of informal personal assistance is given
by the staff to helo the women ,adapt to the demon's and tempo of a paid
job. Because a large number of women opp'y for the course the trainees
are carefully selected. The selection procedure includes a medical ex-
amination, a psychotechnical test oho] a written examination, including
t comprehension test.

Since 1916 the State his financial responsibility for train-
ing and re-training progriiircs. The cost of the course is paid for and
the trainer recei% es a giant according to her .`amity situation.
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State assistance for training and re-training is not limited to
courses in publicly owned training establishments. A private college,
the CollOge des Sciences Sociales et Econorniques, which runs a nine
months part-time course including evening study for older women, also
receives financial support from the Ministry of Labour. These courses,
started it; 1957, admitted 60 women in 1969. The average age of stu-
dents was 31, and the courses covered subjects appropriate for women
seeking to enter administrative grades of public or private enterprises.
They attracted a large number of a :'pltcants, almost all of whom com-
pleted the course.

Financial support is also given for training carried out on the Job.
Air France internal language training scheme, for example, is made
available to people who do not work for Air France, the course expenses
being met by the Ministry. This provision of Nsioney for diverse forms
of training helps to ease the position of women wanting to get back into
employment.

Assessment of Effectiveness

No overall figures exist to establish the results of the incey spent
in tralaing and re-training older women in France. whose most closet)
connected with the work maintain, however, that a high percentage of
women taking courses slty the pace and tat e an appropriate job. At
the A}'PA in Paris those responsible for the courses for Seer 0:lire de
Direction claimed that Fr; of the trainees were still working two years
after completion of the course.

Some progress is also being made in raising the level of skill and
in widening the range of women's jots. In 1965 out of 1,166 trainees
in technicians courses 145 were women, while in 1969, 95 women
Winces entered the building and metal working sections. But in abso-
lute terms these numbers are pathetically small and show how little the
overall situation has altered. Regardless of technical developments,
girls and womr^ are still to an overwhelming extent entering the tradi-
tional women's occupations. (Thiess the rate of change is greatly acce-
lerated the re-entry woman of the future will be ill-equipped for the
demands of the future labour maiket.

61
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ITALY

Legal and Adminisirative Framework

In lialy responsibility for the racruitment, training and placement
of women is part of the general work of the Ministry of Labour and
Social Provision, with no special organisation to deal with women's
questions. The Training Act of 1949 enables the Ministry to organise
or sponsor a wide range of training progarnmes for both men and
women. There are no special powers to deal with the needs of the re-
entry woman.

'the Labour Market Pcsiticn for Women

As in other countries there has been a marked decline in the num-
ber of women employed in agriculture. This has not, hoN,eyer, been
accompanied a corresponding increase in female employment in in-
dustry. A major characteristic of the Italian labour market for women
has on the contrary been a steady decline in the employment of women
in industry from 1,590,000 in 1901 to 1.579,000 in 1967 - a fall of 16.5`;;.
During the same period the employmem of men in industry also declined
in 1963, but recovered to a figure slightly above the 1361 total in 1967.
Moreover, in contrast with most other industrial countries there has
been no marked tendency for older women to re-enter the industrial sec-
tor. Industrial employment for women is at its peak In the youngest age
group and after the age of 20 there is a sharp decline to the age of 30 -
40 followed by a more gradual but continued decline. The second peak,
in the forties and fifties, noticed in a number of other co,intlies, does
not occur in Italy. It Is also important that increasing unemployment
in Italy has affected women more than men. Thee al e several reasons
for the decline in the numbers of women in industrial employment but
the most significant for this study appears to be the relative increase
in skilled as compared with unskilled work and the failure of women to
penetrate into skilled categories.
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While the number of women employed in agricultvre and in industry
has been falling in Italy, as in other countries, there has been an in-
crease of women in distribution mad service occupations, though the
percentage ircrease even it, this sector has been slower than for men.
In this, sector also there is evidence of a return to work of older women,
the employment curve rising to a second peak for women in their mid-
fifties. There are virtually no opportunities for part-time employment.

In 1967, in this generally rather unfavourable market situation,
there were in fact just over 5,000,000 women in employment out of
26,000,000. Of these 5,000,000, 2,600,000, or 52%, were married.
Women comprised in all 27% of the total labour force of the country.

Provisions to Facilitate lie-entry

Under the 1919 Trairing Act the Ministry of Labour and Social Pro-
vision provides training courses, free of charge, lauth during the thy
and in the evening, and also on a r .sidential basis. In Milan alone, in
tne year ended July 1966, 367 courses were run, attended by 7,352
people, covering industry, commerce and agriculture, Courses for
women included hosiery, domestic economy, cinema operators, and
correspondence clerks. It is noticeable that there has been no break-
through into occupations in which women have not been traditionally en-
gaged. Contraction in textiles, a main industrial stronghold for women,
with no counter-balancing enmloyment and training opportunities else-
where, is an important example of the situation contributthg to the
women's unemployment rates at the present time.

In these circumstances it is not surprising that there is little sup-
port for special training facilities for older women wishing to return to
employment. Su far as industry is concerned no such re-entry is in
fact taking place. In the tertiary sector, where old,.r women wishing
to work do find openings, the position is not thought to call for any six-
cial training provisions.

Assesament of Effectiveness

In the present state of industrial at.-1 social eevelopment in Italy
there are few signs that the re-entry of older women into the labour
market is regarded as a matter of any significance and no special steps
are being taken to assist women who wish to return to work. In Italy
during the last few years rationalisation in agriculture has led to a re-
duction of over a million in the number of women working ou the land.
This contraction has 'let beta matched by 3 correopmding increase in
openings for women in the growing industrial sector, though there has



been valuable expansion in the service industries and in office work.
At the present stage of development, Ita',y is an interesting example of
a country in which technical advance is in some ways accompanied by
a deterioration rather than an improvement in women's employment
position. There is, however, reason to hope tha this situation may
prove merely temporary since the importance of these issues is re-
cognized both in official circles and by informed public opinion.
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NETHERLANDS

Legal and Administrative Framework

In the Netherlands the responsibility for the recruitment, training
and placement of women seeking to re-enter the labour market is part
of the work of the Ministry of Social Affairs and Public Hea!th where
there are officers with special responsibility' for women's questions.
At local level the iork is handled by the staff of the Regional and Local
Labour Offices. in these Labour Offices there are officials who give
advice to applicants and facilities are available for vocational guidance
interviews with professionally trained vocational guidance officers.
There are however no special vocational guidance officers for women.

After the Second Vs'orld War the Government rc,:ogni zed the need
for adult training and re-training programmes to deal with existing Lin-
cmploymmt, and later to meet the needs arising from the sto-tural
changes in Industry resulting from technical developments. As a result
vocal'onal training centres for adults were established in many parts of
the Netherlands mid mom, was made available to mil the centres and
to finance appropriate 11,.:.ues. Money is 'co forthcoming for in-
service tra!ning mid for training in approved other than
vocational training centres for adults.

The Labour Market Position for ',Voinen

The most outstanding feature of the labour market situation in the
Netherlands, compared with other countries in this study, is the low
participation rate of women mad in particular of mui.lied iiomen. Ac-
cording to a report publislad in 1:161* the paiticipation rale for Noincn

* or( o, F.ciC^s of Yai s.cr o d tik ial



aged 15 to 65 was only 27(r. I3etween 1917 and 19G0 the participation
rate for single women rose from 55% to 58(,:, but for married women
it fell from 10% to 7 reflecting the fall in the number in agriculture,
in family farms and in domestic work. During the same period the
percentage cf married women working outside the home rose from 2`ii
to 4. 2%. From these figures it is plain that the re-entry of married
women into employment is not a common practice in the Netherlands,
nor is there a large scale demand from the women themselves for op-
portonities at present denied them. Among the small number of mar-
ried women in employment the participation rate is highest in the lower
income groups and it is part-time employment which most ,narrii I

women prefer.

The particular interest of the Netherlands sit-ration is the contrast
it provides with other countrios. There is however sonic ON idrnce that
the existing pattern is beginning to alter, though the degree of change
is still very slight.

The Netherlands Govenunent, aware of the reserve of manpower
which could be tripped if women were more effectively used, has provided
faculties for women of which at present little advantage is takt'n. In
1960 the Government took a short step in the direction of encouraging
married women to work, or at least of reducing theft positive discour-
agement, by exempting one-third of the wife's earnings from tax, sub-
ject to the low ceiling figure of 2,000 florin per year with an addition
of 250 florin for expenses, More positively there is no ban on the em-
ployment of married women as teachers or civil servants and marriage
can no longer be accepted as justifiable grounds for dismissal. in the
private sector, on the other hand, a clause can still be included in
contracts of employment giving the employer the right to dismiss the
employee if she marries. Employees affected by such agreements in-
clude teachers in the Netherlands' many private schools. Legislation
is however pending to prohibit this practice. The Government also
merged the men's aixi women's sections of the employment offices
symbolizing a less diseriminitory approach.

Apart from Government action, industry, schools and hospitals
have been experimenting with part-time employment for which there
appears to be a demand among older women. One large trade union
has declared itself in favour of women continuing to work as a matter
of ccononite necessity. All these developments can be regarded as
preliminary steps in the creation of a more positiv; labour market
for the older woman.

In a situation in which there Is so little immediate evidence of a
demand by married women ilr opportunities for employment, a study
based on 913 completed Interviews carried out by the Institute for
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Psychological. Market Research and Motivation Research in 1961 is of
special interest. The researchers found that about 2t of the potential
labour force was already working: one-third of them i n domestic jobs
and comparatively few W/o iu industry. The inclination to \cork was
strongest among the younger women who were continuing in employment
after marriage, but was also evident in older women who had resumed
iyork when their children had reached a certain age. In the large poten-
tial labour force not in employment, attitudes towards work were more
favourable among the well-to-do and better trained. The researchers
also found that nearly two-thirds of the 260 non-working women able
and willing to take employment outside the home were only prepared
to consider work on a `art -time basis. This may well be associated
with the continuing existence of a sense of guilt among some of ihe
women interviewexl mho remained strongly Influenced by the view that
wcmen should be at home and could not satisfactorily both work and
look after the family.

Provisions to Facilitate lte-entry

The Centre:: of Vocational Training for Adults ;the Government's
most substantial contribution to re- training) are open equally to men
and women. Training is free and ?ompensation is paid for 103S of
earnings and for the cost of travel above a minimum distance. There
Is no difference between the earn:cgs of men and of women in the Cen-
tres.

Training in the centres is, however, almost entirely devoted to
trades traditionally performed by inen and this no doubt is the main,
although not tht, sole, reason why very few women indeed take advantage
of these opportunities. One outstanding woman welder in 1he shipyards
can only be regarded as a magnificent exception although it is interest-
ing that she appeared to be completely accepted by both superiors and
fellow workers once they got used ;o her. "That' kept coming up to have
a good look to sec if I really was a 'roman ", she commented. This
woman was no self-conscious pioneer. She had chosen this particular
trimic for the highly prsetieal reasons that the pay was relatively good
and she was allowed to work :educed hours which fitted her domestic
checumstanees.

Go\ ernment assistance is not. however, limited to the provision of
training in the centres. To encourage in-service training. grants are
paid to employers to provide compensation for the cost of wages paid
to learners before they become productive. In 1967 in-se r ice training
grants mere made on behalf of only 22 %%men in the trialttional women's
trades of knitwear and clothing. While scarcely a lovalsoirough, this
could melt be a pok filial source for a much larger flow of tiainces.



Fly a further Government measure to assist training, grants are
made to women wishing to take ar approved training course provided
the ca7elidate passes Ihz. necessary tests. In 1967, 381 people received
such grants: 59 of them women. Twenty-six of the women were trained
for office work, 10 for social work and 23 for a variety of other occu-
pations including dieticians and hairdressers. Courses arc only ap-
proved if there is thought to lx a reasonable chance of the trainee ob-
taining a job at the end of the course and if the training is carried out
by a responsible body prepared to conform to the regulations of the
Ministry of Social Affairs.

In the present stage of development in the Netherlands the following
individual examples of schemes involving older women are of more than
onlinar y interest.

I. Nurses at the Free University llospital, Amsterdam

In 1965 the 11latron of the Free University Hospital, Amsterdam,
introduced a scheme for six married nurses to return to hospital on
a part-time basis, working initially for 20 hours a week with no night
duty or week-end work. The purpose was not so much to increase the
total number of nurses as to make use of the high quality professional
skill of the older nurse. Only fully trained and experienced ,vomen
were engaged at the start and this has continued to be the standard
required.

At the lvginnIng there was sonic resistance from full-time nurses
and some doubts among the medical staff. emerged that the major
objection was the part -time nurses' exemption from the unpopular week -
end duty. Consultation between the matron and the part-time nurses
and tl -?ir husbands led to an agreement that week-end duty was part of
a nurse's task (''I should expect to be nursed at the week-end if I were
ill". said one husband) and the part-timers agreed to do one week-end
duty a month. From that point the scheme has progressed satisfac-
torily. In 19GS, out of a total nursing staff of 250, there were In the
hospital 5$ married %VC/Men nurses, almost all with children, including
4 in the 51-65 age group who worked 16 hours a week.

When the married nurses return to hospital they are given a week's
induction together with other newcomers, followed by instructioa on the
wants to bring them up-to-date. "lheir absence rate is reported to be
very low, coming mainly in the school holidtr,s when medical and other
students stand in to assist if not quite, perhaps, to 1;_ke their places.
The turnover rate, the other traditional bug-bear for emplovela of
married women, is also within reasonable limits. In the two years
1966-6S, 30 of these nurses left: II for pregnancy; 5 to move to
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another district; 3 of the older women from exhaustion; and 8 for
other reasons.

The advantages to the hospital of th;s scheme have been the econo-
my of employing part-time workers for peak periods, the quality of
work of these experienced nurses whose skills would otherwise be lost
to the profession and the good relations they arc able to establish with
the young unmarried nurses in training.

2. 11.111 Amsterdam

Amstenlam, employs 1,100 people including 119 women of
whom 55 arc married. The women arc recruited by advertisement and
on an open house system. Open house recruiting consists of opening
the Works twice a week from 7.30 p. m, to 10.00 p.m. Women who
are interested in what they see hi the Works and wish to apply arc given
an application form and are subsequently tested, For thorc selected
there is a 3-1 day induction programme after which training, if needed,
is carried out in the training section although some women can imme-
diately start to work in the production departments. There is a seven
day training course with an instructor, a key man, to look after 15 to
20 trainees. Most women receive the same pay as men and there are
no concessions to married women's desire for part-time work unless
after three years of satisfactory employment a woman has a strong
case for reduced huurs. There arc no women in management or super-
visory ranks in the Amsterdam Works, and the women are graded a.:

lhe level of pay, however, is high by comparison with
other companies In the arca. It is interesting that in this situation of
high ply and conditions comparable wish men the company Is able !0
reject three out of four of the woolen who apply. The married women's
absence rate Is 7 aixl the turnover rate is only 13q. It is rarely nec-
essary to give special holiday leave. This seems to be a case in which
job mrl financial opportunities have been seen by women to be goad
enough for them to make the necessary domestic. adjustments.

3. Philips felecommunicatie, "fhe Hague

Philips Tclecommunicalie, the Hague, eiriplos 1.111 people of
whom 273 arc women, 211 0i them manual workers employed on switch-
board assembly work. There are a small ntunlycr of white collar work-
ers, ely few of them married, and only one woman, the ,tssistant
Personnel Manager, in a managemen; position. on the other band many
of the women manual 'workers it mar riot and the median age of these
Wei women is 35- 40. Normal hours ale "i.:".0 a. 11. to 4. 15 p.m. but
most of idle married women are part-time w,rheis, eit time !sing
defined as less than 13 hoots pu r week. 'these part -time workeis



must do 29 hours per week but can choose their hours. The majority
work from 9 a. m. to 3 p. m. but if they prefer they can do one full clay
a week and shorter hours on other days. They car. alter the hours after
two months employment and are free to re- arrange working hours among
them selves.

Women for this work are carefully selected. Only about 50% of
applicants are offered jobs after interview procedures and medical
examinations have been completed. The training period lasts eight
weeks and 81% succeed in reaching the standard set. It is reckoned to
take in all 26 weeks for a woman's output to reach full production stan-
dard. For a 29 hour week the women in this grade average 5114 florin
per month gross and 280 florin net after tax, plus 6% holiday money
and 67, share of profits. Turnover rate% are not calculated separately
for men and women but the rate for all employees, male and female,
dropped from 30% in 1965 to 14% In 1966 and 13(7c in 1967. The drop
was attributed to the greater difficulty in getting jobs in the last two
periods. While the married woman's absence rate is about 12. 5CT
compared to the men's absence rate of 6. 5 n , the rate for all women,
both married and single Is 10. 0%.

When married women first carve to the Company they said they
wanted to work only until they had earned enough to achieve some spe-
cific objective. When this had been done, however, many continued
to stay on Indefinitely, no doubt for a variety of different reasons.

4. Bijenkorf Departmental Stores, The Hague, Amsterdam
and Rotterdam

This organisation employs in its three stores 3, 000 people of whom
2,000 are women. both married and single. There are a considerable
number of .vomen in middle management and some, exceptionally, higher
still. At the Hague store there are 314 men and 582 women. For 12
years, including the years of the Second World War, there was a woman
Managing Director at the Hague, and the present Sales Promotion Man-
ager is a voman. Among departmental managers and jobs of comparable
level, out of 2:3 positions 101 arc held by women, 21 of them married.
Some of these married women reached this level before making the
break to have a family but others were promoted ta mere senior posi-
tions after they had returned and had worked fora period of time. it
is thought that earlier selling experience is a great asset but not all of
the re-entry women who hive been promoted have had store experience
as single girls. Married women are an important element in the

I ?CS figurer.
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I3ijenkorf's full. -time staff at all levels. In all three branches of the
Company the full -time female selling staff numbers 875, of which 134
arc married, with an additional 311 female administrative staff, of
whom 60 are married.

In addition to full-time workers it has be. n found convenient for
the Company as well as convenient for the women to employ a large
number of part-time workers. Labour costs represent 70% of total
costs and selling costs alone are approximately 45% of total costs. In
1994, the Company, seckitz to reduce labour costs, made a detailed
study of the flow of work from which they estimated rac optimum num-
ber of full-time employees and the number of part-timers needed to
meet the demands of the busiest times of the day, of the week, and of
the year. As : result, the percentage of part-time employees, which
was only 20% in 1960, increased to 257c in 1964 and 32% in 1968. Six-ty-
five par cent of all part-time workers are married. Training is very
short and it is reckoned that at the end of a couple of days in most de-
partments a woman is earning her money.

Assessment of ei:ffectiyeness

In 1968 the scale of re-training at national level was still so small
that no assessment of effectiveness is possible. The individual eases
quoted, however, illustrate the ways in which, despite the strong tra-
ditional pressures on married women to mnaln in their own homes,
some are In fact finding employment to their own and their employer's
mutual wivantage. The four eases quoted bring out different points of
interest and importance. The hospital example illustrates the way in
which highly trained professional married women can be drawn. back
into part-time empioyment on terms that prove mutually ,,tatisfactory'
once initial objections tom full-time workers are faced aid a reason-
able compromise arranged. IBM is interesting In that the Company
makes no concessions to married women but by careful selection and
apparently attractive pay and conditions of employment are able to re-
cruit and retain older married women on terms whi zh Tr aka them vir-
tually indistinguishable from any other group of employee>. In contrast,
Philips Teleeonimunicatle have gone out of their way to pros ide flexible
condition . for the married women, and the maximum freedom of choice
in the conditions of work. In spite of the long period before the woman
can be c>rocieted to reach full comrsterce this scheme, especially tai-
lored is the women's requirements, has proved satisfactory fo- all
concerned. In Ilijenkorf there is yet another varia'ion. This r
sents the type of scheme, which obviously has a great deal t io

mend it, in Nthfch the special requirements of the women led to a p,kit k-n

of employment more, not less, economic from the point ca view of :kr
employer faced with heavy labour costs and an unrycn -x of
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SWEDEN

Legal and Administrative Framework

The recruitment, training and placement of women reeking to re-
enter the labcur market in Sweden is part of the general respNis"..;dly
.4' the National Labour Market Board working under the Ministry of
Labour and !lousing. It Is a cardinal element of Sweden's labour mar-
ket policy that men and women are treated on a basis of complete equal-
ity. This policy is in its turn an expression of the overall national pol-
icy to eliminate discrimination. Infveed, the Swedish approach to the
employment and re- employment of women is only `o understood if
is seen within the frame.cork of a general poney affecting not only work
but also home life and education - a policy which raises profound psy-
chological and sociological issues.

In pursuance of this policy, In 1961 the National Labour Market
13oard embarked on a special "activation programme" for female labour.
As part of this pi-op.:mime, revised in 1566, a special officer to deal
with women's questions was appointed by the National Labour Market
board and "activation inspe, tors" were appointed at twenty out of the
twenty-four regional head offic:,a "to co-ordinate activation work for
non-employed wernen and middle-aged and elderly labouz".

The Labour Ma.-ket board provides vo,ational guidance, eel., ex-
tensive training and re-training programmes, and placement services
for both men and w..1-1-- These training programmes may be run di-
rectly by the Labour ,1'cet Board in co-ope;ation with the Nt,:lonal
Board of Education ill special centres, or the Labour Market Board
may buy training places in public or private training establishments
and in industry, The training is meant for persons o'er 21, from July

Ferxt to tine United Nation, e' the Statue of Women in Sweden, 1 9 6 S.
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1,1979 over 20) who are unemployed or are in danger of becoming un-
employed as well as for housewives wanting to re-enter the labour
market. The courses are free and grants are made to trainees, not
only for their own maintenance, but also for their families. Grants
must not add up to more than the worker would in fact earn in the job
for which he or she is training. For a merried man or woman the
grant is reduced in proportion to the income of the wife or husband.
However, half of the basic allowance (from July 1, 1970 Sw. Kr. 575)
is always paid. In addition to training programmes, which can last
the full length of a long professional training, there are refresher
courses for those who already have professional training but wno,
after a period at home, need to bring their knowledge up to date
and to restore their self-confidence ifficiently to dare to take a job.
Such a course, for example, for social workers, lasts about three
months. For thocc without trainiog who do not know whit kind of woik
would suit them, there are special courses giving information on differ-
ent occupations and helping the participants to determine their individ-
ual potentialities.

The Labour Market l'osition for Women

As in all other cutnitries there arc in Sweden two clevily defined,
if overlapping, labour market3, one r men and one for women. Ac-
cordilig to the 1965 Census 74.3% of OK, women employed were eoncen
trated in n.j more than twenty -five occupations containing a mere 13.67:
of the male labour force. In 1068 no less than 477 of all women and
44.3% of the married women were employed in public administration
and accounted for Girt of all public administration enr..,loecs. In the
salary grades covering most of the top public service jobs there were
5,901 mon but only 161 women. In the main public service fob cate-
gories 89.87 of the women were in the bottom half of the salary glades
compared with G3.37 of the men. Outside the public service 21.57 of
all employed women (22.27 of married women) work in mining awl
manufacturing indu, ry and almost all of the remainder arc to be found
In retail trade, banking and Insurance, domestic work, hotels and res-
taurantc. Women in industry are strongly concentrated In tcV.iles,
clothing and the food industrit s, but between 1960 and 1965 they in-
creased their percentage participation In all other Industries except
leather rutd rubber. Since Sweden signed the III) Conventian 100 on
equal pay for work of equal value in 1962, the differential between
men's and women's average earnings has narrowed significantly, but
there has been no corresponeing tt ritien.:y for women to move into higher
paid posts. As in public administration, so in the private sector women
in mining and manufactining are heavily concentrated In lower level
Jobs. in 1966 women, who comprised 31.6% of all personnel in mining
and manufacturing, held under 5% of the lobs in each of the following
categories:
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Technical personnel in management, excluding
top executives: .9. 37,

Technical personnel in responsible posts: 1.6
Other technical personnel, excluding technical

assistants: 3.4%
Head foremen: 0. 7%
Foremen: 2.6%
Clerical personnel in management, excluding

top executives: 1. 1%
Sales representatives: 1. VI

On the ether hand, they held over 25e,', of the posts classified as:

Technical assistants: 28.4%
Other clerical personnel, excluding assistant

salaried employees: 36.S
Assistant salaried personnel: GP. (a
Other sales personnel: 52. 1T-

On these figures there is little evidence of any change in the types of
employment for which th 'e is a demand 1-r wernen.

What Is changing is the extent to which women are entering the
labour market, albeit in the traditional jobs and at the traditional level.
In 1967 out of a total Swedish labour force of 1,211,000 (including ail
those working at least one week of the year), 1,699,300 or 40 were
women. No less than 56q of the total female population between the
ages of 14 and 74 were gainfully employed though only 60.1% of thent
worked throughout the year. The changes between 10ou and 1965 were
marked. The overall participation rate for women working at least half
a normal working day rose from 25.4%, to 28.2%, while for married wom-
en alone the increase was from 22.5% to 29.2%. In the age groups 40
to 44 and 45 to 59 the married women's rate rose from 27.6% to 38.9%
and 26. 9q to 33.3% respectively. Of 11 the women in en-plovment, no
less than 36% of the women employed in1967 had part-ttrnri employment,
part-time work being work of less than 35 hours a week. No less than
37.4% of women !tith children aged 7 to 16, of whom 6'. 9% wet e In cm-
ployinent, were In pa -t-time posts. It Is part of the labour matket pol-
icy programme to secure more part-time Jobs to meet the large demand
from women for this kind of opening.

Provision to facilitate the re-cntry of 11onten into employment

As has been shown, special attention is being given by the Labour
Market Board to problems of women's employment. These provisions
can however, only be understood if seen as part of the much wider
social policy of non-discrimination. It is in the consistency and com-
prehensiveness of the Swedish proposals that their peculiar interest
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lies. hi Sweden Vs'orner. are not being brought back into the labour mar-
ket to meet a sudden emergency, nor to deal with specific shortages, nor
to he!n ihe country economically I)) mobilizing its resources of man-
power and wonianpower as effectively as possible. No doubt alt these
considerations influence the effort being put into the programme and
the direction it is taking-, Indeed, it is part of the task of Bic Labour
Market Board both at naticnal and regioral level to attempt to gear
training provisions to manpower forecasts - a task which they would not
claim th :y had completely mastered.

But behind these specific purposes stands the belief that a woman,
like a moan, has a right to the cpportunities and experiences that come
from a freely chosen Job, properly related to abilities and interests.
It is seen that the traditional view of a womaa'n family responsibilities
is the biggest obstacle hindering women's achievements in work. So,
it is argued, these responsibilities must be re-shaped and shared ty
both the husbarx1 and the community in a way Which will free the 1%-olorin
to pursue her career to any level of which she is capable. It is realized
that such an approach assumes fundamental changes in tinnily life, in
the roles of men and women, and in state assistan,., for the erre of
children. Yet it is held that nothing less than these changes in attitude
is required if women arc to be freed to work according to their capac-
ities and drsi res. In this programme of emancipation, for it is no less,
the position of the re-entry woman is of cardinal imporiance. Though
amorg many better-rducated younger W011)01 an increasing cumber are
making ,ici brale !Jut are co"tirming to work full-time or part-time while
their children are young, for cry many women the hope of a success-
ful working career tunic or. the ..ffecliveness of the re-cotry procedures.

it al o turns, r's has been shown from the examination of the exist-
ing labour market situation, on the creation ICN. opportunities for
women and on 'he merging of the turd women's separate labour
markets into one con, on labour market i.itli ra; barriers lonsed on sex
to bar the advance to nromotion.

With Ii I. as the avowed aim, the Swedish Govenunent has proceed-
o' to remove the olmtaeles hindering the meation of a common labour
market. The principle of eqi,1 pay for work of equal -due has been
accepted. It has not been fully implemented out is by stcges coming
into being. The prohibition on night work, an excuse PE well as a
mason for the exclusion of women fro n a number of jobs, 1 -as been
changed to a prohibiticn of night work for all workers, male or female,
except where, special penrission Is granted. When gran' M, night work
is permitted for women as well as far men. On the domestic front in-
creasing facilities for child care are being provided though these, it
Is widely claimed, arc sttll inadequate. :he idea is friirt seriously
diserssed of part-time work for fathers, to enable them to share the
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.esponsibilities of the fmnity. The obstacles to re-entry having been
diminished, the opportunities in the labour market have then to it ex-
plained and put within react of the w)mantvho seeks then}. Under the
aegis of the Labour Market dioard much is being done,

1. Vocational guidance

The Swedish about' Ma-th.,..t Board places great emphasis on th,e
importance of adequate vocational guidance for people starting or re-
enteri-.g employmen.. When the policy of encouraging women to retura
1; work tias accepted, it was realized that special steps needed to be
taken to provide the iliforination and to create the attitudes z.equi zed if
%%oaten were to be successfuld re-established in xik. On the initindvr
of the Labou- Market BOLL td a committee was formed consisting of rep-
resentatives of the main trade unions, the em; doyens and the Labou
Market Board to put out infoernation. The committee believed that if
the wife and mother was to return to work and ,o remain satisfactorily
at work, not only the woman herself, but also her husband and children
needed to understand and accept the opportunities and adjustments which
such a change entailed. The Information campaign was, therefere, de-
signed to interest the whole faintly, not merely the mormui,

a scheme for spreading Information on opportunities for
women 1M.; launched at a national conference by the Chief Officers of
the Unions and the Employees' Association and the Director of the
Natie nal Labour Market Board. 700 people attended. This national
conference was followed by regional conferences organised ;AI similar
lines. Summarizing this special campaign the Labour Market Board
said in Its reports. '(inc of the treasures taken to interest women in
a wider choice of c,.'cupations and to make them realize the need for
longer and more culified training was to repeat the radio series
Iffetranafru byter yrke' (The Ifousntife Changes her Occupation). In
eonneetion with these broadcasts comprehensive information on labour
market and soc,,1 matters was given at conferences arranged by the
county labour boards lu which women's organisations, educational
associations, employer and employee organisations and public author-
ities partle,patett. Study circles hared on the ridlo series were orga-
nised in most counties under the ausolzes of various educational asso-
ciations".

Following this initiative the Labour Market Board has organised
special vocational guidance courses of a different kind lasting four or
six weeks. These were originally for women only but, In line with the
polies of eliminating schemes based on sex differences, they are all
now open to both men and women. The purpose of the courses is to
explain job opportunities as fully as possible, to anstter applicants'

(
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questions and to discuss their difficuIles Placement officers and in
special cases a psychologist or medical staff assist in analysing the
trainees potential for training and work. Testing facilities are avail-
able.

In addition, any man or woman applying to the local latour exchange
can get the help of an employment service officer in trying to find a suit-
able job. If necessary the applicant is referred for professional voca-
tional guidance which may inehde testing. The results of the guidance
work will then be reported to the placement officer who again discusses
job opporturitice with the woman in the light of the report. If. as may
well happen, the report shows that the woman has latent talent of which
she herself may be unaware, training possi;.rtlities including training
which may be preceded by a university course are examined, If the
woman Is accepted as suitable for training, finance to support the whole...e w..o.e
programme is forthcoming, subject 'o certain minimum conditions.

2. Training facilities

it Sweden, nduit training and cc-training organised by the tabour
Market Board is one of the main pivots of economi. planning, It is
reeorpl red that let:Auk:al advance, w'ereby some jobs disappear and
new opr:rtunities emerge, will only be accepted If men and women feel
that they will not Individually suffer as 4 result of these changes. To
meet this problem the Labour Market Board training schemes offering
very wide opportunities for learning new skills and professions are
made available with grants on a scale which gives a certain basic eco-
nomic security to the trainee.

The Labour Market Board training programme is influenced by
manpower forecasts of labour demand. The training or re-training
may be carried out at centres in which courses prescribed by the La-
bour Market Board are run by the educational authority, or tne Board
may buy training places or a whole course in a school or college either
publicly or privately owned or in industry or commerce, In Stockholm
alone, no lesr than 176 institutions are available for use by the Labour
Market Board. Housewives returning to work are one of the categories
for whom Labour Market training schemes are available, Labour Mar-
kel training courses cio not normally last for more than 96 weeks and
there are a number of shorter courses. Some of the courses are resi-
dential, A woman taking training receives the same grant as a man,
adjusted according to rent and family responsibilities, The grant must
not exceed the amount she would earn on the job. A supplementary al-
lowance for children Is paid to contribute towanis the cost of their
supervision while the mother is training. Deductions are made if
ti-e husband has a high income, but the wife is, in any ease, left with
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sufficient money for the family to be in no way at a financial disadvantage
because she is training.

In terms of the numbers of women taking advantage of the Labour
Market training the response to the efforts of the Board appears to
have been considerable. In 1960, 18% of the Labour Market Botml
trainees were women, numbering 17,800 in all. By 1968, the compa-
rable figures were 37% ar.d 36,000 out of a total of 97,000. Even more
important from the point of view of the re-entry woman, in the first
half of 1969 no less than 42% of all trainees aged 45 or over were wom-
en.

It is claimed moreover by the Labour Market Board that sonic
older women have tackled non-traditional occupations, making less
conventional choices than girl school leavers,

Mach training and re-training is provided in traditional women's
work in the office. A 20 weeks basic course in of,ice skills attracts
many older women. The course is designed to enable women to get a
job at the end of the prescribed time, but alsc to provide a foundation
for more advanced courses. A 40 weeks course fcr correspondence
clerks, including two foreign languages as well as Swedish and shorthand
and typing, is also provided for the more ambitious.

A number of shorter courses arc also available. lo weeks has
proved sufficient for the experienced office worker returning to em-
ployment to brush up her skills. 14 weeks is the time taken to trair,
a punch card operator. Switchboard operators, who arc also taught
some typing, are trained in 18 weeks.

For some older women who may rot have the requisite qualifications
to pass through a complete course in office skills, there is a course in
typewriting run on a part-time basis equipping them for the simpler
office jobs only. The coarse takes 200 to 250 hours and is planned for
2.5 hours a day for six days a eel,. The demand for this programme
is considerable, though it ;s one of the Ica .t ambitious of the available
choices.

With so comprehensive a programme, attempting an advance "i
so wide a front, it Is not easy to distinguish between the many develop-
ments of considerable interest. The following examples illustrate the
range of training and job opportunities which are opening up for women
in Sweden, in part no doubt in response to the overall policy which has
been described.



Training for New Openings in Industry

Labour Market training in a wide range of technical jobs is open
to men and women alike. The Labour Market Board reports, however,
that although there has hoer sonic breakthrough into less conventional
jobs, the number of girls and women who conic forward for technical
training ft r jobs not traditionally held by women is still small. In part
no doubt this is because an office job offers hours of employment which
fit in better with a he,:sewife's domestic obligations - and Clese do still
exist - and in part because opportunities for promotion for women in
industry are rill] very limited. There are, however, signs of change
in the industrial field, as the follotting examples suggest:

i) Atlas Copco, Stockholm: manufacturers of rock drills and
equipment for wagon drills for mining.

This company carried out a survey of alt the jo5s in the company
and decided that between 70% and 80% of them were subable for older
women. No age limit is applied for recruitment End training is givet.
by the company. Some jobs require almost no training, some up to
two months, and for the types of more skilled work on which a consider-
able number of women are employed it takes aoout three years tc reach
full proficiency. No woman has yet reached a leading position, but the
range of Jobs in which they are employed has expanded. All the women
a .'e members of the union, few work part-time and the vast majority
are on piece-work. While It would not be true to say that there Is no
difference in this company in the usition of men and women, a con-
siderabl: step towards an Integrated poli,:y has beer taken. Tnese
changes have all been made with the full support of the Irade union.

ti) ASEA Vaster'as: manufacturers of equipment for power gen-
eration and transmission and electric motors and appliances.

The manufacturing side of the business employs rather more than
5,000 workers of whom 980 are women. In !960, at the suggestion of
the Labour Market Board, the company everimented with employing
older %von:en on a half-day basis. 22 women aged 25 - 40 were selected
atter being tested and interviewed. They were given a short induction
course, followed by six weeks antensive training on the job and some
additional theoretical instruction to fit them for rather advanced ma-
chine operations',. All 22 women completed the course furl six years
later all 22 were still working for the company. By that time, how-
ever, a considerable number of them had at their on request trans-
ferred from part-time to full-time work.
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It is clear that in this company considerable progress is icing
made towards a common labour market for men and women, with the
same opportunities and same '7ewards for the sap 2 work and conditions
of employment. In1966 single base rates for wages were established,
eliminating the separate and lower rate for women. The foundry, the
melting furnaces and the tool room are the only areas in which women
ale not employed. There is no objection to women lu the tool room but
none ha , e so far qualified fcr the work.

The company irons extensive training programmer, including leave
of al:, .enee fir study. Women tend to take the shorter rather than the
longer courses but a small number of thent have qualified as super-
visors and engineers and have been promoted. A small number too are
in training for highly skilled jobs such as pattern makers and clectri-
einns. Draughtswomen nave :tiniest replaced draughtsmen.

Part-time work eentinues for women who prefer it. 'Sinee it in-
volves under-utilization of plsnt and factory space, it is acceptable to
the comp:oily only because latxur Is difficult to get rind because social
security payment., are related to the level of earnings and Imrs of
work. An official of the company commented that a "partnership
scheme" where two or more women mien:ix between them to staff
a job continuously would eliminate the maid objection to part-t:me
working. Sutli a scheme was in existence but few women took part in
it.

These changes have all been made with the full support of the trade
union.

ill) Volvo, Gbleborg: motor manufacturer:,

Volvo has always employed women on upholstery. In 1961-1962,
because of shortage of labo',r the ompany began to take women on th,2
line. They were given one day's Induction course and then N\ nt to the
training s etfor.s In the departments. A group piece -work syslem is In
operation and on average the women took one or two weeks to get up to
bonus siandard. II was estimated that they took one day longer than
men required to reach the sai.,e standard.

The introduction of women on to the line was a major change but,
despit, some Initial resistance, the scheme was intnxiuced with anion
support and with relatively little difficulty. A, slow start was made and
the men's Initial objections were gradually overcome. The %%omen ap-
pear to be proving somewhat less flexible than the men and are not con-
sidered suitable for all jobs, but some women lo the dirty jobs under
the chassis where, in some eases, they can earn 13-14 SN% I sh crowns

so
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an hour - a con partitively high rate within industry. It is interesting
that this company reports that while the women's absence and accident
rates are higher than the men's, their wastage rates are actually lower.
L. may be that even in Sweden 'women's jobs at this level of pay are not
to be had for the asking. Part-time work is availp'..)1e. one manager
commented that he found part - timers more reliable" end there is no
trade union objection to employment on a part-time basis.

As elsewhere, women do not tend to be promoted to the more re-
sponsl.ble jobs but it is estimated that about 10% of middle inamgement
posts in engineering, laboratories, sales, purchasing and personnel
are held by women.

iv) Svenska Salpetcrverken, Koping: manufacturers of chemical
products, process industry'.

In 1964, this company recruited on a half-time basis 32 carefully
selected omen fth an average age of 37, the oldest being 50. They
were looking for women capable of under itanding the whole process,
and preferred older women wl.uni they considered wouli be "more re-
sponsible".

The women had a rather ocher than average education. 31 sur-
vived the training period and started work. Four years later 16 were
still in employment. Although they began as part-time workers the
women, at their own request, transferred to full-time. It was, ho-
ever, full-time with a difference. Svenska Salpetcrverken is a con-
tiniii,us process plant working a shift system which gives the women
three shifts of eight hours followed by fr,ur days at home, making an
average working week of only 28 hours. They are able to work in this
way because they are now free to work night shift and this 1ms been
accepted with little difficulty. The :women are paid the same rate as
the men and are employed on process work. Two women dre control
room operators, receiving a training which is alto the basic training
for supervisors, though no women so far have been appointed as super-
visors. A fully qualified woman chemical engineer, a single k oman,
is responsible for control and development in the plant. The women's
absence rate is higher than the men's but the wastage rate, at 14 is
lower.

Developments of interest to older re-entry women are not limited
to industry. Two ferther examples illustrate changes in the non-ln-
dustrial field.
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v) PUP: a co-cperatie departmental store in Stockholm, re-
cruits many older women, whon, they consider more reliable
than younger gills.

They prefer women with previous selling experience but do not
always require it. General training lasts a day, after which the neiv
starter is trained on the job by the head of thc ,.lepartment. After a
month's employment a further formal course is given lasting 25 hours.
The amount of further training needed varies according to the depart-
ment.

Of particular interest is a special programme carried cud in co-
operation between the enterprise and the county labour board. The
programme started in the early 1960'.," 'o recruit women aged 50 to 55
for part -time work. 25 are recruited each year and are given a three
months course. Very few fail to complete the course and labour turn-
over has been low. Very few of these women have had previous selling
ex/Ix-knee but, as was pointed out, "they have done a lot of buying".
Many of them hare not been in employment for ten to fifteen years.

The store recruited These women on a part-time basis because they
found it very economical to use part - timers for peak periods. The wom-
en work from 11 a. in. to 2 p.m each day, all day on Saturday from
9.05 a. m. to 4. 05 p. m. and do extra work in an emergency.

Other part-timers s:ihcmcs, e.g. two full days a week, are also
In opera ion &rid part-time work is common in the offices,

In PUB, as in other idoll stores, wo.oen are frequently promoted
to middle management level.

30T of departmental reads are women, most it them married. Not
many of these departmental heads, however, have many children, nor
have their careers involved long periods at home. Women tend not to
lake re;vantage of the many internal training schemes which help staff
to fit themselves for promotion.

vi) Post Office, Gliteborg,

In 1962, the shortage of postmen led the Post Office authorities to
experiment with the employment of postwomen. At Gilteborg, 45 women
were engaged, mostly in the 35 to 40 age group, though one whc mas
still on the rounds five years later was recruited at the age of 60.
There are, in fact, no age limits for recruitment, Women work at
.tight soiling mail and are widely employed on di livery. The postmen
were at first convinced that the women could not cope with the job and
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would only do the easier parts of the work, but they have, it ihe
successfully carried the whole of the job and their abscr :e r is is in
fact, lower than the men's. The only adjustments made for Ihe won
have been the designing of a special push cart and the creation of sr. all

er delivery districts.

The selection process for the postwornen consists of an i. fen vicw,
a small nractierl test and a medical examination. They are c v n foil r
days training at the Central Post Office, work for a period wish ari c
tablished postman, and then take on their own district. Six V ,D1)1( n IIPSO

been appointed foremen.

The job seems to be popular with older women. They have a good
deal of freedom, can go home when they have finished their deliveries,
appear to co-operate very well with the male foremen, and are reported
to be well liked by the customers. Moreover, it is an opening for older
women who live in the suburbs, where there is a shortage of other work
with similar advantages. The pay is the same as for men.

Assessment of Effectiveness

The Swedish programme is far more ambitious than in any other
country In that it is part of a much wider enterprise involving far reach-
ing changes in attitudes and Social habits. it is of special interest In
that the Swedes are accepting the full logical implications of a common
labour market for men and t,.ornen, vith common opportunities and
common obligations. The success of the Swedish scheme is not to be
Judged only In terms of the participation rate of women VI the labour
market, or even of the level and range of Jobs they hold down, tut also
by the extent to which an alteration in attitudes is taking place.

There can be no doubt that the strenuous efforts to re.ise the level
of women's work and to increase the numbers of married and older
women entering the labour market are bearing iruit.

Where deliberate attempts hare been made to abandon established
conventions, as at ASEA and Svenska Salpeterverken women arc coping
well with an enlarge I range of Jobs and with the chance to work on shifts,
incleding night shifts, alongside their male colleagues. The advanced
age r,1 which women can be trained for new work is being demonstrated
by the women ove: :fifty successfully trained in the Stockholm Co-
operative Store and the-GtSteborg Post Office. The high stability rates
in many of the higher level jobs are undermining the old belief that
married women are a poor Investment and are reinforcing the sugges-
tion that many of the ch. racterfsties conventionally attributed to women
workers are perhaps more a function of their grade than of their sex.
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For women as well as for men, it seems, it may well be that the better
the fob, the more worthwhile it is to keep it. Much undoibtedly has
been achieved. But attitudes are not -11tered overnight anc; there is
also a good deal of evidence that traditional behaviour continues along-
side drastic changes Very many women will choose short rather than
long courses despite determined official encouragement to seize hew
opportunities. The extent to which women still choose the conventional
women's jobs remains marked among the girl school leavers even more
than among the re-entry y,,cmen. Equal pay for work of equal value is
the policy, andpractice is moving in that direction but the policy is not
yet fully implemented. Official imion support for new opportunities for
wornen has been freely given but it is admitted that the rank and file
member has not always fully backed his loader's initiative. An interest-
ing follow-up study of women trainees 13:- tie Nat lona] institute of Voca-
tional Health found the older women were anxious to get a training, and
were planning to retnain in employment for a long period of lime. It
goo found among the cider women a considerable lack of self-confidence,
pessimism with regard to jobs and a good ckal of old-fashioned worrying
about the family at home. Perhaps all tl.ts means is that the Swedes
have consciously taken on a more ambitiot.s programme than has been
launched in other countrizs. Marked progress has already been made.
Given the scale of the enterprise, it is inevitable that doubts and tn-
certainties remain.
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UNITED KINGDOM

Legal and Administrative framework

The recruitment, training and placement of women seeking re-
entry into the labour market in the United Kingdom is part of the respon-
sibility of the Department of Employment and Productivity, formerly
the Ministry of Labour. In Northern Ireland the work is underta;ten by
the Ministry of health and Social Security. There is no spe,..:21 section
dealing with women, who are free to use all the general services of the
Department. These include information regarding jobs and placement
services available at employment exchanges throughout the country.
There is a separate Professional and Executive Register for hizher
level jobs and a small number of newly designed offices for commercial
employ-meat. There is a special central office for employment in the
hot I and catering trade. At the headquarters of the Department respon-
a allay for women's employment is shared by two sections covering
a) policy, and b) employment services.

Under the Employment and Training Act of 1948, the Department
is empowered to run Government Training Centres and also, in certain
circumstances, to provide vocational training courses outside th,:se
centres. Grants are paid to treinees, both men and women, attending
these courses. The main training activity in the country, however, is
provided under the Industrial Training Act of 1964, under which Indus-
trial Training r.oards for Individual industries have been set up. These
13oards are made up of employers, trade unionists and educationalists,
and the Department of Employmel t and Productivity is responsible for
the implementation of the Act.

The Labour Market Position of Women

In June, 1968, the working population of the United Kingdom v,
made up of 16,679,000 males and 9,146,000 females, mt.king a total
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of 25,825,000. Females, therefore, constitutod 35% of the total labour
force. The overall employee activity rate for females aged 15 and over
was 40% in 1968, excluding the self-employed. Approximately 40% of
all females in civil employment were in the serdce industries, about
30% were in manufacturmg industry and just over 20% 'ere in commerce,
mainly in the wholesale and retail trades. Of all girl school leavers
about 40% go into clerical work. The number of women in once em-
ployment has risen by 1. 5 million between i921 and 1961. Women and
girls are heavily concentrated in lower level Jobs. Of ail women in
employment, approximately 75% are in jobs which take less than six
months to learn. (sutside the traditional women's professions of teach-
ing, nursing and social work, there is little demand for women's ser-
vices in professional occupations apart from medicine where 17,000 out
of 69,000 registered medical practitioners are women. In the legal
profession, under 5% of the total personnel are women. In industry,
women are conspicuous by tht lc absence in the managerial grades and
in higher technical and scientific work. Under 2% of draughtsmen ate
women and in the category "other technicians" there are only 7%. Al-
though the difference between the basic rates for men and women has
narrowed since the Second World War, the average earnings of :lei-
time women workers in industry are approximately half the average
earnings of men, though allowance must be made for the sorr.ewhat
shorter hours worked by women. In October, 1968 women manual
workers averaged £ 11. 6s.3d. for a 38.2 hour week compared with

23.128.4d. for a 45.8 hour week for male manual workers. In non-
manual (administrative, technical and clerical) occupations, t. similar
differential exists. The median of the full-week earnings in September
1968 of full -tine non-manual women workers in manufacturing industry
wes £ 12. 18s. whilst for full-time non-manual men it was E 28, Os, The

responding figures for all industries and services were E 14. 2s. for
full-time non-manual women and £ 27. 16s. for full-time non - manual men*.

From these figures, it is clear that in the United Kingdom the la-
bour markets for men and women are still almost entirely separate
The ILO Convention 100 has not been ratified and the women's level of
earnings reflects the traditional women's rates, their limited labour
market opportunities and their almost total exclusion from shift and
continuous working arrangements which involves high premium payrnc .s.
In 1970, the Equal 1 ay (No. 2) Act was passed, The extent to which
this will in fact affect women's earnings will depend in part on the in-
terpretation of the Act and catmot therefore at present be forecast.
Despite the generally unfavourable labour market for women, their
position is in some ways stronger than might be expected. The surplus
of men over women in the younger age groups, combined with a tendency

Employment and Productiit;, Gazette, Febtuaty and June, 1903 (tiVIS01,,



among girls to stay on longer at schr.c. to marry earlier, is creat-
ing a situation in which the main . aone by women will in future be
done by married women. As in , her countries, smaller families and
the younger age at which child-bearing ceases are releasing married
women for employment.

In 1968, they constituted nearly 58% of the total female labour force
and the proportion is growing. The National Plan of 1965 saw in mar-
ried women one of the 'ew remaining reserves of labour in the coantry.
In many areas the shortage of female labour has forced employers to
introduce part-time schemes and these opening; arc eagerly sought by
many marries women. To a large extent, however, the great majority
of married women have been prepared to accept jobs requiring little or
no training and skill, with low pay and poor opportunities. This was
clearly illustrated by the Women's Employment Survey carried out by
the Central Office of Information in 1965 among 10,000 women, over
half of whom were earning 1...ss than 5/- an hour. Despite this low fig-
ure, the survey showed that "the biggest attraction for married women
going ott to work was financial", though there were other associated
advantages including a wish for company and a wish to escape boredom.
Short and easy travel to work and pleasant working conditions were
factors most often named as attractions to the job. The use of quali-
fications and skills was important only among the highly educated*.

A study carried out among graduate wires showed that although no
less than 60% of them were in employment, in many cases the work they
had been able to obtain was below the level of which they were capable
and which, given the opportunity, they would have chosen**.

Such difficulties in finding appropriate work emphasize the impor-
tance for the married woman of keeping in touch with the job t, ,r which
she has been trened, and to which she ultimately hopes to return. In
1970 an interesting and promising scheme was started by the Institute
of Personnel Management which opened a special register for for-,
mer personnel managers prepared to accept special assignments for a
limited pcliod of time. This type of appointment is proving popular
with employers, as it enables them to undertake special projects or to
overcome emergencies vilthJut a permanent increa.se in staff. While
lack of mobility prevents mar, married women from applying for such
vacancies the scheme is providing a very valuable opportunity for some
women to keep abreast of new developments in their own profession
without committing themselves to the ...esponsibilities of a permanent
job.

* Audrey Hunt. ob Survey et Women's Employment, Go etrment Social Sasey,
(HMSO.
s* Graduate Women at Work, ed Constance Artestr, Btitist: iedesation of

University Women (Otiel Ness Ltd.). 18e6.
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Provisions to Facilitate the Re-entry of Women into Employment

There are no special provisions to assist women seeking to re-
enter the labour market and all the facilities available to men seeking
erlplayment and training are equally open to women. These include:

1. Vocational Guidance: Information with regard to jobs is avail-
able at the Employment Exchanges of the Department of Employment
and Productivity. There are, in addition, special occupational guidance
units in twenty-four of the Department's centres throughout the country,
staffed by professionally trained vocational guidance specialists.

2. Training: Under the Employment and Training Act of 1948,
the Department of Employment and Productivity runs a number of Gov-
ernment Training Centres in which training is provided free of charge
and where trainees receive training allowances. Courses are open to
women, but as the Centres train almost entirely for what are regarded
as customary men's trades, very few women have, in fact, received
training in them. It is not that they are excluded. In the existing cli-
mate of opinion very few girls or women would consider taking such a
course. Few know about them and the great majority, if challenged,
would accept the c.mventional view that such work is only for men.
Women have, however, taken Government sponsored Vocational Train-
ing Courses outside the training centres, mainly in commercial and
clerical work.

There is undoubtedly a potential pool of trainees among older wom-
en. A Survey of Women's Employment found that one-fifth of working
women and one-third of non-workers, who would probably go back to
work, expressed a willingness to undertake some form of training, the
majority .A them in non-manual occupations. Three-fifths of the polea-
fiat trainees were aged 30 or more, over half were responsible for
children. One-sixth of potential trainees said they were prepared to
live away from home. A further quarter were prepared to attend full-
time, but over half could undertake training on a part-time basis only,

In terms of new opportunities for women, developments under the
Industrial Training Act are potential,/ of greater importance. There
are some small signs of encouragement. The Wool, Jute and Flax In-
dustry Training Board has run special courses for women hurlers and
menders, both for school leavers n.nd for married women. The Cotton
and Allied Textiles Industry Training Board has trained a number of
women training officers and training instructors, some of them m rried
women, and the more recently established Hotel and Catering Industry

Audrey Hunt, op, cif.
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Training Board is launching a number of schemes which involve and
benefit women. In the commercial field also there are signs of pro-
gress. The Commercial and Clerical Training Committee of the Cen-
tral Training Council has prepared a report on the training of women
returning to office work after a break, and other adults entering this
field of work for the first time. Copies of it have been sent to the
Industrial Training Boards for their guidance. These developments
are, however, mainly for the future. In the first years aff:.1. the pass-
ing of the Industrial Training Act little was achieved. A.; a survey car-
ried out in 1968 by Miss E. Chlpchase* showed, up to that date tha ad-
vent of the Industrial Training Boards had had little effect in improving
the level of training for women. A survey carried out in 1968 by the
Association of Teachers in Technical Institutions found that, with the
exception of the Cotton and Allied Textiles In-lustries Training Board,
the Board's work had not increased the range of jobs done by women
nor had they given special encouragement to firms to train them on
jobs not currently considered women's jobs. There was nothing at all
to suggest that the problems of the re-entry women were receiving
much consideration.

In this somewhat negative situation, special interest attaches to a
small number of schemes which have been started, mainly in profes-
sional occupations, for the specific purpose of utilizing older women:

a) Nfedicine: As a result of the acute shortage of doctors, the
need to attract medically trained women back into work is recognized.
Refresher courses for both hospital work and general practice are
available. Grants covering fees, travel and subsistence expenses are
paid for hospital appointments. Salary and board and lodging expenses
are paid for those taking general practitioner training, with a small
grant to the trainer. Full use of available medical womanpower depends,
however, on the availability of part-time employment. Because of lim-
ited part-time openings, there are still medical women who could be
employed but are not in fact working.

b) Nursing: Refresher courses for qualified nurses wishing to
return to their profession are arranged by hospital authorities. The
courses are free of charge but salary Is unlikely to be paid during any
full-time refresher course. Refresher courses for all practising mic-
wives are compulsory every five years and salary is normally paid by
the prospective employer. Midwives who have not practised for tut
years or morn must undertake a three months full-time training course
at a midwifery training school. The shortage of nurses has led hospital

* :44vplementary Report of the TUC 'Women's Advisory Committee to 3£th An-
nual Conference of rcpreentatives of unions catering tot women ce)(ers. industrial Training
for Women and Girls. Women Workers, 1968 (71:C).
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authorities to introduce a large numt er of schemes for part-time nursing
and it is expected that the employment of part -time nurses will increase
in the future. In addition to refresher courses for the fully qualified
professional nurse, the Job of practical bedside nurse provides oppor-
tunities for older women. For this grade of nurse, a two-year practical
training is required to qualify for the Roll of Nurses. As there is no
upper statutory age limit for trainees and training in some hosirqls is
on a part-time basis, this can be an attractive job for suitable older
women. There are also openings for older women as nursing auxiliaries,
often on a part-time basis.

c) Teaching: Until recently throughout the post-war period there
has been an acute shortage of teachers in the United Kingdom. Married
women with teaching experience h.ve been urged to return to work and
older womea have been recruited to teacher training courses by their
employing authority at full salary.

In addition to the rr turning teacher considerable efforts have been
made to attract into teaching older women with no previous teaching
experience. Some colleges of education cater exclusively for mature
students, others have a separate department and in yet others mature
students and school leavers train together. An interesting example of
a college for the mature student is the Sidney Webb College, London,
W. I. , established in 1961 specifically fn mature students, both men
and women. The college is non-residential. The age range of the stu-
dents is from 24 to 50. Some students are transferring from other
careers. Some come direct from a nuerber of years as full-time wives
and mothers. The training is for primacy school teachers rind for those
wishing to 'each Home Economics in secondary schools. The college
programme has been designed to mi.ke training possible for many people
who would not be able to adapt their domestic situation to a more con-
ventional college programme. There are three patterns for the courses
so that students can choose the arrangement of studies rhich suits them
best:

a) A three-year full-time course;

b) A two-year shortened course for students whose previous aca-
demic or technical achievements Justify a reduction in the course;

c) A four-year course - for the first three years study is done
mainly in the evenings with one Saturday a month, and the fourth
year is full-time. This fourth year need not be taken immedi-
ately after the three years of evening study. It is chiefly con-
certed with the theory and practice of education and can, if
necessary. be postponed until after the more academic part of
the course has been completed, on the evening and Saturday
basis.
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Married women, living with their husbands, receive a grant of
E 275 a year, plus assistance with heavy travelling expenses. Students
lacking the normal requirements of five '0' levels may be admitted as
a result of a special entry examination. A study of special entry can-
didates in a number of teacher training colleges showed that of 308 can-
didates in the particular stvely 76% finally passed the examination while
just under 5% failed. The remainder either withdrew or failed to take
up the place.

Life for the mature student can be exacting and tense. The Prin-
cipal of Sidney Web', College, writing in the autumn of 1968, commented
on the problem of .he student role for older people: "In becoming a
student a person puts himself under direction of others and submits to
assessment by them. Wage earning brings a certain indepence; the
position of a housewife and mother cot fers a certain dignity. A mature
student, while within the college, sacrifices this type of independence
and authority - the experience of being in a situation In which his per-
formance will ultimately be assessed a.)el the assessment communicated
directly to him can induce great strain".

It Is only if this situation is fully appreciated by the staff and their
approach to students adjusted to their special needs that such courses
can succeed. Teaching methods at the Sidney Webb College are not
basically different from those of other modern progressive colleges.
A considerable amount of work is done in discussion groups of 25 to 30
stud, is and there is a tutorial system. There is, however, a recog-
nition that mature students have a wide experience of liv,ag and are both
able and need to contribute this experience for the benMt of other stu-
dents. "Professional and social relationships are easy and equal",
writes the Principal. "Who ha:, not something to learn and who has not
something to teach in a community where there is so much variety of
experience? .. But there are severe strains as the maintenance of
equal relationships in a teaching situation is quite difficult and a tutor
requires both self-confidence and receptiveness to accept the degree of
challenge to which his teaching may be subjected".

Whatever the difficulties, .ne scheme appears to be succeeding if
success is to be judged by the contribution made to the teaching profes-
sion. There are very few drop-outs among those who c Abark on train-
ing. It is estimated that over 90%, of those s .rting the course complete
it and go into teaching. Of the relatively small number who have so far
passed through the college, only 7% have left the teaching profession.

pleasures and Floblems experienced by Mature Students and their Teachers:

Some Obsesvations. R. Feresford, Froebel Journal, >o. 12, 0 robe. 126F.
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This programme has been described at some length as it illustrates
important aspects of the training problems of re-entry women: flexi-
bility of t ntry requirements; flexibility in timetabling: flexibility in
duration of course, with due regard paid to valuable previous training;
flexibility of teaching approach. Last, but not least, there is a grant
at !east sufficient to ensure that a wife's training is neither directly
nor indirectly a charge on her husband. The results obtained appear
to be amply Justifying this experiment in the training of the mature
student and housewife.

d) Social Work T_ raining: Social work has been, for many years,
another area of acute shortage in the United Kingdom. It is also a field
of work which appeals to a number of older women who, in one way or
another as wives and mothers, are likely to have had contact with the
social services. As for teachers, L., for the older women wishing to
1y come social workers, it is always open to them to apply for the estab-
lished social work training courses at universities. Alternatively, if
they can obtain employment in the local authority health and welfare
services, they may be seconded to one of the many courses now orga-
nised up and down the country to enable them to qualify as professional
social workers. Neither of these methods of ti fining are, however,
possible for many re-entry women and for them examples of schemes
specially designed to meet their needs ar% of particular interest.

1. Bromley Tcchecal College: In 1966, Bromley Technical
College launched a two-year full-time course to prepare students for
the Uriversity of London (External) Diploma in Social Studies. This is
a basic course providing an acceptable academic qualification for pro-
fessional training. It is designed especially for married women and the
hours of study an] teaching methods arc planned to meet the special
needs of this group. The course, which includes both academic and
practical work, begins in October and takes from two to two and a half
years. Special arrangements 're made for students who cannot follow
the full course of lectures within th'c pciiod.

During the second year, for the first two terms academic work
occupies four days a week, including one day for private study. The
third term of the se t.nd year begins with final preparation for Part I
of the exam, which is taken at the beginning of May. This is followed
by practical training and a thesis, which n ust be completed by February
of the following year, unless special arrangements are made for post-
ponement. Hours of attendance at the college a.-e from 10.15 a.m. to
3. 20 p.m. with additional tutorial periods to auto the convenience of
individual students. There are formal lectures, but much of the teach-
ing is in small seminars with a full individual tutorial system. A con-
siderable amount of written work is required, which forms the basis of
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the tutorials. These methods of teaching enable students to recei,,c a
good deal of individual attention. In this way, the academic problems
of the rusty or less adequately educated women can be tackled construct-
ively and students cnn be helped to make the personal adjustments needed
for a course of this type.

For many older married women, embarking on a demanding two-
year programme of academic and fieldwork training there may well be
practical difficulties which can be more easily rs%-ercome oi. a course
as flexible and individual as at Bromley. In a social studies course
there are, for older women, additional attractions, but also in some
cases additional problems. The woman's own experience enables her
to contribute a good deal to the course. She is strongly motivated to
take it and will overcome formidable difficulties to comp.le it. On
the other hand, women with no previews training in the behavioural
sciences, who may well over the years have developed detiAte, even
rigid, attitudes on questions of human behaviour, may find such a corase
not only challenging but also threatening. The close relationship estab-
lished between staff and students is unquesonably of great assistance
in dealing with situations arising out of both theoretical study and field-
work experience which, with a less individual system of teachtinb, might,
for some students, be overwhelmi ig.

The Bromley course has been relatively free of serious problems.
The absence rate among students has been low. The major difficulties
that ha,,e occurred are connected with the care of elderly parents or
Aith the care of children. Children's sickness is, inevitably, a re-
curring problem but one with which students appear, on the whole, to
cope effectively. Husbands' co-operation and goodwill is essential.

On the first year of the course there were twelve students, all
mnrried. with an age range of from 21 to 50. Only one had a child of
pre-school age, but a further six had ch.ldre of school age. The re-
mainder had children in post-school education. Two years later the
record of these students was as follows: No.1 left the course because
her husband had moved but was likely and keen to return and had been
doing a voluntary social work job to gain experience. No, 2 had a mis-
carriage and left No.5 had to lonk after an aged father, so was extend-
ing the course and would take the exam at the end cf the third, instead
of the second year. No. 4 took the exam and was referred in ore sub-
ject, which will be repeated - had had sickness in the family. No. 5
took the exam and was referred In one subject, which will be repeated -
had been ill herself. No. 6 was abort to submit a thesis for Part li and
had a pail job arranged with a voluntary organisation. No, 7 had passed
both parts of the exam and was now a local authority mental uelfaro
officer. No. 8 la as taking Parr II, might not take a paid job but was a
magistrate and believed that her studies would help her work on the



Bench. No.9 was taking Part H and had a job offered in a mental health
department. No. 10 was taking Part II - would probably continue in un-
paid voluntary work No. 11 was taking Part II - would probably go into
medical social work. No.12 would defer Part II six months because
she was going abroad uith.her husband, but would take it cn return.

Thesis subjects included such themes as 1) "A Study of Children
in a Prin.ary School at Risk on Account of Parents' Mental illness";
2) "Child Care and School Welfare: the Di.,tribution of Responsibility
between Two Administrative Departments".

The University (External) Diploma in Social Studies, in common
with other university diplomas, has certain specific academic require-
n:ents before students can be admitted. Many women who in their later
years are interested in social work, and are in other waya well silted
to it, lack these academic qualifications. To meet this need, Bromley
Technical College runs a preparatory course for intending teachers end
social workers to prepare them for the necessary examination. Adapta-
tions are made to the normal timetable similar to those made in the
Social Studies Course. Students arc able to spread their studies over
one or two years. Great emphasis is placed on the importance of wide
reading and homework is set on an assignment system covering several
'seeks, to give students max1rmun flexibility in ary..nging their work.

':his course is undoubtedly a means of edabling a number of women
to be trained for useful and interesting work which they would otherwise
be unable to tackle on ancount of their limited school education. In fhic
particular case, financial support for the course is limited, with tie
result that some women who most need such a course are unable to fake
it.

2. Stevenage College of Further Education: At Stevenage the
students are prepared for the Certificate of Social Work, the profession-
al qualification approved by the Council cf Social Work Training.

The course was started in 1967 with ten married women students
aged 35 to 45. All had school or teenage children but only one had a
pre-school child. Three had four children and one had eight.

The course is planned to last three years and teaching is on four
days a week from 9.30 a. m. to 3.00 p.m. with normal college vacations.

When the course was advertised, there were 200 applicants for ten
places. Selection does not depend on conventioaal school examination
achievements but on intelligence and personality tests and inteniews.
Only women genuinely unable to take a f',11-time course are accepted.
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The students receive grants from the local education authorities for fees
and maintenance and for heavy travelling expenses. In assessing the
grant, local authorities take into account any personal income the woman
herself may receive but not her husband's income.

The first year of the course, as at present organised, is almost
entirely academic. It is found that these students need help in otganising
their work, how to read systematically and how to prepare written work.
A personal tutor has been appointed to help overcome the problems of
study and adriment which emerged during the first year of the course.
Teaching methods include lectures, seminars, essays and tutorials and,
in the second and third years, practical training in case work and com-
munity work. Practical work in the second year is arranged for two
days a week in he first and thin' terms, end three days a week in the
second term. It is not arranged during the school holidays, when in
full-time courses it would normally take place, es holidays are clearly
the time when the heaviest demands are made on mothers.

This course is still too new for any assessment of results to be
possible but the demand for such a course is clearly shown by the num-
ber of applications submitted.

Asses sments of Effectiveness

In a few ", eclat categories, as has been described, the courses
specifically dvb4ned for women are attempting to meet the needs of
re-entry women, both with regard to the planning of the courses and in
their approach to the mature students. Thit- is happening, however,
only in the type of work in which women have been traditionally employed
and where there are quite exceptional tabour market shortages. The new
initiaiives in the training field which are taking place in the United
Kingdom have, so far, had little impact on the position of women, nor
is the changing technnlogical and demographic position in the country
being reflected in a changed approach to women's jobs.



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Legal and Administrative Framework

Recruitment, training and placement of women in the United States
is part of the responsibility of the United States Department of Labor.
Its work for women is stimulated by the Women's Bureau, with an office
at National Headquarters and In five regions.

In 1961, the United States Government set up a Commission on the
Status of Women and partly as a result of the activities of the Worneu's
Bureau similar Commissions were established In every State. These
Comriissions have worked vigorously to improve the position of women
through legislation aid in other ways. Partly as a result of their ac-
tivities, thirty-six States and the District of Columbia have now out-
lawed pay discrimination and fourteen States and the Ebstrici. of Columbia
have banned all forms of discrimination in employment on the basis of

The Federal Equal Pay Act of 1963 prohibits employers from dis-
criminating in the payment of wages or the basis of sex, and Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits sex diserinitnation in private
emplo:,ment. It applies to employers, 4.,rriplo!ment pgencies ant labour
unions with twenty-five or more employees or members. Title VII hos
not been everywhere strongi., enforced but the position has been strength-
ened by the President s Exetutive Order in 1967 banning sex discrimi-
nation in Federal are related employment. Ic 1962, the Manpower De-
velopment and Training Aet maJe funds available for training Imemployed
pr under - employed men arxt women. Training is given in both t-ainthg
institutions ari on the job, and is available on a part-time as .ell as
on a bas's.
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The Labour Market Position for Women

In 1967, the total lab-Nur force in the United States, including the
armed forces, consisted of 5i,398,000 men and 28,395,000 women, a
total of 80,793,000s. Women thus formed 35% of thf, country's total
manpower (37% of purely civilian manpower). The total numbers of
women in employment had more than doubled since the years immedi-
ately before the Second World War.

This spectacular total increase included a rise in the number of
women in professional and technical jobs from 1,570,000 in 1940 to
3,472,000 in 1966. Impressive as are these figures, they none the
less represent a fall in the ratio of women to men in these occupations
from 45% in 1940 k 37% in 1965. During this period the number of
women doubled, but the number of men trebled. By 1966 only 1% of
engineers, 3% of lawyers, 6% of physicians and 8% of scientists were
women. In industrial management women had scarcely penetrated at
all. This did not represent a decline in the women's share of these
traditionally male professions but equally it showed no improvement
relative to men in the numbers held of these higher level occupations.
On the other hand, the proportion of women among all workers in lower
level jobs increased. In service trades, excluding private household
employment, be`ween the years 1940 and 1966 the proportion of women
rose from 40% to 55%, and in clerical occupations over the same period
from 52% to 72%. Th, fall in the level of women's employment relative
to men was reflected in a widening difference in the earnings of men and
women, despite the anti - discrimination laws aimed at reducing such dif-
ferences. In 1965, 11.; median wage or salary income for a full-time
woman worker was 64% of the figure for men bit had dropped to 60% in
3965. In 1965, only 4% of women received a wage or salary of $ 7,000
or more and on:y 1% received $ 10,000. This decline in the relative
position of v.o-nen Is not explained by any absolut a fall in the demand
for higher qualified personnel. President Johnson, speaking in the mid -
1950's of the inadequate supply of teachers, health service speciali3ts,
scientists, engineers cud administrators, declared: "The requirements
in these levels alone wit. be 110, COO additionally trained specialists
',Ivey; month for the next ten years. These requirements cannot be met
by men alone and unless we begin now to open more and mote profes-
sions to our women and unless we begin now to train our women to enter
these professions, then the needs of our nation are just not going to be
met".

Whatever the reason for women's failure to fill higher level posts,
it is not the result of any reluctancy on their part to take paid employment.

Niarotet Report to the President. 196F.
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Table 15 shows that the change in female participation rates in the total
labour force, including the armed forces, between 1947 and 1967 was
as follows:

Table 15

16 AND 18 AND
16+

17 19
23-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 35 64 65+

1947 .. 31. 8 29.5 52.3 44.9 32.0 33.3 32.7 24.3 8. 1

1967 .. 41. 1 31.0 52.3 53.4 41.9 48.1 51.8 42.4 9.6

Participation rates for all ages 20 t have risen dramatically in the 20-
year period. Moreover, whereas in 1947 there was a steady decline
from the 16 and 19 age group, apart from a small rise in the 35-44
group, in 1967 alter a decline in the age group 25-34 there was a sharp
upward swing to a second peak in the 45-54 age group. This is a clear
indication ci the greatly increased importance of the re-entry woman
over the 20-year period. Among married women alone, partioipation
rates in 1948 and 1067 rose as follows:

Table 16

NO CH1LDREN
CHILDREN

6.11 YEARS
CHILDREN

L NUR 6
TOTAL

1948

1967

28.4

38.9

26.0

45.0

10.3

26.5

22.0

3G.6

Among the very large number of re-entry omen, there are un-
doubtedly many who are obtaining employment on a part-time basis,
and there are certainly many more who would like to obtain it. Interest-
ing work to create part-time openings is being carried on by, for exam-
ple, the Women's Educational and Industrial Cnion in Boston - a ninety-
year old self-help organisati Al which now devotes a great deal of its
resources to exploring employment opportunities for older women, cot:ri-
sell:ng them and placing them in jobs. Of particular interest is the
Partnership Teaching Service scheme which tlx Union has created.
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Under this scheme, the Education Authority has been persuaded to em-
ploy a "partnership" of two women teachers to be responsible for a
single teaching post arranging duties between them to suit their e,,,n
needs, while guaranteeing competent service to the sche-sl. The Unto',
stresses the need for care in "pairing" the partners and itself accepts
responsibility for selecting the pairs. Such a scheme will only work,
the Union found, if the partners are a good match and this matching
must take account both of the domestic situations of the women and of
the practical and psychological requirements of the job.

Provisions Facilitating the Re-rntry of Women

Vocational Guidance

Great stress ;s laid in the United States on the need for vocational
guidance for re-entry women. In the Employment Service of the United
States Department 6f Labour there IF a staff of employment counsellors
most of whom have received some academic or professional training in
counselling. In every local employment office affiliated to the Manpower
Administration there are one or more persons specially trained to serve
older workers. Many of these "Older Worker Specialists" are coun-
sellors who receive special in-service trainimt in addition to the normal
counsellor training, Older Worker Specialists provide services other
than counselling, including the preparation of the applicant and the em-
ployer for an interview, referral to }obs, training, liaison with other
agencies, job development and follow-up services after placement. In
addition, colleges, universities and voluntary organisations are provid-
ing special schools of vocational guidance and counselling for older
women.

Universities and women's colleges have taken the lead in providing
guidance and counselling for college graduates and others who wish to
find their way back into employment. Of particular 'nterest, for exam-
ple, is the New York State Guidance Cc:lire, Odell has been running a
three-year programme taxi( r the direction of Dr. Esther Westervelt.
In one and s half years the Centre answered three thousand queries and
Interviewed 650 people. A point of importance emerging from this Cen-
tre is the number of adults needing rot refresher courses but training
for a totally new profession.

One of the best known schemes for cohtinuing education for older
women is the Minnesota Plan at the Minnesota University. Scion after
the start of the Plan, it was found that a comp..ehensivc, fully staffed
vocational guidance programme was needed together with a counselling
programme for older women after they had started on their courses.
This was organised as part of the general student counselling programme



using the University's testing and other facilities. An individual coun-
selling sessicn usually lasted fifty minutes.

Influenced by the Minnesota Plan, the Seven College Vocational
Workshops were ttarted in 1962 to provide general re-orientation to
work programmes for women seeking to return. to the labour market.
These e....nsisted of courses run one day a week for a period of ten weeks
with ie2tures and cl!seussions on the labour market and on opportunities
for women.

At George NiaEhington University., Dr. H. Osbon e, a married
graduate of the University, for a number of years hhs ut.,en organising
short courses to build up the confidence of older women to prepare them
for seeking employment. The course ineluden testing and lectures on
loos, personal eounsel"ng and a written study ny each student of a
career of h. r own chasing, a process which forces her to make con-
tacts and collect information which she then has to present as P. report.

Outside the eoll-gc world, other or3anisations are aware of the need
for information and advice for re-entry women. A volunteer organisa-
tion, the "Washington Opportunities for Women", runs an office largely
staffed bi volunteers to advise and assist the older woman. It is very
fully used.

Programme for Education and Training

A very considerable amount of VOCati
under the Manpower Development and T
launched a major full - scale. Fed ral

training Is carried out
g Act, which in 1962
for training unemployed

men 3a1 women. Since 1966, the lkIDT ,ogramme has devoted about
two-thirds of its funds for training tin .isadvantaged", the other thin)
being used to meet the need for fraine.1 personnel in sleet pations with
shortages of skilled tabour. Over the years it has hen in operation,
42i of all trainees and 31% of 'hose on on-the-Job programmes have
been women. Although clerical ani sales occupations have i rovided
the largest training area for women in these programmes, training as
health workers. service workers and skilled and somi-skilled factory
workers has also been available.

In addition, a sehern? known as the New Carvers Programme offers
extensive opportunities for adults from families with incomes below the
poverty line. It is aimed at establishing, on a permanent basis, new
and necessary community service fobs. This scheme opens up career
opportunities and at the same time relieves critical sht,rtages of profes-
sional personnel in such fields is health, education and p&-ulic welfare
services.
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The Federal-State Programme of vocational education remains,
however, the largest source of formal training for non-professional
occupations. The Vocational Education Act of 1963 and the 1968 Amend-
ments greatly expanded and strengthened the Federal-State system so
that training could be provided in all occupations not requiring a bacca-
:aureate degree. Greater emphasis 's being placed on training for
adults and on post - Secondary schoc' -raining. During the fiscal year
1967, there were 114,617 women and girls enrolled in post-secondary
school vocational courses and 1,228,159 women in adult extension voca-
tional courses. Table 17 demonstrates the numbers of female trainees
enrolled in Public Vocational Courses and the t ape of course taken in
1966 -19G7. R also shows the numbers and percentage distribution en-
tering adult extension courses.

Over half the trainees took courses in Home Economics which is
concerned mainly with assisting women to run their awn hot es more
effectively. and has little relevance for re-entry women. It is notice-
able too that the overwhelming majority of trainees took courses for
traditional women's jobs. The fact that nearly a qiarter of the adult
extension courses were taken as prepa.ation for office work suggests
a considerable opportunity for older woften in this field which could
be regardee: as a satisfactory opening by many re-entr women.

The numbers and distribution of omen taking the MDTA pre-gram-
me in 1963, given in Table 18, emphasi -es the opportunities in office
work This tabto also draws attention to the considerable amount of
refresher trains s acing given to ptofessiona, nurses and to the other
opt .Ongs for older women in the health services.

Inadequate ed.:cation limits training possibilities. Early marriage
and a high drop-out rate in many America/. universities and colleges
means that many older women are conscious of educational limitations
and tack the necessary educational reqairerne.its to tackle the training
for the posts they would like to obtain. An increasing number of col-
leges and other institutions are providing programmes to meet this
need. The following examples are illustrations of seme especially in-
terest( ig developments at all educational levels.

1. Radcliffe Institute Cambridge, Mass.

In 1961, Radcliffe Institute started a scheme for women of Ph. D.
level, aged 30-40, to spend one or two years on a programme of advanced
work in scholarship, literature and art. The students are giver. grants
of $ 3,000 a year to cover the costs of releasing them from domestic
duties and to meet other expenses incurred in the study years. Beau-
tifully furnished and equipped private studies and studios are made
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Table 18. PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN ENROLLED IN MDTA PROGRAMMES,
BY SELECTED OCCUPATIONS, FISCAL YEAR 1368

OCCUPATION

TYPE OF TFIAINL,IG

INSTi :IONA L ONTHE-1013

Number
Percent

Prnfesslonal, technical and managerial(1)

62,000
100

40,000
100

27

Professional nurse (rsfr.sher) 9
Occupations In medicine sod health'" 15

Clerical and sales GI
41 15

Computing and account recording (a. e. c. ) 9 4
Stenographer 9
Stenographer-typist and related 14

Service 23 32

Attendants, home and first aid 19
Attendants, hospital and related j 13
Chefs and cooks (large hotels and restaurants) 3
Waltrers and related 4

Farming, fishing, forestry
is)

(4) (4)

Processing (4)
6

Mixing and bleniing (chemicals, plastics, etc.) 3

Machine trades 2 12

Bench wart:
is)

5 22

Electronic component ,ssembly and repair 4

Structural work 2 7

All other occupations (4) 2

1,Ivdc. rurpt, he irg a..into In at Lprinni not fc.n tepatiCely
12) 174113es roc crud prx tic .1 mete, ',elks! tent-mid., InFalelon den spit), rneEi< al lava ccy te0)^,idat,

8.4 bertiFel isatn)
II) imclvdti tOonel ides, ntt,, Gam pi) c/ nail aILI, and any -line
(4) Ito thinly.
5.1kFc Pe 15 Depal; -Fri of I. aSIt. ),Iirpo et A Crnin IrJation



available. The Etudents undertake to use the time exclusively for the
scheme they have outlined and on the basis of which they have been
selected.

By the summer of 1.968, 150 we.men had received grants. There is
a careful selection procedure and a counsellng programme is available
which has been ubed by many women who have not eventually taken part
in the scheme. Of those who have taken the grant, very few indeed have
dropped out and a number of books and papers have been published by
students on completion of their projects.

2. The Minnesota Plan

Already quoted in connection with its vocational guidance and coun-
selling services, the Minnesota Plan is important for the influence it
has had in other parts of the United States and also because of the com-
prehensiveness of Its approach. The Plan was launched at Minnesota
University in 1960. Its objectives were, "to make possible the full
utilization of our resources of able, educated womanpower and to in-
crease the personal happiness and sctisfaction of many individual wom-
en". The Plan does not consist of a special separate programme for
reentry women. It is rather an attempt to use the existing resources
of the University of Minnesota to tackle the special educational needs of
women, having first analysed the nature of these special needs.

"The difference in the educational requirements of men and women
13 demonetratpd by the fact that most women, whatever their training,
retire from active professional life when they have children. From this
spring two educational problems peculiar to women. Many girls with
ability fail to begin higher education, or if they start, do not complete
it, While they ale studying they often lack focus and direction. They
do not know where they are going and so can make no purposeful plans".
But, according to 15,e Minnesota Report in 1958, the average married
we-man has had her last child by the time she is 26 ,trid can expect to
live to be 75 - roughly two-thirds of her life lay ahead. "At this stage,
women often find it extremely difficult to return to suitably employment
or to the main stream of academic work", This Minnesota analysis of
the position of women and its implied waste of womaroower certainly
appears to be borne out by the woman's e noloyme.it situation already
discussed.

Minnesota set out to assist in the three important phases where
women's needs are in some respect different from those of men. They

* FIve Year Report .1960-1965 of the Minnex. for the tontir.uing Education
of U'ornen, University of Minn iota, 1967,



attempt to help girls and young women to "foresee and plan for the in-
terrupted multi-role lives they will lead"; second, to enable them to
maintain intellectual skills and training throughout the family years and
to help the older woman to find activities, paid or unpaid, in which she
Lan use her capacities in the fullest and most appropriate way.

"Obviously, these purposes must be served in different ways for
women at different stages of their Uvem, and even for different women
of the same age or educational groups. High ability high school girls
should be recognized and encouraged to go to college even If they hope
to get married. Students in college need guidance in planning their
programme with the long, as well as the short-term future in mind.
Students who drop out of college need information about how they can
continue to complete their education and some urging and encourage-
ment to do so. Housebound mothers need special educational opportu-
nities suitable to their own daily schedules to permit them to maintain
intellectual skills and to perform educational requirements. Mature
women seeking to enter or re-enter the labour market (or to progress
in the civil and political areas) need flexible educational requirements,
refresher courses, perhaps broad inter-disciplinary surveys as well
as sophisticated counselling".

So the Mil nesota Group were able to arrange individual counselling
and guidance through the established machinery of the university. Some
special courses were devised, mainly in the liberal arts fields, with the
tea her consciously :addressing himself to a sophisticated and well-read
group of mature women. In the main, however, it was the ordinary
university programme which the women, adequately advised, were en-
courrged to use. In the same way, the special placement work for the
women in the continuing Educational Programme was grafted on to the
work already done in the university, although some special initiatives
by specially appointed people were required. The placement machinery
has undoubtedly found new ;ob opportunities for women which they would
almost certainly never have obtained on their own.

3. The Human Relations Center, New York

In 1951 the Human Relations Center was established at the New
York School for Social Research to attempt '..)y research, study and per-
sonal counselling, to improve inter-personal relationships. A special
programme has been organised to help re-entry women. Day-time
courses are from 9.30 a.m. to 4. 00 p.m. Assistance is given, not
only with study, but also by discayerIng through testing and other means
the kind of activity best suited to the individual woman. By no means
all the women who come to the Center want paid employment and con-
siderable emphasis is placed on training courses for serious voluntary
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work. In the United States, as in other countries, there is strong feel-
ing that in a democracy citizens need to take a direct part in the running
of the country, bath to mak a personal contribution, and to avoid exces-
sive bureaucratic control. Fo r: this to be effective, however, it must
he carried out by people whose knowledge and skill enables them to play
a constructive and informed part and to tackle tasks of considerable re-
sponsibility. This is a far cry from much of the voluntary work of the
past and it is for thi'l type of wcrk that training for volunteers is given
at the Human Relations Center. The attempt co involve local commu-
nities in the Poverty Programme, for example, has given impetus to
this kind of activity.

4. Women's Talent Corps

Another route to public work, both paid and unpaid, is via the
Women's Talent Corps, where members help in running volur.tary
welfar., schemes. Three months training is given, after which the
trainees become aides in teaching, occupational, therapy, social work,
mental health, legal services and research. Developments of this kind
raise the issue of promotion for women who are capable of moving be-
yond the level of aides. This is a problem which has been recognized
but not solved.

5. New York State University

New York State University makes special arrangements to assist
women w!..) wish to contir le their education at home. Teaching is given
on television, including a "sunrise lemester" at 6. 30 a.m. , and a high
school proficiency programme at F. 00 p. m. Syllabuses for stud) are
published and rests and examinations are organised at cent ial points.
Since one of the major difficulties of the re-entry woman is the lack of
basic qualifications, programmes of this sort, though n-q necessarily
at this time of day, are an essential element in any comprehensive
attempt to assist them.

G. Community Colleges

Community Colleges run two-year college programmes leading to
associate degrees. Originally these were schemes for technical twining
but they are now also offering general education programmes,

Assessment of Effectiveness

In view of the very large numbers of older women re-entering the
labour market and t)e relatively low level of their work and pay, the

'TO2



need is apparent for developing new openings for women and appropriate
training for these openings. It is clear that in the United States there
is a considerable amount of experiment in vocational guidance for re-
entry women, in educational services to help fill the gaps in their basic
education, and hi training for jobs where there is a demand for women
workers. The next stage, as those concerned with women's employment
are fully aware, is to find new openings and to wise the general level
of women's work. This requires a change of attitude on the part of e-
ploye_ s, of the general public, and not Lust of many of the girls and
women themselves. Emphasis Is placed both on th,i need to persuade
women to take mo:e full advr_ntage of the opportunities which already
exist, and on Inc, to pioneer new opportunities.
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r Y-W5-TA

OF WOMEN TO THE LABOUR MARKET IN NINE MEMBER COUNTRIES

,L

for
iut pros--

SPEC1A1 L4G

SCIIEN ES FOR

11-ENTRY WOMEN

Special schemes to meet
shortages, e.g. Nursing,
teaching. Training
courses also In manpower
ceatres throughout
Canada and at gocernmen
expense by arransrement
In municipal ache nos,
privi . sstablia.tmeris
and private itklasiiicy.

ELNANCLAL svppoRT

FOR EDUCATION"
TPA ININC w

EZENTRY WOMEN

AVAIL4IILITY OF
PA 0.7

EMPLOYMENT

.4,1C1AL PROVISION

FOE ASSISTiNG

RE-ENTRY MOTHEAS

Free training courses at
manpower centres, train-
ing allowance-it but only
for women who have been
In labour market 3 years
or are head of household.

POCS-

ide

Three eeks courses for
men and timer stadia:
at unskilled level. Sub-
sequent up-frailty
courses. Re-training
courses of 2-4 weeks for
office and 'hop work.
Training . stale estab-
lishmant and industrial
enterprises paid far by
public funds.

Grant. are paid to an3ont
undertaking training,
male or female. In the
7969 Training Act. the
re-entry -woman la spe-
cifically mentioned as
category for whom train-
!nig facilities ire avail-
able.

Considerable. 23,4% of
all women employed in
1964. 139% cf these volun-
tary part-time.

Vocational guidance Restricted. Some trade
course members not paid union npp011itioo to Pari -
but expenses met. Train- time employment. Demar
Ing course. (roe, Sc- for part-time work
entry women receive 101 coeds supply.
of basic wage for occupa-
tion for which being
trained, Irrespective of
huat ang's income.

Training grants available
only far women theatre!
al "unemployed'', Re-
turning houses-lye. exchid
ed from benefiit are paid
maintenance grants of
SO %of tuition tees vp to
5 0 D . M a month plus
travelling expenses.

of (mires, at AFFA open Tralnirg tour Res free,
Cl and I tcallly to ran and ,entri plat to trailers

mc.rles where
r. *P.!. th -.rive of *orrice.

c oak ori1R^Is-
ed 10 Met ,cle of ei-w rent-
%Omen. Trainirg pri-veil- ,f telitq'slmcnli and

*paid for fruit pa-
bit< }undo

Mainly where acute labour
shortages. Exceptional as

matter of policy, e g. to
Fort Office. toast Put
year the number of vicar,
C lee for part-time employ-
ment reported by the la-
bour exchanges w as in Ill
cases higher than the num-
ber of women seeking em-
ployment. 1Nute. At pre-
sent, June 1969, 31,000
women seeking employ-
ment and 71.000 vacancies
for part-time employment
were reported; on Mats
dune. 1960, 30.000 women
said 45,200 vacancies.
Part-time work is wel-
comed by the Government.
In ka towns the labour
administration has estab-
lished special placerners
offices for part -time
lebouri.

Opposed by trede
Very little pert-time ern
p1,117..errt

Crt chest exist but strong
pressure for extension.

CT !ches exist but strong
..,.anre for eXten55011.

LINE. Cf PARTICIPATION
FAIL OF WO..''N

ACED 15-6e

Tt ,5s n4
PARTICIPATION

RA:I Or %OMEN
MDR 35

331119411.

424119601.

CH, :hes exist but strong
pressure for extension_
NB. School day finishes
nor mall). at 2 p.m.. and
absence of school dinners
creates special problems
for motherr of school-
children.

471.

Aged 35-99
22.4% (1951)
35.0% (1965)
Aged 45-54
21.11(1951/
36.71 (19651.

Increased participation
in last decade since 1960
In 1960 301 of labour
force women, of which
401 married. in 1961
351 of the labour force
women, of which 59%
married,

Continuing high.

SriiFts ltifi kM strong 411 (19621.
prr r4re for exien all.,
Holialev camps for school
children

EMPLOY M D.T 01.
TRA DI TIONA L WOMEN s

OOLUPA MA, S

Very little,

Mainly traditional but
w omen penetrating lower
level computer work,
dracghtsmanstp, labo-
ratory assistants, taxi,
bus and tram drivers.

Craughtsmarehl).
Otherwise mostly Credi-
t om..1

Berlin:re overall pirti s.1
cipcion rile
1104 331
1962 - 311
Decline In of .omen
In agriculture and Indus-
try. Pine la tertiary
eiT45105-Elent.
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E-ENTRY OF WOMEN TO THE LABOUR MARKET IN NINE MEMBER COUNTRIES fConl'cle

AILABILITY
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GL IDA NCE

SPECLRL TRAINING

SCILEMES tot.
REIN TRY WOMEN

Courses meltable equally
to men and somen. No
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FLRA00101 it -PORT
FOR EDI. CATION!

TRAINING CF
RE ENTRY RADRIEN

Courses free of charge.

AVAILABIJTY Of
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ENT
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IV

THE COSTS AND THE BENEFITS

It is clear that the steps that need to be taken to assist and to make
effective use of re-entry can cost a of money. Who pays the bill,
how big Is it, and what is the pay-off? Costs and benefits can arise
at four levels: to Ms re-entry woman herself; to the employer; to
public funds; and to society as a vhols.

1. To the Re-Entry Woman Herself

When a married woman decides to take a job it must be assumed
that she will only do so if the benefits of working exceed the costs suf-
ficiently to Justify the additional effort. To the extent that n woman
wants a Job for non-monetary reasons the level of pay at which she
decides it is not worth her while to wort; may 1.,e very low. Her net
benefit from the job, or rent (defined as payment over and above the
amount it is necessary to pay to attract and retain such a woman in
employment) will be high. The benefits she obtains, and therefore the
minimum payment that will keep her at work, will be made up of both
cash payments and other benefits to which she attaches a value. For
the woman's decision to work or not to work to be a rational choice she
needs to know what both the costs and the benefits are. In reality some
of the costs may be concealed and never consciously taken into account.
Without realizing it the working housewife may, for example, shop less
economically when lack of time does not permit careful comparison of
prices, or because quickly rooked food is often in the higher price
ranges. She may also make a conscious decision to a price for
non-monetary satisfactions though she might not if challenged admit
that it is In part for these satisfactions that she is N,orking.

Studies have shown that many married woman feels lonely and a
hack number as her children grox older, arK4 a Job which gives new
interests and scope may be accepted despite low financial return.

Yob



Many re-entry women have for generations taken voluntary work to
meet this need, often costing theta or their husbands a good deal of
money.

In 1965, in a publication issued by the Institute of Life Insurance
New York*, an assessment was made of the difference between the
gross t the net earnings of a wife, adjustments having been made for
the costs of working. An example was given of a married woman with
three children all at school, earning $ 90.00 a week ($4, 500 p. a.) who had
a net income of $ 45.87 a week - approximately half. In the example
studied the husband earned $ 6,000 p. a. Federal and State tax for the
joint income Was $ 2,442.20, an extra $ 1,257. 20 arising from the
addition of the wife's earnings to the joint income. Of this amount
$ 761. 10 is charged against the wife's earnings and $ 492.80 is addi-
tional tax paid on the joint income. In terms of joint income therefore
the wife's earnings add to family income per week $ 45.87 less $ 9.47,
making a net family addition of $35.40 compared with her gross earn-
ings of $ 90.00.

This level td cost is confirmed in the United States Departmeat of
Labor Women's Bureau 1965 Handbook on Women Workers which states:
"Work related expenses may absorb from 1/4 to 1/2 of wives' earnings".

In the United Kingdom the Central Office of Information Study in
1965 of 10,000 women showed that 90`,; of those working 36 hours a week
or more earned below £ C. 0. 0 a week. Of all women working fail -time
or part-time 50q earned under 5s. an hour. Precise costs of working
were not calculated in relation to earnings but certain figures indicate
the kind of limits on outlay made by women with earnings at these levels.
Only 1/6 of all full-time workers had a journey taking longer than half
an hour. Similarly over 70q of the women with pre-school children
paid nothing for the care of their children. One third were prepared to
pay up to 2.0.0 a week, but only 14q- %yere prepared to pay over 2.0.0
a week for child care. It is estimated, according to the same report,
that a place for one child In a local authority day nursery costs £ 5. 0.0
a week. Clearly at the rates of pay of women in this survey their avail-
ability for work and their opportunities are severely limited by trans-
port and child care costs.

Again in the United States, in studies done in North Carolina and
Ohio in 1965", the following dctailcd list teas made of the items to be

Yo..r Vinancril Woefri`icer, A GiAdc for 1.7 lc r o r.e
L..rrir.,re of Iife 13,1a e.

Jot, related ex;cr 50 And maratcr er,t practices cf e i,cs in
Notth Cazolira. floc! e Economics Research Seimr No, 1-1, li,ral RcicalOr

(11106 <IA:C1 Pirattut nfAgicLiture.
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deducted from gross earnings in estimating the net gain from working
to a married woman worker:

- Income tax;

social security tax;

- other retirement contributions;

meals and snacks;

transport to and from work;

transport on the job;

- Gifts and flowers at work;

employee parties and group n.eeds;

medical expenses due to the job;

care of children;

dues to union;

- dues professional and busiress organizations;

professional publications;

special working clothing;

tools, licences etc. ;

professional and business ny:2tings;

educational expenses;

- other.

Net earnings vary not only with the costs of working but also with
the husband's income and consequer.t varying liability for tax. Table 19
taken from the same report, summarizes the average gross and n, t in-
come of employed urban wives, analysed by husband's income.

But, in considering the benefits the wife derives from working, St
can be argued that some of the 'costs' of working also generate to some
extent 'benefits' to the woman herself. Transport costs for the journey
to work may yield the benefit of n longed for trip to town; the extra
hairdos and clothes needed for working may bring their own pleasures;
many women who can afford it the world over pay other people to look
after their children. Social security contributions and union dues can
be sccn as a form of saving. Thus, onl a part of her expenditure on
such items can be regarded as uoavoldable costs to be deducted from
her post-tax earnings.
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It is not possible to make a precise estimate of the extent to which
these custs also confer benefits, and shoulti therefore be 'written down'.
To illustree this point let it be assumed that each of the costs confers
benefits to the extent suggested in the following lists:

Transportation 50%

Meals at work 50%

50% benefit, therefore only
50% to be deducted as
costs.

Social Security retirement, 75% benefit therefore only
union and professional dues 25% to be deducted as
(classified as 'other' in table) costs.

Extra paid service 100%

Extra clothing and
personal care 100%

100% benefit therefore
0% to be deducted as costs.

If on this assumption the net incomes in Table 19 are re-calculated
the figures are those shown In the table on page 118.

On these assumptions the advantages to the housewife of taking a
Job become mu,..,h more obvious, as Is seen In the preceding bst,

2. To The Employer

In the past it has frequently been said that it Is not worth the em-
ployer's while to employ and train a re-entry woman as she is unlikely
to stay. Since the attitude of employers can in the last analysis deter-
mine the prospect for re-entry women, an estimate of the costs and
benefits to employers is at the heart of any study of this problem.

The return to the employer depends on three main variables and
the interaction between them: the cost of recruitment and training;
the length of service of the woman; and the profit the employer ran
make on the woman's services once she is trained. Even for the
simplest and least skilled Job it costs something to recruit a woman
and introdu:e her to her job and she has to be paid wages from the
moment she enters employment. If she leaves without producing any-
thing of value the employer suifers a total loss. At the other end of
the scale a worker one trained can contrilyit every hour of her work-
ing life to the employer's profit. Between these two extremes there
Is a brcak-even point %Olen the accumulated prIfit from the woman's
work has paid off the total costs of recruitment and training but has
as yet contributed nothing to profits. This is the point at which If the
woman leaves, the employer neither gains nor loses. This point will
vary with varying recruitment arxi training costs and with the profit-
ability of each employee. In making this calculation:
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let P1 = (p1 + pv) be the break-even point

P1 = the training period in days (a datum)

P1, = recoupment period in days (to be determined)

B
11

= the average initial cost of recruiting a female trainee

b
11

= the firm's average costs per day per trainee

b11, = the average value per day to the firm of the trainee's output
during this period, net of tax

b
12,

= the firm's average profit net of tax per day per employee
during the recoupment period.

If on this assumption the net incomes in Table 19 are re-calculated
the figures are as follows:

The break-even point for the firm is given by choosing pr so that
the total -lin - treating costs as negative gains, equals

or

- B11 - p1 (bn - bn,) + 01.
' b12'

pl' = B11 + pi (b
11

-
11')

b
12'

The position can be illustrated by figures supplied by a consumer
goods firm in the United Kingdom with regard to semi-sidlled female
employees:

p
1

= 60 days

311 = 3.75

b
11

= 4.?5

b
11'

= 0.45

b
12'

= O. 75

Therefore pp = 3.75 + 60 (4.25 - 0.45)

0.75



Therefore P1 = p1 p1, = 60 4 309 = 369

Break-even point = 369 working days.

In sections of the retail trade and in the type of totally unskilled
work in which the employee Is productive after a few days traiing,
often on-the-job, the formula demonstrates how little an employer has
to lose even if the employee leaves after a month.

Let:

P
1

= break-even point

p
1,

= the recoupment period in days

B11 = the average initial cost o recruiting a female trainee = 5

b
11

= the firm's 2%-erage costs per day per trainee = 4

p
1

= the training period M days = 3

b11, = the average value per day to the firm of the trainee's ser-
vices during the :raining period = 0.25

b
12

= the firm's average profit net of tax per day per c r ,)ce
during recruitment period = 1

Recoupment period pp = +1911 + (b11 - b

b
12'

Therefore pl, = + [ 5_± 3 x 0.25d= 5 + 11.25 = 16.25
1

Therefore break-even point P1 = pl + p1, = 3 + 16.25 = 19. 25.

Obviously these calculations are largely based on approximations
and are far from precise. In particular the fig-um of profit per em-
ployee is obtained by the crude device of dividing the final profit net
of tax by the total number of employees. Despite these very severe
limitations, however, the calculations highlight prints of impu,tancs:
in any discussion of the cost benefit of re-entry women. From these
examples it is clear that length of training and labour turnover rates
are two highly significant variables. It is therefore crucial to this
study that In country after country the higher the level oi ,t*, the
greater the stability of the women. Again and again, empl,,), ,Aho
had with some reluctance engaged older women were pleased and gu r-
prised by their unexpected stability. Detailed studies under tkrn by
other investigators tend to confirm these vielAs.
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3. Cost To The Government And Other Public Authorities

If, as in the case for example of the great majority of unskilled
re-entry women in the United Kingdom, the firm pays recruitment and
training costs and the woman persuades a relative or neighbour to look
after her children the public authorities incur ro cost whatsoever. The
Exchequer stands however to gain from the tax the woman pays on her
earnings, and from tax paid by t?te employer on the profit earned. The
position alters however if the public authority provides the services,
especially the child care service, which in all the countries many wom-
en seek. In the United Kingdom it is estimated* that day nurseries cost
the authorities £ 5.0.0 per child per week. It is also argued, as this
survey has emphasized, that to avoid waste of resources vocational
guidance of an expert kind should be provided. The National Institute
of Industrial Psychology, a non-profit making body in the United Kingdom,
which has specialised for many years in vocational guidance, considers
that an adequate job can be done for adults in rather less than one day,
though in Sweden up to two days are devoted to one person. The National
Institute of Industrial Psychology estimates the cost at £ 20 to £ 25 per
day. The Department of Employment and Productivity, when hiring a
consultant for this work pays £ 12.12.0** per half day, which is in line
with this estimate. In some cases the Government also makes, or is
urged to make, a contribution to maintenance and travel costs while the
woman is in training.

It has in addition been emphasized In this study and elsewhere that
many women are capable of tackling jobs of a far more demanding kind
than those on which they were employed before marriage, and that the
labour market situation will increasingly mean that there will be a need
for longer arv.I more expensive training to produce more highly qualified
people.

Such schemes cost a lot of money. Taxpayers and Governments
will ask what reterr, on the outlay lb.) arc likely to get and why this
provision should bc given preference over the many other worthy pro-
posits for public expenditure. A married woman, unlike everyone else
in the labour market, is not dependent on a job. The rent and the ,.,ro-
eery bill will Lc paid, though perhaps at a more modest rate, if she
does not work. Married won timi of the sight of their own kitchen
dream dreams of the happy life of the career woman. Without teal
financial piessult. s to keep NI at it, however, r ill these dreams stand
up to the daily journey to work, the frictions and ,strains of working life,
the litcrien of tat rying the dual responsibilities at hone and at work,

In 1 E

* In i?e?.
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and the sheer physical exhaustion this can involve? Sooner rather than
later, it is argued, she will throw in her hand and all the costs of re-
entry will be wasted.

On the other hand, the married wotan who returns to work in her
middle thirties has twenty-five years or even more possible working
years ahead. In terms of taxed earnings this can mean a considerable
contribution to the Exchequer, especially if she is working in a more
skilled and better paid job. As with the individual employer, so with
the public purse, the crucial factors are the subsequent length of em-
ployment and the earnings level of the woman. In attempting to find a
formula to assess the position it is useful to separate costs to public
funds spent on the re-entry process, including vocational and training
costs, from those costs which might arise in response to the demands
from some sections of the public to support the re-entry woman once
she is back at work through the provision of day nurseries and through
tax concessions to offset the additional expenses she incurs when she
is working.

In calculating the cost benefit for the Government,

let: P2 = (13 4 p21) be brerk-even period

:32 = the training period [assumed to be 60 days]

p2, -- the recoupment period

B21 = the initial cost of vocational guidance [assumed to be £ 20.

b
21

= the contribution by Government to daily cost of training
programme [assumed to be £ 1.]

b
22

= the dally maintenance and travel grant contributed by
Government [assumed £ 2.3

b = 1he daily child can cost provithd by Government.
[assumed £ 1.]

b21 =- the daily tax receipts during training Ix riod
21 [assumed £ 0.2]

1321' = the daily tax receipts after training from both woman
and firm. [assumed £ 0.9.3

Let: B21 4- (b21 b22 b23) p2 - b24 p2 b2I' p2' = 0
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f

Therefore P2, [B21 (1)21 b22 b23) P2 b24 P2]

b
21'

For a married woman with one child cared for in a day nursery
while the mother is !co-' ,c1 it is also assumed that she is being
paid while training a, ell renders her liable for tax payment
of £ 0.2 per day and that on completion of training she becomes liable
for a tax payment of 0.4 per day. On comple!ion of training her em-
ployer's profit from her employment is taxed at I. 0.5 per day. The
daily tax receipt from both woman and firm is therefore 0.9. As-
suming that after training there are no additional disbursements, the
break-,wen point for the Government is then calculated as follows:

Rccoupmcnt period p2, = + 20 + (1 + 2 + 1) 60 - (0.2 x 60)
0. 9

243
O. 9

= 275 working days

Therefore break-even point = 60 + 275 = 335 working days. If after
training the Government continues disbursements at the rate of £ 1. per
day for child care and tax rebate for personal expenditure of 0.2 per
day then the calculation will be:

P2, =+ [20 + (2 + I + I) 60 - 0.2 x oi0j = N

0.9 1.2 - 0.3

Therefore there is a continuing Government loss.

If, however, the training r fists, 1,cluding maintenance during
training, are borne entirety by the firm, and if the only post-training
cost to the Government is the day nursery payment, the break-even
point for the Government will be reached when the combined tax pay-
ments by the woman and the employer are sufficient to pay off the day
nursery casts. In this case this point cannot be reached since the daily
combined tax of woman and employer is £ 0.9 and the day nursery is
£ 1.

To the Woman Herself

Since the woman herself is involved in some expense before she
gets employed, for her as well as for the cmployer and the Government,
there is a recoupment period before her outpay is balanced by her earn-
ings. In estimating the recoupment period for the woman in the exarn;de
already quoted for the firm and for the Government let:

"1118



P = the break-even period

p
3

= the training period

p3, = the reeoupment period

B31 = the initial expense of finding a job

b
3

= estimate of "rent" (net gain) per day during training period,
net of tax

b3, = estimate of "rent" per day after training, net of tax.

Since b3 Is generally positive (i.e. it is a gain not a cost for the

woman), if b3 p3< B31 (net earnings during training exceed initial

expenses of securing the job) the post training rent b3, :s irrelevant to

the determination of the break-even period, which is now shorter than
the training period.

Therefore recoupment period p
3'

= B31

b
3

For example, in the ease quoted:

B31 = C 2

b
3

= 1. 5 (gross pay off 2 less 1/4 costs = f 1.5)

Therefore p`3 = 2 = 1.33 da) s.
1. 5

To Society as a Whole

So far the costs and benefits of re-entry have beta examined from
Itie particular point of view of the women themselves, their emplo\ ers
and the Government. The broader, and probabl:- most important ques-
tion, however, is thc extent to which soclet) as a whole benefits from
the work of these women. The benefit to .-ocitt) is made up of thc wo-
man's "rent'', plus the profq to the film, plus tax accruing to the Govttn-
mcnt, What is the break-even point for society as a whole? How long
do the woven have to work 'yc fore the total social gains balance the
total social ...osts?
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Since taxes have been netted out of benefits to the firm and to the
woman the recoupment period for society as a whole can be calculated
by aggregating the total costs and benefits (costs being negative benefits)
of the woman, the Pnn and the Government.

To calculate the break-even period for sockty, L e. for woman,
firm and Government added together,

let: P = Society's break-even period

p = Training period

p' = recoupment period

Break-even period P = p « p'

v ',re p .= 60,

p' = (1311 + B
21

+11
31)

+ p(b -b b +b b -b -b )
11 11' 21 22 23 24 3

b
12'

b
21'

+ 1,3'

therefore p' = (3. 75 + 20 + 2) + 60(4. 25 - 0.45 + 2 + 1 O. 2 - 1. 5)

0.75+ 0.9 2

391.75
3.65

Therefore P = 60 + 107 = 167 days.

This calculation as there are no further payments by Govern-
ment for day ra.rsery or for additional tax relief. if, however, such
additional payments are made at the rate of £ 1 for nursery and 0.2 for
tax relief, the rrcoupmcnt period will be:

p' = (3.75 2) 60 (1.25 - 0.45 1 4 2 4 1 - 0.2 - 1.51 .341.75-174.

3.65 1.2 2.25

Therefore P = 60 + 17t 231 days.

Thus there Is a break-ev;a point for sockty after 23i a oil ing das
eN'cli if the Government continues to pay day nursery costs and tc give
the v oman additional tax rebates. In these circumstancet both the em-
ployer and the woman gain provided that an indefinite subsidy o; 1.2 per
day 1,er woman worker Is paid by the Government.

125
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V

CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS

This survey w's undertaken to study the problems involved in the
re-entry of women into employment, to examine the extent ro which
there exists a demand for employment for re-entry women, both from
the women concerned and in the economies in which they live. On the
assumptian that such a demand would be found to exist, the aim was
also to see what steps v cre being taken to facilitate the re-entry pro-
cess, how effective these measures were proving, and what further
developments might be suggested.

Re-Entry: A Widespread and Crowing Practice

In most of the countries studied there is a steady rise in the par-
ticipation rates of older women. Women workers In the cider age groups
include some life-time worker e, but a very high proportion of them are
re-entry women. The position is not uniform. In the Netherlands,
though there has been some increase in the number of re-entry women,
the level of participation of women of ail ages is still low in comparison
with the other countries in the study. In Italy the participation rate has
been falling, as the reduction in the number of women in agriculture
has not been matched by a corresponding increase in industrial, com-
mercial and service occupations. In Italy, also, unlike other countries
studied, there is no second peak in the curve of women's participation
by age, the mark of the growing practice of re-entry. In France, as
in Italy, the rise In the employment of women in non-agricultural occu-
pations has not matched the fall in the employment of women in agri-
culture. France however has a two -peak participation rate and the re-
ent:y practice Is growing.

With these reservations it can be said that the re-entry of the older
married woman and the two-phase working life has become an increaF-
ingly popular pattern.

I'd



Low Level Opportunities and Rewards

There is therefore abundant evidence that a large and growing num-
ber of women are seeking re-entry in a wide range of income levels and
in the mere prosperous as well as in the less prosperous countries.
Full-time jobs have on the whole been plentiful, but have been very
largely confined to the traditional women's professions and to low level
,vork in industry, commerce, retail trade and other services. The
men's and women's labour markets have remained almost entirely se-
parated, and with increasing numbers of women becoming available for
a limited range of jobs it is not surprising that, in comparison with
men, women's responsibilities and rewards have remained at a low
level. The position in the United Slates, as described by Airs. M.D,
Keyser ling*, vividly illustrates this point. Over the last twenty years
the number of women in employment in the United States of America
has increased and the women's participation rates, particularly in the
older age groups, have risen dramatically. Though women have moved
into better paid jobs they have done so more slowly than men. Compared
with men, their level of emAoyment has fallen and the gap between
men's and women's earnings has widened. In the world's most techni-
cally advanced country this record conveys a message of great Impor-
tance.

Demand for Opportunities for Par i-time Work

The demand for part -time work appears in many cases to exceed
supply. For nia.ny women re-entry depends on the availability of part-
time employment and many countries stressed the need for more part-
time openings. At present part-time work is normally seen by employ-
ers a3 a concession to be granted only where there is an acute shortage
of labour. Women working under such terms are in consequence vul-
nerable to changes in the employment situation. Moreover, so long as
it is normally only women who are employed en this basis it is an ar-
rangement which emphasizes the contrasting employment situation of
men and women and works against the elimination of sex discrimination
in the labour market on which improved opportunities expend. It is
interesting that a number of countries reported that women who returned
to work part-time changed over to full -time when their circumstances
permitted. As short shifts on a rota basis become more widespread,
and as women's lobs become better paid, it is likely that the demand
for part-time work will fall. The most useful immediate step is to
intensify the search for jobs in which work on part-time basis is mu-
hally teneficial to both employer and employee, as is oftfn the case in

keiscrlirg, NI, , woman.. an nder rcrolace, Training and
mem Jo, rat. aol, 22. N. 4 {April t?al.
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the retail trade, and .o guide women - and perhaps also men - into
these openings.

Official Encouragement: A Special Women's Service?

Since older women want to work, and since the economies of the
countries studied need skilled and trained personnel, the range and level
of jobs open to women are doubly unsatisfactot:. In these circumstances
older women carry a heavy burden of responsibility at home and at work
for a very meagre reward. The cost of working may absorb a half or
more of the woman's takings. Many of the costs of employment are
fixed, or would certainly not rise proportionately with rising earnings,
and this low net .e'-urn is largely the result of the very limited range
of women's work.

The economies of their countries, as well as the women themselves,
are also victims of this situatiw. The need to make better use of man-
power is constantly stressed. Yet the position Is tolerated, as in the
United Kingdom, where about three-quarters of all women in employ-
ment are r jobs which take less than six months to learn. That can
only mean that women in the top third of intelligence are employed in
semi-skilled work.

The problems of the re-entry women of course, only one part
of this wider cmanpower issue. The female labour force is made up
not only of re -en try women but of girls and you g women working until
the arrival of the first or second baby, and of the career women, single
and married, who continue to work without a break from leaving school
or college until they reach retiring age. But :he change in sex ratios
in the younger age groups, creating a surplus of men, combined with the
rise in the school leaving age and the fall in the age of marriage means
that the woman worker is becoming increasingly the old( woman work-
er. The problem of the utilization of w, lanpewer is becoming increas-
ingly the problem of the utilization of the re - entry woman. With the
early cessation of child-bearing - in the United States of America and
the United Kingdom, for example, the average woman, it has been
reckoned, has had her last child by the time she is 10 - the period
away from work is becoming shorter. The re-entry woman who re-
turns in her rnid-thirties has a quarter of a century mlre of working
life ahead of her.

Unsatisfactory as is th° existing labour market position for re-
entry women, much is nonetheless being done even within the existing
framework. Official machinery for assisting re-entry women exists,
at least nominally., in all the countries studied, since everywhere such
women are free to make use of the established labour market machines...
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It has to be decided, however, whether special machinery needs to be
created to deal with the particular problems of this group, and svhether
such machinery should take the form of a Women's Bureau.

The fact that the re-entry woman is by definition out of the labour
market when seeking employment, and may have been out of it for many
years, puts her in a position different in this respect from almost all
other categories of labour. At the same time, from the employer's
angle, there are many commonly held views about re-entry women
which, ag this study has shown, do not stand up to detailed examination.
It seems unlikely that these special problems will be faced and overcome
unless it is some officials' prime job to devote themselves for a period
of time to these questions. But should officials be formed into a special
women's section; should they, for that matter, themselves be women?

Unquestionably, in the United States the Women's Bureau is getting
results. fret the underlying demand of women is that, so far as jobs
are conceened, they should be considered on their merits as persons,
neither handicapped nor privileged by their sex. If this is what they
want cit is not easy to see why special provision specifically on a sex
basis should be made to deal with a problem in which the central diffi-
culty is the exaggerated attention attached to the worker's sex.

Any serious problem requires for a period of time the prim- att,:n-
tion of specially designated people. Otherwise little happens. But wee
this special effort is achieving success and the math handicaps affecting
a particular group have been removed, special organisation is no longer
necessary. At present In all countries there is need for a great deal of
work in giving information and services to women and employers. There
is no essential reason why this work should be done by women rather
than by men, though in practice it may prove easier to find women
rather than men prepared to give the mental and administrative effort
that effective re-entry programmes require. But where the necessary
machinery is established, and traditional attitudes have clearly begun
to shift, then, as is stressed in Sweden, the less these questions are
seen as special women's problems, the more they are accepted as lust
another aspect of general labour market work, the better for all con-
ceraed.

Additional Provision Required

Special provision within the labour market machinery 's clearly
needed. From the experience of the countries studied R is also plain
that there are a number of policies and praetir,es which !iced to be de-
veloped. These issues have already been discussed and need here only
be summarized. They include:
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1. Vocational Guidance

It is clear that many women have been severely handicapped in
their careers through lack of adequate vocational guidance early in
school life when important choices are made, often in ignorance of their
long-term consequences. Professional vocational guidance is needed
both for young girls and for older women. In Sweden careful individual
guidance for adults given by the employment service is supplemented
where necessary by aptitude testing carried out on behalf of the public
authority. Professional and official work is in a number of countries
being supplemented by voluntary associations, schools, universities,
women's organisations and the mass media. The potential re-entry
woman is at home, and out of touch. The first problem is to reach
her. Initial costs may be high, but not so high as the costs of losing
useful women, or of allowing them to embark on unsuitable work for
lack of guidance.

2. Correction of Defects in Basic Education

Where there are good openings many women are prevented from
taking advantage of them through lack of basic educational qualifications.
This problem is of course best hand:^1 in the schools which can ensure
that girls have an education wide and deep enough to be able to adapt to
changing job opportunities. Improved vocational guidance in the schools
should lead to changes in this direction, but it is an area so far little
explored from this point of view. Opportunities for adults to supplement
inadequate basic education exist on a wide front, but sometimes need
adjustment to be of practical value to married women. This is being
done for example in some places in the United Kingdom where daytime
classes are specially planned to fit a housewife's time table. The most
obvious instrument for supplementation is educational television, and
the New York University programme for providing a framework for
television study and an examination system is a very useful precedent.
Grants to assist women with their studies are a vital part of such a
programme, but are often not available.

3. Training

Training programmes have already been discussed in some detail.
It needs to be emphasised that success is being achieved in training
older women, with examples of successful trainees up to and even be-
yond the age of 60. In view of the many previous studies which have
stressed the difficulties in training older people this finding is perhaps
of special interest. R. M. Belbia has shown that success in training
older workers varies with the type of learnim; undertaken, and with
training methods used. Many c( the jobs mentioned in this survey in
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which older women have achieved good resul...i have depended on ability
to comprehend and to develop ;,-ciod personal relationships rather than
our the reflex type of learning. Middle management jobs 4.,1 the retail
trade and the chemical industry trainees are examples of such successes.
This is a matter of the first importance for re-entry policies. Very
tentatively the facts recorded in this study sugge,t a rather more opti-
mistic view of re-training possibilities for older women than has been
accepted in the past. It Is essential at this stage to carry out detailed
studies of training undertaken by these Older women in order to predict
likely success or failure far more accurately am 1s possible at present.

The proble,ns and possibilities of training for re-entry women need
to be seen in relation to the dramatic ..hanges taking place in attitudes
towards the training of men. The idea of a single training period prior
to or in the first weeks or years of employment is being rejected in
favour of the concept of continuous training and re-training.

In this framework the training required for re-entry can be seen
as only one of the many training periods available for men and women
throughout their working lives. The continuous training approach also
underlines the Importance of the development of measures to enable the
period the woman spends at home to he used to good advantage. This
...an be done both by tapping the potential for training in the experiences
of home and family and by t!,a appropriate proxision of training resources
to be used while the woman s at home.

In addition to the need for further research and the changed approacn
to training certain practical points of importance emerge from this study.

A very long training course, though in some cases essential, can
be a serious deterren.. The widespread e- tdence that re-entry women
tend to choots= short courses probably means continuing waste and sug-
gests an area that needs ti, ry thorough investigation. Entry require-
ments for training courses which can delay the start of training need
careful examination to see if a much wider system of equivalent qualifi-
cations can be worked out. Equally important Is the possibility that
courses may be shortened by accepting aspects of experience or train-
ing which, though in a different field, could nonetheless give e..)?mption
from certain parts of a training programme.

The practical aspects of training couis.:s for older women ne.2d
detailed attenti,,n. and the adjustment of hours of training to meet their
needs can release a number of women for training who would otherwise
be forced to remain at home. This and adequate grants to make the
wife independent of her husband for all the expenses of training, are
m or practical vonditions that must be met before a re-entry training
scheme can really get off the ground.
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Too little appears to be known of the special training methods ap-
propriate to older people and tha information in this field which already
exists should be given a good deal more publicity. Emphasis is how-
ever frequently laid on the importance of a personal approach to the
older trainee, with opportunities for fairly close personal contact be-
tween trainees and staff members able to build up the older woman's
confidence.

Does It Pay?

This study has shown that re-entry programmes for older women
can be a very satisfactory investment for both the community and the
woman herself. They can also be a waste of money. Their economic
success is a function of the value of the work the women perform, of
the length and cost of training, of the rate of labour wastage, and the
costs of substituting or foregoing the services the woman would have
been performing in the home and family if she were not in paid employ-
ment.

For economic success each of these factors needs to be carefully
considered, and bad risks eliminated. The trterprises Satisfied with
their schemes stressed the importance of the careful selection of the
women to be trained, and this need to be supplemented by more detailed
information on the characteristics of both jobs and women to indicate
the types of work for which re -t,itry programmes should be established
or exptwded.

The costs of services to support working wives create prob;ems
calling for policy decisiuns. It may be considered that where the value
of the work performed by the women concerned does not economically
justify the provisior of such services, social arguments may be advanced
for their provision and social welfare funds tapped for this purpose. Al-
ternatively, it may he i sided, especially if the introduction of equal
pay raises the level of women's em rings, that the woman herself can
be expected to ieet an appropriate proportion of the cost.

The re-entry woman herself, at present levels of pay, ofte appears
to be working for a very meagre net return when the costs of going out
to work are deducted from her earnings. Many women no doubt need
the money earned so much that they consider the effort worthwhile. In
many cases. however, it seems likely that the apparent 'costs' of work-
ing - extra clothen, help with domestic chores - are seen as 'benefits',
and it it this which makes the apparently low return acceptable.

Towards a com1,1,-n Labour Market?

A useful start in ,ich programmes has been made and literest in
this v.ho'e cpcstion is undoubtely quickening, But the effe,,t,ve use of
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re-entry women is limited not so much by the failure to develop the
services described on an adequate scale a3 by the limited nature of the
labour market for women. This applies to all the countries studied,
though in Sweden vigorous steps are taken, with so far only partial suc-
cess, to change the nature of the women's labour market.

As was pointed out in the opening section of this report, the nature
of the women's labour market will in any case change over the next de-
cade as a result of the combined effects of technology and of the intro-
duction of equal pay. Technology will undoubtedly erode the customary
women', jobs in the semi-skilled and unskilled grades in industry, prob-
ably also in clerical work. Many new jobs will be coming into existence
as air v;hite collar seetor expands, not only in the service field tradi-
tionally open to women but in the overwhelming by male technical field.

If women are to be confined to the customary women's labour mar-
ket then in twenty years time, perhaps even in ten years, the outlook
for re-entry women will be poorer not better than it is today and their
countries will increasingly waste their womanpower. If, however, at
this period of change it belornes possible to move away from separate
labo,:r markets for men and women and towards a single integrated
labour market, then the prospects for ,eentry women will be trans-
formed.

How many employers in how many countries are prepared to ask
the key question posed by managements In Sweden: "What jobs in this
company can NOT be done by a woman?" - and the answer, it will be
remembered, was "Ver, few". If this question is asked or. a wide scale,
and if increasingly, selection for jobs is based not on sex but on abilities
and qualffleelons, then the opportunities for re-entry women could be
very great indeed, With proper guidance, selection and training, there
is little doubt that many re-entry women at present employed below
capacity could be equipped to hold down more demanding, more inter-
osting, more responsible and better paid work. To the criticism that
such women will not contim.e in employment, and that money will there-
fore be wasted, it is not possible to give a categorical denial. Dui in
the countries studied and in the work of other investigators, such as
Dr. Viola Klein, it has been repeatedly found that employers who have
engaged re-entry women have been agreeably surprised by their stability
and length of service. The existing evidence suggests that the higher
the level of training, of responsibility, and of pay, the less likely is the
woman to leave her employment. Stability is affected by a number of
variables, not only sex but also education, training, level of work, age
and family circumstances. Viewed as prospective employees there is
more difference between a highly qualified woman with a grown-up family
and an unskilled woman with a large number of small children than there
is between the same highly qualified woman and a comparably qualified
man.
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Women's future opportunities depend predominantly on the develop-
ment of a common labour market for men and women. Whether any
such common labour market will come into existence depends in turn
on society's willingness to see it happen, and the willingness not only
of men but also of women themselves. The problems of women's em-
ployment, and especially of married women's employment, are so
complex and interesting just because they impinge on matters spread-
ing far beyond the labour market and the technicalities and costs of
training. Family life and the relations of men and women are affected
by the roles of women at work, by the financial independence well paid
work gives, by the confidence and authority that comes to a woman who
is accepted in a responsible position, If there were really to be a com-
mon labour market with women trained and promoted in relation to their
capacities, many people, women as well as men, fear that the male and
female roles would be harmfully distorted and that family life would
suffer. These are real fears. Unless they are faced, they will check
women's advance in the world of work, for the values threatened are
held with a strength which makes a long fight for their protection ine-
vitable. The issues involved are beyond the scope of this survey, though
the solution to the problems of re-entry probably depends far more on
how these !natters are tackled than on any other factor. What can be
said with certainty is that the next decade is a decade of change in wom-
en's employment, Things will not stay as they are, and the problems
will not fade quietly away. We can look at the change with all its social
and psychological ramifications as the Swedes appear to be attempting
to do and can deal with it as a whole. Or we can ignore the wider prob-
lems, only too late to be overtaken by them. Three facts can perhaps
give us courage. Changes in family institutions and the relations of
men and women are not new. The situation today would have seemed
a nightmare or a vision to our grandfathers and grandmothers. In the
field of employment it seems unlikely that change will come rapidly.
Perhaps the greater danger is that it will not come rapidly enough.
Women are not standing on the barricades clamouring for the training
and the discipline and the toll that responsible work entails. As they
come forward they v.111, It is true, intensify competition among men as
well as women. It would be wise to guide them in their own interests
as welt as in the Interests of their male competitors in the occupations
that are expanding, not contracting. Competition to: an increasing
number of Jobs is far easier to accept than competition in a dwindling
market. Some men have some cause for fear. but few for panic.

And finally, this Is a generation that puts high value on personal
relationships, and, despite divorce rates, on the family. There has
never been a time when so many men were so closely and intimately in-
volved in the affairs .)f home and children. Work is important and may
well become more important to women as well as to m "n, but this does
not mean that men and women are incapable of preserving while at the
same time transforming the relationships that matter to them most,
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